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Foreword
This Code of Practice has been produced as a joint project between the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
(CIBSE) and the Association for Decentralised Energy (ADE).

Setting minimum (and best practice) standards should provide greater confidence for specifiers and developers. This
Code can also be included in the tendering/contracting process to specify minimum requirements for a project. The
adoption of this Code of Practice by developers could ultimately be used to support marketing by providing assurance to
customers and property purchasers that the heat network scheme has followed a set of design, installation and
commissioning standards. The assurance provided by these standards should therefore have a significant effect on the
heat network market.
CIBSE, supported by the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC), is working to develop training and
registration of heat network professionals to ensure that the skills necessary to implement the Code of Practice are
available across the sector. The Code of Practice, supported by these trained professionals should provide a step change
in the heat network sector.
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Introduction

Overall purpose

The structure of the Code

The development of heat networks (or district heating) in
the UK is increasingly recognised as an important
component in the UK’s future energy strategy (DECC,
2013). Heat networks can address the ‘energy trilemma’
by meeting the following strategic aims:

The Code is written to cover all stages of the development
cycle of a project from feasibility through design,
construction, commissioning and operation.

—

To reduce greenhouse gas emissions through the
use of a wide range of low carbon and renewable
heat sources.

—

The typical sequence of a project by stage from
initial brief and feasibility through to operation and
maintenance.

—

To improve security of energy supply by diversifying
the energy sources for heating and reducing our
dependence on fossil fuel imports.

—

For each project stage, a number of objectives
are set.

—

To offer a supply of heat that is good value and
that contributes to reducing fuel poverty.

—

For each objective a number of minimum
requirements are defined to achieve the
objectives.

A major challenge will be to deliver a high standard of
service to customers, who will have had good long-term
experience using gas-fired boilers. Therefore, a high
quality installation offering good reliability, a long life, low
carbon intensity of heat supplies and low operating costs
will be key. The cost-effectiveness of the heat supply will
also depend on achieving low-cost finance over a long
period of time and funders will also be looking for longterm performance and reliability.
This Code of Practice is therefore written to:
—

Improve the quality of feasibility studies, design,
construction, commissioning and operation by
setting minimum requirements and identifying
best practice options.

—

Deliver energy efficiency and environmental
benefits.

—

Provide a good level of customer service.1

—

Promote long-lasting heat networks in which
customers and investors can have confidence.

The Code applies to both heat networks designed to
supply new developments and networks that are
retrofitted to supply existing buildings. Although many
issues are common, networks for new buildings require
careful design to keep heat losses low whereas the design
of networks for existing buildings is often constrained by
the existing heating systems in the buildings.
The Code will be supported by a training and registration
programme for those delivering projects under the Code.
Visit the CIBSE website (www.cibse.org/training) for the
latest information.

Reference is made within the Code to the Heat Trust scheme
(www.heattrust.org), established in March 2015, which provides more
detail on minimum levels of customer protection and takes precedence
over the Code in this aspect.

1

2

The core of the Code is structured as follows:

All of these minimum requirements will need to be met
if the project is to comply fully with the Code. The Code
may be used either for the entire project or for a particular
stage but the greatest value will be obtained when it is
followed for all stages.
The project stages are described in Figure 1 which
shows the heat networks Plan of Work from briefing
through feasibility, design, construction, commissioning
and operation. The Code is structured around the stages
in this Plan of Work and each section/stage is colour
coded to reflect this.
Figure 1 also shows the key responsibilities (see Table
1 for further detail) and how these relate to the major
goals set out below. An intrinsic part of meeting the Code
of Practice is to recognise the interlinked nature of the
whole process, i.e. it may only take one weak link for the
whole heat network supply chain to fail.
A successful heat network project will only be realised
when the key design principles have been properly
considered and implemented from initial feasibility through
to operation in an integrated manner.
This is often made more difficult by the fragmented nature
of the industry and the procurement of schemes. It is
common to find that the feasibility work is carried out by
a consultant, the detailed design and construction by a
design and build contractor and the operation and
maintenance by a separate operating company. The
procurement approach should consider the risks involved
in this fragmentation and the lack of incentives for each
party involved to deliver an optimal scheme. Where such
separation cannot be avoided the Code of Practice
should assist in achieving a more optimum integrated
design that ensures operational costs are fully taken into
account in the design/development stages and that the
system is correctly commissioned prior to the operational
phase.
As the Code is designed to be as prescriptive as possible,
some of the requirements are set to achieve minimum
acceptable standards. However, it is recognised that an
important role for the designer is to identify options for
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Figure 1 Typical Plan of Work for a heat network project (diagram reproduced courtesy of Phil Jones)
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F. Delivery of a safe, high-quality
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environmental impacts controlled
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heat sources
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D. Use of variable flow
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return and flow temperatures
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heat losses
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Operation
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Design
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Each stage of the project will have complied with the
Code when it has been demonstrated that all minimum
requirements have been met. However, the complexity
and variety of heat networks means that alternative
solutions that do not meet all of the minimum requirements
can also be used and will be compliant provided a
justification of any non-compliance is made to demonstrate
that the overall aims stated above are being met.

Energy
centre

Goals
The principal ways in which the high level strategic aims
are achieved are through the following broad goals which
need to be considered in each stage of the project:

A.

Correct sizing of plant and network

When dealing with new technology designers will be
naturally cautious and this can give rise to conservative
designs that are more costly and have lower performance.
However, it is also necessary to consider the potential for
expansion of the scheme to adjacent buildings especially
when planning energy centre layouts and sizing the
primary network branches.

Heat
network

Building
connections

Building heating
systems
Space
heating

Hot water
heating
t

Correctly-sized plant

t

Variable speed pumps

t

Two-port control valve

t

Low carbon heat
source supplies a high
proportion of demand

t

Surveillance system

t

Peak flow is limited

t

Optimised route,
temperatures,
diameters and
insulation thicknesses

t

Heat exchanger
sized for low return
temperatures

t

Heat meter

t

Bypasses are
temperature
controlled

t

Thermal store used to
optimise operation

t

Ability to vary flow
temperature

t

Two-port control
valves

t

Heat emitters sized
for low return
temperatures

t

Heat emitters
balanced to achieve
design return
temperatures

Controls
(B)

(L)
(D)

CHP

Peak
boiler

Thermal
store
(A)
Hot
Cold
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(F)

(J)
(K)

(C)

DH
surveillance
system

(E)

M
(G)

(A) Thermal store to minimise use of
peak boiler and maximise income
from CHP electricity

(D) Differential pressure control valve to
limit maximum flow and limit pressure
across control valve (F)

(B) Control valve to provide variable flow
temperature

(E) Temperature controlled bypass at
extremities of network

(C) Variable speed pumps with a range
of duties to suit demand pattern
controlled on pressure difference in
network

(F) Two-port control valve to ensure variable
volume in DH network and to vary secondary
temperature
(G) Heat meter to encourage careful use of
energy

(H)

(H) Plate heat exchanger sized for close
return temperatures
(J) Two-port control valve to maintain low
return temperature with balancing
facility to set flow rate and return
temperature
(K) Heat emitters sized to give low return
temperature
(L) Room thermostat and time clock

Figure 2 Illustration of some typical features of an efficient heat network (above) with an example schematic diagram (below).
Note: this schematic is provided for illustrative purposes and alternative arrangements are permitted within the Code, including the
use of direct connection and other energy centre arrangements (see also CIBSE AM12 and CIBSE AM15)
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decision by the client body together with the costs and
benefits for each option. In most cases within each
objective further information is provided on what could
represent best practice, which the various parties should
also consider adopting.
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Achieving low heat network heat losses

There is evidence that network heat losses in some
schemes are relatively high, especially for distribution
systems within newly constructed apartment blocks. The
economic and environmental impact of network heat
losses depends on the type of heat source – if this is a low
carbon and low cost source there would be less impact
than for a high cost or high carbon source. However, in
most cases, high heat losses will lead to higher carbon
emissions, higher operating costs and a higher risk of
overheating so designers need to consider ways to
reduce the heat losses as far as practical.

C.

Achieving
consistently
low
temperatures
and
keeping
temperatures low

return
flow

For a given flow temperature, a low design return
temperature will reduce peak volume flow rates leading to
smaller pipes and lower costs. Maintaining low return
temperatures under part-load conditions is important to
keep heat losses and pumping energy low. Designing for
lower operating temperatures will result in higher
efficiencies with some types of heat sources, e.g. heat
pumps and steam turbine extraction. If the design return
temperatures are not maintained in operation then the
heat network capacity will be reduced. For existing
buildings the design of the existing heating systems will
limit the scope to use low temperatures. For new
developments the designer has the opportunity to
optimise the temperatures. Achieving low return
temperatures starts with correct selection and balancing
of radiators and other heat emitters within the building,
which is often the responsibility of the building owner and
designer and not the heat network owner/operator.

D.

Use of variable flow control principles

Using variable flow control systems will result in lower flow
rates and lower return temperatures at part-load. Variable
speed pumps are used and should be controlled to
maintain a minimum pressure difference at the extremities
of the network. This important control principle will reduce
heat losses and pumping energy.

E.

By focusing on these goals throughout the project the
heat network will be better able to deliver efficient, costeffective and low carbon heat to customers.
Figure 2 illustrates some of the typical features needed for
an efficient heat network. Further guidance on the design
of heat networks is to be found in the References and
Further Reading sections of this Code and especially in:
—

Technical Guide to District Heating (BRE, 2014)

—

AM12: Combined heat and power for buildings
(CIBSE, 2013)

—

District Heating Manual for London (GLA, 2013)

Responsibilities
A typical heat network project involves a number of
different organisations which all need to work together for
success to be achieved. In general the responsibilities will
be clear from the context of the Requirements. The Code
needs to be adopted by all parties involved in developing
the heat network and should not simply be made a
contractual requirement on one party.
Each project will be different but Table 1 describes the
typical responsibilities that may be carried out by each
organisation.

Optimising the use of low carbon heat
sources to supply the network

A primary driver for using heat networks is to enable low
carbon heat sources to be used. These need to be sized
to deliver a high proportion of the annual heat demand.
The control systems and any thermal storage should be
designed to maximise the contribution of low carbon heat
and to ensure the efficient and cost-effective operation of
these heat sources.

F.

55 standard ‘provides objectivity across 28 aspects of
good asset management, from lifecycle strategy to
everyday maintenance (cost/risk/performance). It enables
the integration of all aspects of the asset lifecycle: design,
acquisition, construction, commissioning, utilization or
operation, maintenance, renewal, modification and/or
ultimate disposal.’

Delivery of a safe, high quality scheme
where
risks
are
managed
and
environmental impacts controlled

At all stages from feasibility through to operation, safety,
quality and environmental impacts need to be a priority.
This could involve the adoption of international standards:
ISO 9001 for quality management, ISO 14001 for
environmental management, ISO 18001 for occupational
safety and ISO 31000 for risk management. In addition
the Asset Management Standard PAS 55 is relevant for
the development and operation of the scheme. The PAS

Supporting sections of the Code
It is intended that the Code will be used in a range of
market sectors and applications and these are described
in Section ii.
The Code also includes in Section iii a summary of
legislation that is likely to be encountered in the course of
developing a heat networks project. This is provided for
general guidance and readers should consult the latest
position directly from government sources.
The Code is intended to cover all types of scheme for
both existing buildings and new buildings, and for
residential, commercial or institutional buildings. The key
issues that impact on each of these sectors are discussed
in Section iv.
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Organisation

Responsibility

Central and local government

s

Central government sets overall heat policy, develops appropriate incentive mechanisms
and works to remove barriers to heat networks

s

Local government promotes the strategic vision and develops supporting policies especially
in relation to planning to enable local connections. Local government may also be able to
overcome land ownership issues where multiple owners would hinder the development of a
single network

s

Define strategic scope and future proofing requirements for the systems

s

Appoint CDM principal designer

s

Appoint project team

s

Arrange finance

s

Lead the planning application process

s

Commission the designer

s

Appoint the construction contractor

s

Develop and sign the contracts for construction, operation and heat sales

s

Determine peak demands (by the project design team) and agree with the heat network
operator

s

Estimate projected annual consumptions (by the project design team) and agree with the
heat network operator

s

Define design operating temperatures for the building services and losses in the secondary
network and agree with the heat network operator

s

Ensure that the need for low return temperatures under all load conditions is understood by
the design and construction teams

s

Establish phasing plan for the development

s

Lead the planning application process for the new buildings

s

Commission the building services correctly

s

Operate the building in accordance with the heat network operator recommendations (or
instruct their facilities manager to do so)

s

Consider whether a scheme that also supplies adjacent buildings on a larger heat network
will bring added value

s

Determine peak demands and agree with the heat network operator

s

Estimate projected annual consumptions and agree with the heat network operator

s

Determine opportunities to modify the building’s heating system and its operation to benefit
the heat network

s

Develop lease agreements that provide for a heat network supply, granting access to the HIU
and limiting the ability of the resident to choose alternative forms of heating whilst
maintaining customer protection

s

Survey existing buildings

s

Determine peak demands and annual consumptions and provide an independent view of
these

s

Develop concept design and operational philosophy

s

Estimate projected annual consumptions

s

Evaluate existing, new and future heat sources

s

Preparation of capital expenditure and operational expenditure estimates

s

Determine heat selling prices in relation to the market level

s

Whole lifecycle cost analysis and preparation of an investable business case

s

Environmental benefits and impacts

s

Identify key planning issues and risks

Owner/developer of the heat network
(This may be a local authority, a
housing association, building
management organisation, a private
sector ESCo, a public-private
partnership or a community energy
company)

Owner/developer of new buildings

Owner of existing buildings

Feasibility study consultant
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Responsibility

Heat network designer

s

Produce designer’s health and safety risk assessments

s

Design to achieve a cost-effective and efficient network

s

Select optimum routes and resolve infrastructure obstacles

s

Select pipe types/trenching methods

s

Specify quality requirements

s

Check design intent is implemented through construction

s

Assist in the planning application process

s

Make allowance for future expansion, e.g. design in valved and capped tees

s

Make allowance for future changes in network operating temperature and the impact on
pipework sizes, heat exchangers etc.

s

Make allowance for future low carbon heat sources

s

Manage health and safety on site

s

Quality control of installation

s

Liaise with other utilities and highways authority

s

Liaise with designer for route variations and ensure stress analysis is carried out on any
changes

Commissioning contractor

s

Develop and conduct detailed commissioning procedures to ensure the design intent is
realised and enable a smooth handover to the operational phase

Heat network operator and
maintenance contractor

s

Health and safety for operatives, customers and the public

s

Provide input and advice during design development and construction

s

Provide a reliable heat service

s

Operate a procedure for handling customer complaints

s

Maintain water treatment

s

Maintain energy centre plant and equipment in accordance with planned preventative
maintenance (PPM) schedules

s

Operate the system in accordance with the design

s

Continually monitor and review the system for efficient operation

s

Lifecycle maintenance and repair of plant

s

Monitor network alarms and rectify faults

s

Maintain statistics and provide reports

s

Provide information to customers

s

Develop heat supply contracts especially with anchor customers that may have long-term
contracts

s

Service provided may be in compliance with the Heat Trust or equivalent scheme

s

Metering and billing of customers

s

Credit risk for non-payment

s

Enter into contracts for the purchase of heat and recognise and fulfil their own obligations
under the contract

Heat network construction contractor

Heat retailer

Final customer for the heat
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Scope

The scope of the Code is designed to cover all scales of
heat networks – in principle any project that involves the
linking of heat supply to more than one dwelling or more
than one building. The Code is applicable to both new
buildings and existing, although priorities and opportunities
differ between these applications in important ways as
discussed in Section iv.
The Code is not intended to provide general design
guidance, rather it is aiming to set minimum standards.
The user should consult published guidance that is
available and which is detailed in the References and
Further Reading sections of this Code.

Central plant
Although the emphasis in the document is on the
development of the heat network itself, reference is also
made to minimum requirements for the heat source at the
central plant or energy centre in as far as this impacts on
the overall heat network system. More detailed guidance

iii

The Code excludes requirements for the building to house
the energy centre plant or other equipment and associated
building services where the Building Regulations need to
be followed.

District cooling
The Code does not set requirements for district cooling
(DC) as such systems are generally of a more bespoke
nature supplying specific buildings. However, where
appropriate, mention is made of district cooling systems
where the requirements in this Code are equally applicable
to DC or to highlight design issues that are unique to DC.
Guidance on the design of DC is available from ASHRAE
District Cooling Guide (ASHRAE, 2013) reflecting the
greater use of DC in the USA.

Legislation

This section describes in broad terms the scope of
legislation that is likely to impact on heat networks
development. It is not intended to be comprehensive nor
in sufficient detail to enable compliance to be tested so it
is essential that readers consult the latest regulations
normally available on Government websites.

It should be noted that some regulations are devolved to
the administrations of Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland and there are important differences.

Health and safety legislation

8

for the design of energy centre plant can be found in other
documents published by CIBSE and other bodies (see
References/Further Reading).

Although the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act is
fundamental, the Construction Design Management
Regulations (CDM) 2015 will govern all stages from design
through to operation. The Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health Regulations (COSSH) Regulations
2002 and the Dangerous Substances and Explosive
Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR) 2002 are also likely to
apply in most cases. During the operating phase the
control of Legionella risk is an important consideration
and the HSE Code of Practice L8 (HSE, 2013) needs to
be followed. The UK Pressure Safety Regulations and the
Pressure Equipment Directive need to be considered
although the heat network pipes themselves are exempt.

Planning legislation
Obtaining planning permission under the Town and
Country Planning Acts for any new construction is a
fundamental requirement. Planning permission for a new
heat network will be required for major schemes both for
energy centre(s) and often for the buried network unless
dispensation is obtained. Planning permission may be
needed for temporary works including any major site
compounds needed for storage of materials and other
construction purposes. Permissions will be needed from
any landowners in addition to planning permission.
For new-build schemes the planning permission may be
part of the application for the development itself and local
planning policies may have a strong influence on the
nature of the energy solution to be used including the
incorporation of renewable energy. Planning policies may
encourage the use of heat networks as they can use a
wider range of low carbon technologies some of which
may only be available at scale. For example, the London
Plan requires developments to make provision for future
connection and connecting to existing heat networks.
Early consultation with the Planning Authority is
recommended to establish the extent of permissions
required and which policies will be applied when
considering the application.
Planning approval may impose other construction
requirements with conditions dealing with removal of
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Local Authority legislation
The Government has indicated that Local Authorities
should play a leading role in the development of heat
networks. The legislation that provides powers to Local
Authorities to develop and operate heat networks and sell
heat energy is contained in:

which details how the heat is produced, the proportion
from CHP for example. A template for the necessary input
data is given in Appendix C.
This approach potentially provides an incentive for
buildings to connect to a heat network, particularly as we
move towards the 2016 Zero Carbon Homes standard
and where Allowable Solutions may provide further
support for low carbon heat networks.
The Part L Compliance Guides for Dwellings and NonDwellings (HMG, 2013e and 2013f) contain information
on CHP and heat networks.

—

for London, the LCC (General Powers) Act 1949

—

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976

New Road and Street Works Act (NRSWA)

—

Local Government Act 2000 – this contains the
well-being powers which have been used by
Local Authorities to promote and participate in
heat network projects

—

Local Authority procurement is covered by the
Public Contracts Regulations 2006

—

Local Authorities can also procure schemes
through the Utilities Regulations

It is normally necessary for organisations wishing to install
heat networks in the public highway to obtain a NRSWA
Section 50 Licence from the Local Authority. The licence
imposes important obligations on the holder to give
suitable notice of its operations and to provide record
details of all installed equipment. A particular feature of
this Licence will be the highways management and traffic
plans which have to be prepared, submitted and then
implemented.

—

Planning and Energy Act 2008 – Local Authorities
are allowed to set their own standards regarding
carbon emissions target for new buildings, which
has encouraged heat networks and renewable
energy generation. For further information see the
National Planning Policy Framework available
from the DCLG website.

State aid legislation is also important when developing
business structures, for example, public sector
intervention in the form of grants are likely to be limited to
40% of a project’s capital costs, particularly where there
is a private sector developer. A Local Authority may wish
to set up a separate organisation to develop heat
networks similar to an arm’s length management
organisation (ALMO) that has been used to provide local
housing needs. The legal status and the degree of control
by the Council and extent of function provided by such
companies needs to be carefully considered as this will
impact on how the procurement regulations will apply.

Early contact with the Local Authority Highways
Department and other statutory undertakers working or
with systems installed in the area is recommended. There
will be a need to obtain licences for site compounds and
there may be payments to be made for loss of car parking
spaces. There may be opportunities for co-ordinating the
heat network installation with other utility works or road
resurfacing programmes.
Contact may also be necessary with the Highways
Agency, Network Rail, the Canal and River Trust or the
Environment Agency where major crossings are
envisaged.

EU Energy Efficiency Directive
The Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU is being
transposed into UK legislation. There are two main areas
which impact on Heat Networks:
—

The requirement for EU Member States to
establish the potential for district heating and
report to the European Commission regularly on
uptake of DH.

—

Requirements related to the metering and billing
of heating and cooling supply.

Design and construction legislation
Building Regulations
The Building Regulations govern the construction of new
buildings and refurbishment works. The main impact on
heat networks arises where part of the compliance route
is to use a low carbon heat supply to achieve the required
CO2 emissions.
There is provision within the non-domestic regulations for
a heat network operator to provide the carbon intensity of
the heat supply to be used in the CO2 calculations. If this
CO2 intensity from the heat network is less than
150 g/kW·h of heat supplied then the designer will be
able to take account of the benefit of a low carbon heat
supply as part of the low carbon design solution, which
may add value to the project.
For the domestic regulations, information is required for
the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) modelling

The Energy Efficiency Directive requirements for metering
and billing apply to both the non-domestic and domestic
sectors and have been implemented through the Heat
Network (Metering and Billing) Regulations 2014 (SI 2014
No.3120 and Amendment SI 2015 No.855). Heat meters
are required to be installed at each multi-customer
building supplied by a heat network and individual
customer heat meters are to be installed for all new
developments (district heating schemes only, not
communal heating schemes) and where a relevant major
renovation is undertaken. This requirement is for both
individual dwellings and for industrial/commercial
consumers in multi-occupancy buildings. In addition,
heat network operators need to retrofit individual heat
meters at each unit supplied unless it can be shown that
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this is not cost-effective or technically feasible. Where
individual heat meters are shown not to be cost-effective
or technically feasible, heat cost allocators (HCAs) have to
be installed unless they too are not cost effective. A
national methodology for determining the costeffectiveness and technical feasibility of heat meters and
HCAs in compliance with the UK regulations is available
from the National Measurement and Regulation Office,
see https://www.gov.uk/heat-networks.

Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations and
Scottish Water Byelaws
There are a number of interface points with the water
industry for the supply of water make-up at the Energy
Centre, the co-ordination of the buried heat network with
water infrastructure and the supply of domestic hot water
services within buildings. Regulations and Byelaws need
to be followed and early consultation with the local water
supplier is recommended to avoid late changes to design
and installation and abortive costs.

Operational legislation
The Electricity Act 2013
The Electricity Act 2013 makes provision for the setting of
Contracts for Difference (CfD) which will support
renewable energy electricity generation including CHP
plant that might supply heat networks. These are
supplanting and then replacing Renewable Obligation
Certificates (ROCs) from 2017.
10

The Electricity (Class Exemptions from the Requirement
for a Licence) Order 2001 rules that operators need to

determine if they meet the Order’s requirements to qualify
for an exemption. Such an exemption will be important to
obtain if planning a ‘private wire’ electricity network in
association with the heat network.

Renewable Heat Incentive and Feed-in-Tariffs
These financial mechanisms exist to promote renewable
electricity and heat generation which will be of importance
to heat networks which intend to use such heat sources
including: large-scale heat pumps, biomass boilers, and
small-scale biomass CHP. Larger-scale biomass CHP will
be eligible for CfD which is the mechanism being
introduced to replace the ROCs (see above).

CHPQA system
The CHPQA system is a method for establishing the
relative performance of a CHP system using a quality
index (QI) which is related to how much CHP heat is used
over the year. A QI over 100 is termed ‘good quality’ and
if this threshold is met then it is possible to claim exemption
from the Climate Change Levy (CCL) for fuel and electricity
used on-site and obtain tax relief under the Enhanced
Capital Allowance (ECA) scheme.

Carbon Price Support (CPS) payments
Payments need to made under the Carbon Price Support
(CPS) for electricity generated by gas. However, fuel used
in a CHP to generate heat is not liable for CPS. CPS
payments are not required for systems below 2 MWe.
Since April 2015, CHP-generated electricity used on site
will not be liable for CPS.
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Under the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme large national
energy users are required to report on their energy use
and make a payment that is related to the carbon
emissions associated with the energy used. The scheme
treats heat supply from a heat network as zero carbon
emissions which potentially provides a useful but small
benefit to the scheme. Local Authorities and universities
will be within the remit of the CRC.

EU Emissions Trading System (EUETS)
If the energy centre has more than 20 MW thermal input,
then it will need to be included within the EUETS. This will
require payments based on the fuel used, however there
are free allocations for CHP systems. An opt-out provision
was set by DECC’s legislation for small emitters and
hospitals in the UK for the phase III of the EUETS.

Energy Company Obligation (ECO)
This scheme requires large energy users to deliver carbon
emissions reductions, usually energy efficiency
improvements, to housing. However, a number of heat

networks have also been supported under this scheme
and in the future heat networks will be allowed as a
Primary Measure under the CERO and CSCO parts of the
ECO but with some pre-requirements.

Consumer legislation
There is no specific legislation that covers the sale of heat,
apart from the heat metering regulations referred to
above. However, the sale of heat is governed by consumer
protection legislation and subject to the supervision of the
Competition Markets Authority (CMA).
Heat Trust, a voluntary customer protection scheme for
customers on existing and future heat networks, has
been developed through collaboration between industry,
consumer groups and government. More information is
available at http://www.heattrust.org.
The Landlord and Tenant Act has implications on how
heat can be supplied to tenants. Existing tenancy
agreements and leases need to be considered when
carrying out retrofit works.

Figure 4 Existing buildings supplied by a new heat network – Stafford Cripps Estate, Islington (reproduced courtesy of AECOM)
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Applications for heat networks – challenges and
opportunities

New-build applications
For new-build applications the major consideration is
usually how the heat network can contribute to meeting
planning policies, Building Regulations and other client
requirements, e.g. those defined by reference to the
BREEAM standard or similar scheme for dwellings or
communities.

New buildings will have much higher standards of fabric
insulation and air-tightness than existing buildings.
Consequently the heat losses from the network will be
more significant and close attention to the design to
minimise such heat losses will be critical. In this context
the heat network is not just the buried network between
any residential blocks but also the pipework from any
block entry point up to each dwelling. Indeed it is this
latter element which contributes most to heat losses and
poor design can lead to not just excessive heat losses but
also over-heating of corridors/common areas.

New buildings offer important opportunities to utilise
lower operating temperatures, as the new heating
systems can be designed accordingly, with consequent
benefits of lower network losses and more efficient central
plant.

At the feasibility stage it can be difficult to estimate the
peak heat demands and annual heat consumption with
accuracy as reliance must be made on modelling, often
with limited information. Wherever possible the designer
should check estimates against operational data from
similar schemes.

The project is likely to be developed in phases and full
occupancy may not be achieved initially so the heat
demand will build up slowly over time. In some prestige
London developments occupancy levels are low and this
may impact negatively on the operation of the scheme for
some years to come. This leads to a need for designs to
provide for future flexibility without significantly increasing
the costs for the early phases.

12

Ensuring suitable customer protection is key to any new
heat network, because they are effectively unregulated
monopolies. Key to the success of networks generally will
be the development of suitable customer protection,
some of which has been incorporated in the Heat Trust
scheme. Providing clear information on heat prices,
predicted heating costs and comparisons with alternative
heating systems will be important to achieve customer
satisfaction.

Retrofit applications
In retrofit applications, heat demands can often be
estimated using actual fuel-use data.
Heat network operating temperatures will typically be
determined by the highest temperatures used in certain
buildings and working with these building owners/
operators to reduce operating temperatures would benefit
the whole scheme. What may have become common
operating practice in an existing building may not align
with the original design criteria. The building itself may
have been upgraded, reducing the heat demand, enabling
lower temperatures to be adopted with no loss of service.
A suitable location for a central plant (and with room for
future expansion) is often difficult to find, especially in a
city centre area, although consideration should always be
given to using distributed peak and standby capacity and
existing boilers to reduce the space needed at the energy
centre.
Without the policy support from planning or defined client
requirements commonly found with new-build, customers
are only likely to connect with a clear commercial benefit,
although in some sectors the low carbon intensity of heat
supplied from the network will also be a factor in the
decision.

Mixed developments of new and existing
These developments are seen where the new development
is subject to policies which promote heat networks and
which can then be used as a catalyst to initiate a heat
network to supply adjacent existing buildings. Alternatively,
some schemes have started by serving existing buildings
such as council offices and then extended to supply
adjacent new developments.
The developer of the new-build may have to provide
additional space on site for plant to supply a wider area,
but again consideration should be given to using the
boiler plant in existing buildings for top up and standby.
The design of the wider network may impose constraints
on the new development that may not be optimal, e.g.
higher operating temperatures. However, there may also
be opportunities to use the return water from the existing
development as the flow circuit to the new.
Commercial and contractual issues are typically more
complex, however for any heat network to develop it will
naturally contain a mix of new and existing buildings and
therefore this should not be considered an insurmountable
obstacle.
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Objectives:
1.1

To commission the project in accordance with the Code of Practice

1.2

To agree contracts that are fair and equitable with customers

1.3

To define appropriate service levels for the heat supply
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Why is this objective important?
The owner/developer organisation will wish to procure a
heat network that will provide a high level of service for
customers, be reliable and be cost-effective. The owner/
developer will also need to comply with planning
conditions set for new developments and in many cases
will require a low carbon supply with other environmental
and sustainability benefits. This organisation may be a
local authority, an ESCo, a property developer or a
community organisation but all will ultimately be
responsible for the performance of the project and should
therefore take the lead in implementing this Code.

Minimum requirements
1.1.1

1.1.2
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The owner/developer shall ensure that this Code
of Practice is included as a key requirement in
briefs and specifications as appropriate for the
delivery of:

1.1.3

The owner/developer shall ensure all those
working on the project conduct an effective
handover process between each stage.

1.1.4

The owner/developer shall provide feedback to
CIBSE as to the operation of the Code and any
points where compliance has been found to be
too onerous or impractical so that the Code can
be progressively improved.

1.1.5

The owner/developer shall check that suitably
qualified and experienced people are employed
on the project appropriate to each stage.

1.1.6

The owner/developer shall provide designers with
clear responsibilities using the guidance in the
BSRIA Design Framework (BSRIA, 2014) where
appropriate.

1.1.7

The owner/developer shall clearly define and
document where any of the Requirements in the
Code are not to be included in the brief or
specification. This may particularly be the case
when carrying out early stage feasibility studies.

—

feasibility studies

—

design services

—

construction contracts

—

commissioning contracts

Best practice

—

operation and maintenance contracts

—

comprehensive energy services contracts
or concession agreements.

It is expected that in the future a system of certified
individuals or companies who have the capability, systems
and expertise to develop and operate heat networks will
be set up. Best practice could then be to use such
certified individuals or companies to implement the
scheme. It could also be best practice to appoint an
independent certified individual to carry out an audit of
the project, to check and certify that all of the Code’s
minimum requirements have been met, and produce an
audit report.

The owner/developer shall monitor implementation
of the Code on a regular basis, and at the end of
each stage of the project, the compliance of the
scheme against the minimum requirements listed
under each objective, seeking to obtain evidence
that the requirement has been met.
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Why is this objective important?
Any successful business needs loyal customers that will
continue to purchase the product and pay their bills. For a
natural monopoly such as a heat network this is particularly
important. Customer satisfaction and retention will depend
to a large degree on having fair and equitable contracts.

1.2.4

A target level of availability of heat supply shall be
agreed for planned and unplanned shutdown
periods which recognises the cost-benefit
balance in setting the target.

1.2.5

Compensation payments shall be made to
customers where the supply has been interrupted
and the targets not achieved by an agreed
margin,
and
for
domestic
customers,
compensation shall be in accordance with the
terms of the Heat Trust scheme.

1.2.6

The maximum response time to attend to a heat
supply fault shall be clearly defined; different
times may be set for faults occurring outside the
heating season or for emergencies.

1.2.7

Specific arrangements shall be made to identify
vulnerable customers and provide additional
support as appropriate, in accordance with the
Heat Trust scheme.

1.2.8

The method for providing alternative heating
supply to vulnerable customers or to all customers
in the event of a prolonged fault shall be defined.

Minimum requirements
1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

The contract offered to domestic heat customers
must have regard for the requirements of the
Heat Trust scheme, where the rules of this
scheme permit.
The contracts for the sale of heat to non-domestic
customers shall not discriminate between
customers except for valid reasons (including in
relation to technical issues such as capacity,
temperature, capital contribution etc.).
Clear information shall be provided to the
customer on the charges for heat, both fixed and
variable together with predictions of annual costs
and how these compare to alternative heating
systems.

Figure 5 New build housing supplied by a heat network – Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
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Objective 1.2 – To agree contracts that are fair and equitable with customers
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Why is this objective important?
It is important that the service level for the heat supplied
is defined as ultimately this will determine the design and
hence the costs of delivering the heat. A clear statement
of service level will enable customers to understand the
service offered and there will be less likelihood of disputes
occurring.

1.3.6

For systems which are planned to operate
intermittently, the operating hours when the
heating is unavailable shall be defined (e.g. at
night).

Minimum requirements

1.3.7

The point at which the heat supply will be metered
shall be defined and the arrangements for gaining
access to read the meter shall be detailed.

1.3.8

The arrangements for monitoring the supply to
the customer, recording of flow and return
temperatures, pressures, flow rates and annual
consumptions shall be defined; a regime for this
monitoring system shall be defined including
periodic checks/calibration.

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.3.4

1.3.5
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heating will be unavailable or the external air
temperature above which it will be shutdown shall
be defined.

An external air temperature shall be defined at
which the heat supply capacity shall be at its
maximum – this design external air temperature
shall be determined using appropriate guidance,
taking account of the location of the scheme.
The maximum heat supply capacity (in kW) for
each customer shall be defined at the design
external air temperature and for the assumed
flow and return temperatures of the heat network.
This also defines the maximum flow rate from the
heat network.
The minimum flow temperature that will be
available from the network in the summer period
shall be defined, taking account of the use of
variable flow temperature control and heat losses
from the network.
Any variations in flow temperature of the network,
e.g. seasonally or in relation to the external air
temperature shall be defined.
For systems where the supply of space heating is
shutdown in summer, the dates when space

Best practice
This could include:
—

The provision of regular information to customers
regarding their demand profiles and operating
conditions with the aim of improving the overall
operation of the heat network for the benefit of
both suppliers and customers.

—

Penalties/payment deductions for failure to meet
service levels.

—

An online portal for consumers to view their
energy consumption data.
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Objective 1.3 – To define appropriate service levels for the heat supply

Objectives:
2.1

To achieve sufficient accuracy of peak heat demands and annual
heat consumptions

2.2

To identify the most suitable low carbon heat sources and location
of an energy centre

2.3

To determine the location of top-up and standby boilers and use of
existing boilers

2.4

To select suitable operating temperatures

2.5

To define heat network distribution routes, pipe sizes and costs

2.6

To determine building connection costs including heat metering

2.7

To minimise the negative impacts of phasing the development

2.8

To assess operation and maintenance needs and costs

2.9

To conduct a consistent economic analysis and options appraisal

2.10

To analyse risks and carry out a sensitivity analysis

2.11

To assess environmental impacts and benefits

2.12

To develop preferred business structures, contract strategy and
procurement strategy
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Why is this objective important?

2.1.5

An estimate of both the peak heat demand (MW) and
annual heat consumption (GW·h/year) is the first step in
any feasibility work. The peak heat demand is the highest
demand that the network is designed to supply and will
typically determine the diameter and cost of the network,
the pump selection and the peak boiler capacity. The
annual heat consumption is the total heat delivered to the
customers in an average year and this determines the
heat revenues to the scheme and, together with the daily
and annual profiles of this consumption will determine the
capacity of the low carbon plant which will supply the
majority of the heat. These estimates are therefore
fundamental to the feasibility study and sufficient accuracy
is needed.
For existing buildings the estimates will mainly rely on fuel
use as recorded by meters and other site information. It
will normally be of benefit for the building owner and the
heat network operator to examine opportunities for
energy efficiency before committing to the investment in
the heat network so as to avoid unnecessary investment
in capacity and less efficient operation.
2.1.6
For new buildings, a modelling approach will be needed.
It is important that the modelling reflects the expected
operation of the building in practice which may differ
significantly from modelling needed to show compliance
wit Part L of the Building Regulations.

Peak demands shall be estimated from a
combination of: a knowledge of the installed
boiler capacity and how these are operated in
practice, benchmarks using floor areas and age
of the building, or from half hourly gas meter
readings if available and supplemented by
modelling using CIBSE TM54 (CIBSE, 2013).
Benchmarks for peak and annual heat demand
estimates based on floor areas which can be
used in feasibility studies are given in the following
references:
—

TM46: 2008 Energy benchmarks (for
existing buildings) (CIBSE, 2008b)

—

Guide F: Energy efficiency in buildings (for
existing buildings) (CIBSE, 2012)

—

BG9: Rules of Thumb, 5th Edition (for new
buildings) (BSRIA, 2011)

—

BG14: Rules of Thumb, 4th Edition
(for existing buildings) (BSRIA, 2003)

Future heat demands for extensions of the
network shall be estimated in a similar way and
where appropriate a sensitivity analysis carried
out to show the impact on the heat network and
energy centre design.

Best practice
Minimum requirements
2.1.1

For existing buildings, heat demands shall be
estimated on a monthly basis using actual fuel
used from meter readings wherever available and
an assessment of existing equipment efficiencies,
taking account of any potential for cost-effective
investments in energy efficiency, or by use of
benchmarks.

2.1.2

The data shall be analysed to separately estimate:
the heat demand for space heating, domestic hot
water and any system losses within the building.

2.1.3

The space heating element shall be adjusted by
means of degree days or other method to provide
a monthly heat demand profile for an average
year using an appropriate baseline temperature
for the building concerned (although it is important
that in any later analysis the sensitivity of this
profile is tested for extremes).

2.1.4
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Where possible, an understanding of the daily,
weekly and annual occupancy pattern of each
building shall be established to inform the energy
centre design and the need for thermal storage,
together with any future expected changes which
may have an impact.

Best practice could be to obtain hourly or half-hourly fuel
use data from meters throughout the year where this is
available or to install monitoring equipment to establish
the demands more accurately. Best practice would also
include the use of operational data from other similar sites
to generate a heat demand profile. From this data an
annual heat load duration curve can be produced.
Best practice could be to take account of local climates
such as the heat island effect in large cities when
assessing space heating demands and the lower demand
for hot water that may be seen in summer (due to higher
cold water feed temperatures and lower temperatures
used for showers).

District cooling also requires an estimate of cooling
demand which for existing buildings is often hard to
establish as cooling is rarely measured directly and
electricity use for chillers is also not usually metered
separately. Cooling demand tends to be more peaky
than heat demand and more limited in duration – for
offices typically for weekday afternoons in the
summer months. For new buildings dynamic
simulation modelling can be used to provide the
cooling demand profiles.
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Why is this objective important?

this stage to establish the approximate level of
likely benefits and feasibility. The efficiencies used
in determining fuel use shall be gross (higher)
calorific value to avoid the common error of using
net (lower) calorific value which leads to underestimating fuel costs. The model shall also include
realistic assumptions on the efficiency, availability
and output of each plant item and an analysis of
the network primary and secondary losses from
the work undertaken in accordance with Objective
2.5.

One of the benefits of heat networks is that they can use
a variety of heat sources and at the feasibility stage it is
important to consider a range of solutions and identify the
best mix of heat sources for any given project. The project
should not proceed to the next stage without a firm
decision on the type of suitable heat sources even if the
exact capacities of each will be refined later.

Minimum requirements
2.2.1

Available heat sources and technologies shall be
reviewed and the most suitable compared in
more detail. Where feasible, this shall include
renewable sources and local waste heat sources.

2.2.2

The heat sources shall be compared primarily on
the basis of whole life costs, contributions to CO2
reductions, taking account of future trends in
energy prices and electricity decarbonisation,
and level of technology risk.

2.2.3

The heat sources shall also be compared on the
basis of: local environmental impact, space and
access requirements, sustainability credentials
including origin of fuel (especially for biofuels),
transport requirements and security of supply
issues.

2.2.4

A mix of heat sources shall be considered,
recognising that lower capital cost but higher
running cost sources may be advantageous to
meet peak demands (e.g. gas-fired boilers).

2.2.5

Financial incentives (see Section iii) such as FiTs,
RHI and CfDs shall be identified and the lifecycle
cost comparisons carried out both with and
without these incentives. Cost of carbon may
also be used in the comparison. Modelling shall
also include the impact of any CCL/CPS
exemptions, LECS, CRC, EUETS and in particular
the impact that constructing a network and linking
buildings will have on such current costs, either
positive or negative.

2.2.6

An operating model shall be set up to establish
the size of each heat source and how much heat
they will generate annually, this will provide the
data on fuel and electricity use and, in the case of
CHP, electricity generated, for use in the economic
model. The model shall take account of the
potential benefits from thermal storage at least at

2.2.7

The operating model shall be set up to use a
month by month heat demand profile together
with a way of differentiating between night period
and day period and weekdays and weekends, if
there are significant differences in heat demand
expected.

2.2.8

One or more suitable energy centre sites shall be
selected from a range of options comparing these
across a number of criteria such as: proximity to
heat loads, visual impact, noise disturbance, flue
emissions and air quality impact, viability of fuel
supply and electricity connection, space for both
initial plant and for expansion, fresh air supply for
combustion (which shall be via natural ventilation
wherever possible), access for plant installation,
removal and fuel deliveries.

2.2.9

Even where different types of heat sources are
used, a large number of energy centres on the
network shall be avoided as this will lead to a
reduction in the economies of scale and the
network will become too hydraulically complex to
operate to maximise the use of low and zero
carbon (LZC) plant.

2.2.10 Future potential heat sources and the potential
growth in demand shall also be considered in
relation to fuel type and CO2 emissions,
recognising that the wider electricity supply
system will change over time as it decarbonises
and that major items of energy plant on the
network will typically require replacement after
circa 15 years.

Best practice
A best practice operating model would adopt an hour by
hour approach throughout the year. Even if the knowledge
of daily demand profiles is limited, this type of modelling
will be more accurate and is often required to establish
how a scheme will operate in practice, particularly where
there are multiple consumer types, a range of heat
sources and thermal storage.
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Why is this objective important?

Minimum requirements

To ensure a satisfactory level of service it is normal
practice to include gas-fired boilers as standby plant
should the primary heat source fail. Such boilers are often
also used to help meet peak demands during the coldest
weather, often referred to as top-up duty. The low carbon
plant that supplies the majority of the heat to the scheme
is normally a higher capital cost and it would be
uneconomic to size this plant to supply the peak demands.
The top-up and standby boilers can be located either at
the energy centre or distributed within the scheme or
some intermediate arrangement between these two
extremes. In some cases the existing boilers within
buildings can be retained for these top-up and standby
duties. The disposition of the top-up and standby boilers
will determine not only the capital cost of the boiler plant
but also of the heat network – as distributed boilers would
allow the network to be sized only to deliver heat from the
primary heating source which may be half or less of the
peak capacity. The location of the boilers also influences
the security of heat supply and the need to allow for
temporary boilers in the event of a failure of the heat
network. It is therefore important that this issue is
considered at the feasibility stage and an optimal
approach developed.
Other forms of back-up heat supply may also be considered
to provide operational flexibility – for example the use of
electric heating for domestic hot water storage systems.

2.3.1

Discussions shall be held with the heat customers
where appropriate to determine their requirements
with respect to security of supply and the capacity
and condition of existing boilers.

2.3.2

The feasibility study shall examine the options of
centralised boilers and distributed boilers,
including the incorporation of existing boilers into
the scheme where appropriate and make suitable
recommendations.

2.3.3

Consideration shall be given to the principles of
hydraulic control to be employed to ensure that
use of the low carbon heat supply source is
maximised, especially where multiple heat
generation sources and distributed boilers are
used.

2.3.4

The options appraisal shall take account of the
space required for boiler plant and the associated
cost of any building area needed.

Best practice
Best practice could include consideration of additional
heat recovery, where applicable, on the lead top-up and
standby boiler to improve system efficiency as these
boilers may well be older less efficient units and capable
of upgrading.

Table 2 Preferred design operating temperatures for new building services systems (i.e. secondary or tertiary systems)
Circuit

Secondary flow temperature

Secondary return temperature

/ °C

/ °C

Radiators

Max 70

Max 40

Fan-coil units

Max 60

Max 40

Air handling unit

Max 70

Max 40

Underfloor heating

See Note 1

See Note 1

Domestic hot water service (DHWS) instantaneous heat
exchanger on load

See Note 2

Max 25 for 10 °C cold feed temperature

DHWS cylinder with coil

See Note 3

Max 45 when heating up from cold at 10 °C

DHWS calorifier with external plate heat exchanger

See Note 4

Max 25 for 10 °C cold feed temperature

Note 1: Underfloor heating systems will typically operate with floor temperatures below 35 °C and typically flow temperatures of 45 °C which is
advantageous for heat networks as this will result in low return temperatures.
Note 2: A minimum flow temperature of 65 °C is typical and will be determined by the required hot water delivery temperature which is typically
set to 55 °C. Lower hot water delivery temperatures may be acceptable provided the volume of water is small and the Legionella risk can be
controlled and this may allow the use of lower flow temperatures.
Note 3: Hot water storage involves a Legionella risk and the stored temperature is normally above 55 °C. For acceptable heat up times a
minimum flow temperature of 70 °C is typical. The return temperature will generally be higher than for instantaneous heat exchangers as heat
from cold rarely occurs and so higher heat losses will result.
Note 4: A central hot water calorifier would normally be designed to store water at 60 °C and with a minimum recirculation temperature of 55 °C.
Typically a flow temperature of 70 °C or higher would be needed.
Note 5: Where direct connection is used, the radiators shall be sized in accordance with this table. However, in operation, a higher flow
temperature may be used to suit the network design, provided that radiator return temperatures shall be less than 40 °C.
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In all cases, the variation of flow temperature across the network needs to be considered, especially for the summer low flow condition where
temperature drops can be significant. The temperatures given in this table are at the consumption point and higher flow temperatures will be
needed at the energy centre supply point.
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Why is this objective important?
Operating temperatures are a key aspect of heat network
design and will determine both the capital cost of the
network and the heat losses and pumping energy. The
temperatures selected will also determine the efficiency of
the heat source (especially for heat pumps and steam
turbine extraction) and also the volume of thermal store
required for a given energy storage. Whilst there will be
scope for further optimisation during the design stage, the
feasibility stage needs to be based on assumptions which
are practical and achievable. These assumptions can then
be used to carry out the pipe sizing and produce the cost
and performance data needed for the feasibility stage.

temperatures, more complexity and higher heat
losses so should be avoided where possible.
2.4.7

The network flow temperature shall be sufficient
to heat the domestic hot water to the required
temperature with good temperature control and
to minimise health risks from Legionella growth.
Alternative methods of Legionella control may be
used to permit the use of lower flow temperatures.1

2.4.8

If the use of polymer carrier pipes, or other
materials, is considered advantageous then the
acceptable maximum temperatures (and
pressures) of the plastic pipe to deliver a 30 year
design life shall be determined (which may involve
the use of variable flow temperatures) and the
overall benefit of such pipe systems assessed
accordingly.

2.4.9

For new building services systems the peak
(design) operating temperatures for heat emitters
shall be selected to be as in Table 2.

Minimum requirements
2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3

2.4.4

Where possible, information shall be obtained
from each building owner/operator to determine
the temperatures used for their existing heating
system under peak demand conditions and the
potential for reducing these, especially the return
temperature. It is important that any original
design temperatures are established and if the
building/boiler plant is currently operating to a
different regime establish why this is taking place
and whether current practices can be changed
for the benefit of both the heat consumer and the
proposed network.
The most suitable operating temperatures for the
heat sources selected shall be identified, taking
account of how efficiencies will vary with operating
temperatures.
The potential to reduce the flow temperature as
demand falls (weather compensation) to reduce
heat losses under part load conditions shall be
analysed, taking into account pumping energy
and impact on return temperatures.
The targeted difference between flow and return
temperatures on the primary heat network under
peak demand conditions shall be greater than
30 °C for supply to new buildings and greater
than 25 °C for existing buildings (where feasible),
to reduce the capital costs of the network, unless
a detailed analysis of lifecycle costs and
performance shows otherwise.

2.4.5

The option of using a higher flow temperature for
the heat source and the thermal store and a lower
flow temperature for the heat network, shall be
considered where appropriate.

2.4.6

The temperature difference that occurs at any
hydraulic separation (e.g. at a heat exchanger)
shall be taken into account in defining operating
temperatures; the use of multiple levels of hydraulic
separation leads to higher primary return

2.4.10 For existing buildings, at a feasibility stage, it can
be assumed that radiator circuits designed for
82 °C flow 71 °C return can be rebalanced to
achieve lower return temperatures, e.g. to achieve
80 °C flow 60 °C return, as radiators are often
oversized, especially where fabric improvements
have been made subsequently to the original
heating installation.
2.4.11 The approach temperature – the difference
between the primary return (outlet) temperature
and the secondary return (inlet) temperature across
a plate heat exchanger – shall not exceed 5 °C so
as to reduce return temperatures on the network.
2.4.12 For existing buildings the type of control system
shall be established. Where constant volume
systems and three-port control valves are used,
discussions shall be held with the building owner
to evaluate changing to a variable volume, twoport control valve system that would benefit both
the heat network and the heat customer.

Best practice
Best practice could be to:
—

Carry out a specific temperature optimisation
study taking account of all impacts to derive
lifecycle costs and environmental performance for
a range of temperatures.

]1
Research on the use of low temperature district heating and the
implications for Legionella control has been published by the IEA under
Annex X (IEA, 2011). See also TM13: Minimising the risk of
Legionnaires’ Disease (CIBSE, 2013).
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Seek to achieve return temperatures lower than in
Table 2 and consider more complex ‘cascade’
systems where the return temperature from a
space heating circuit is used to pre-heat cold feed
to a centralised DHWS, for example in a building
such as a hotel or leisure centre. In some cases
lower flow temperatures may be advantageous,
e.g. 55 °C/35 °C radiator circuits have been
proposed especially where heat pumps are
anticipated as the heat source.

—

Reduce approach temperatures for heat
exchangers to 3 °C. However it is important to
check that there is sufficient heat transfer at low
loads and low flow rates when low velocities may
occur within the heat exchanger and detailed
consultation with the heat exchanger supplier is
recommended.

District cooling systems are more constrained in
operating temperatures than district heating, as they
have to operate between a minimum flow temperature
close to 0 °C and a return temperature below the
typical space temperature of 20 °C. Within a single
building typical temperatures of 6 °C flow and 12 °C
return have become established. In order to reduce
pipe sizes district cooling systems increase the delta
T to about 10 °C, e.g. 5 °C flow 15 °C return. Even
so the pipe sizes will generally be much larger than
for the heating supply. As a result, direct connection
should be considered to avoid a further deterioration
of temperature difference. The use of chilled beams is
favourable for district cooling as a higher return
temperature is possible. The possibility of supplying
chilled beams from the return from air handling units
in a cascade manner would also be beneficial for
district cooling.

Objective 2.5 – To determine heat network distribution routes, pipe sizes and costs
Why is this objective important?

2.5.5

Pipe routes shall avoid passing underneath
existing or future buildings or structures and shall
consider the constraints of existing basement
structures, contaminated land and archaeology.

2.5.6

Where routes need to be taken through land
owned by third parties the necessary wayleaves
shall be secured at an early stage.

Note: Although pre-insulated pipe systems with steel
carrier pipe manufactured to EN 253 are commonly used
there are a range of other materials available for the carrier
pipe: PEX, PB, PP-R and more innovative design using GRE
(glass reinforced epoxy) or other multi-layer plastic
composites. These all have different characteristics and
can result in lower costs depending on the application and
should be assessed either at the feasibility stage or early in
the design stage. In general, polymer pipes, at least for
smaller diameters, will have lower installation costs because
of the greater flexibility and because fewer joints are
needed. A further option to the designer is the use of twinpipe systems which offer lower heat losses and lower
installation costs.

2.5.7

Discussions with the Highways Department in the
Local Authority and other utilities shall be held at
an early stage, where appropriate, to identify
constraints and opportunities to co-ordinate the
heat network installation with other works that
may be planned, e.g. re-surfacing of roads, other
utility works etc.

2.5.8

An initial pipe sizing calculation shall be carried
out to establish network costs. The guidelines in
Tables 3 and 4 on typical flow velocities may be
used which will avoid over-sizing, however a more
detailed approach as described in Objective 3.6
may also be used at the feasibility stage.

Minimum requirements

2.5.9

An alternative pipe sizing approach based on
achieving approximately 250 Pa/m pressure drop
in each branch may be used, however higher
pressure drops can be acceptable on non-critical
side branches and for welded polymer pipes.

The capital cost of the heat network is likely to be a major
component of the project cost and will therefore influence
the economics. The routes for the network will define the
length, installation difficulty and hence cost. The feasibility
of the routes needs to be established especially where
there are major barriers such as road or rail crossings.
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2.5.1

Routes shall be selected with the aim of minimising
the length of the network to reduce both capital
costs and heat losses.

2.5.2

Routes through service areas of the connected
buildings shall be identified to reduce the costs
associated with the buried network.

2.5.3

Consideration shall be given to the feasibility of
the routes in relation to major barriers such as
major roads, railways, rivers and canals.

2.5.10 For steel pipe systems, if higher velocities than
3 m/s are used a specific transient pressure
check (water hammer) shall be carried out
simulating the effect of valve closure and pump
trips and the resultant pump discharge pressures
from the energy centre.

2.5.4

For detailed feasibility studies, existing utility
service plans shall be reviewed and routes shall
be selected to avoid major known existing utility
services or areas where services are known to be
congested.

2.5.11 The thickness of insulation shall be selected when
assessing pipe costs, and greater thickness may
be required especially for areas of low heat
density, for high cost heat sources and for newbuild schemes (see also Objective 3.5).
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Best practice could include obtaining and reviewing
drawings of the existing utilities and other record
information in the area covered by the heat network to
determine additional barriers, e.g. no space underneath
certain roads due to congestion of other utilities or
opportunities such as the use of existing service tunnels,
basements etc. This could be supplemented by
Table 3 Typical flow velocities for steel pipes

undertaking ground penetrating radar surveys to map
existing services at critical points.
Best practice could also include more detailed calculations
to optimise the pipe sizing to minimise lifecycle costs
taking account of: construction costs, electricity used for
pumping and heat losses may be carried out. This is a
requirement at the design stage but could be considered
as best practice at a feasibility stage if the additional cost
is justified.
Table 4 Typical flow velocities for polymer pipes (SDR 11/9)

Pipe size ID (for EN 253 pipe)
/ mm

Typical velocity
/ m/s

Pipe size
/ mm

Typical velocity
/ m/s

54.5

0.85

DN25

1.0

107.1

1.2

DN32

1.0

160.3

1.6

DN40

1.1

210.1

1.9

DN50

1.3

263.0

2.2

DN65

1.4

312.7

2.5

DN80

1.5

DN100

1.9

DN125

2.0

DN200

2.4

DN250

3.0

Note: Steel pipe to EN 253 is typically available with three different
insulation thicknesses (Series 1, 2 or 3). Some manufacturers of
pre-insulated polymer pipes offer pipes with an increased thickness
of insulation. See also Objective 3.5 for system heat loss
requirements at design stage.

Objective 2.6 – To determine building connection costs, including heat metering
Why is this objective important?
Building connection costs and heat metering are
significant costs and need to be taken into account in the
economic evaluation. Either direct (where the heat
network water is used within the building) or indirect
connections (where a heat exchanger separates the heat
network water from the building heating system) may be
used. The equipment used in building connections are
often referred to as ‘substations’ for larger buildings and
‘hydraulic interface units’ for dwellings.

2.6.5

For new dwellings, costs shall be included for
each dwelling to have a heat meter installed to
comply with regulations implementing the EED.

2.6.6

If necessary, a separate study shall be undertaken
to determine if retrofitting dwelling level heat
metering to existing dwellings is cost-effective
and desirable and costs included as necessary.2

2.6.7

For all buildings a suitable method of heat meter
reading and billing shall be defined and cost
estimates prepared for both capital and operating
costs for at least a system of billing at quarterly
intervals or less.

Minimum requirements
2.6.1

2.6.2

Consideration shall be given to whether direct or
indirect connections are required at building level
and dwelling level and the type of domestic hot
water service provision (see Appendix D).
Cost estimates shall reflect the type of connection
and the capacity of supply, including the provision
of redundancy of heat exchangers (e.g. 2 at 60%
maximum demand).

2.6.3

The capacity of the building connection shall
reflect the peak demand (see Objective 2.1) and
whether the network is to supply the peak or only
a proportion of the peak (see Objective 2.3),
taking care not to oversize the heat exchangers.

2.6.4

Costs shall be included for the supply to each
building to have a heat meter installed to comply
with regulations implementing the Energy
Efficiency Directive (EED) (EU, 2012).

Best practice
Best practice in meter data collection could be automatic
remote meter data collection either by cable network,
wireless or GSM signalling.
Best practice could also be to specify an energy display
device linked to the heat meter to provide additional
information to users in real time, including the amount of
heat energy currently being consumed, and over recent
periods of time, together with the costs incurred.

Guidance on the cost-effectiveness of installing heat meters is
available from the National Measurement Office https://www.gov.uk/
heat-networks.
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Why is this objective important?
Most large heat networks, whether new-build or existing,
will be developed in phases. This raises issues on the
need to make provision for future expansion of the
scheme and the planned installation capacity of the
central plant. Such decisions will need to minimise initial
investments whilst maintaining environmental benefits.
For new buildings, there will be a period of load build-up
that is not just related to the phasing of construction but
also the progressive occupancy of the building.

2.7.5

The energy centre location shall be selected
taking account of the overall planning constraints
of the scheme, the phasing of the network and
space provision for future expansion of plant
capacity. Where necessary, consideration shall
be given to the use of temporary plant and
associated fuel and utility supplies for emergency
use.

2.7.6

If there is a cost penalty in the early years and
these costs have to be passed on to customers a
clear explanation shall be provided justifying the
charges.

Minimum requirements
2.7.1

2.7.2

2.7.3

2.7.4
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Where appropriate, an overall phasing plan shall
be produced showing which buildings will be
connected, by when, and how the heat demand
will build up over time.
Consideration shall be given to making provision
in pipe sizing to allow for future expansion in later
phases – this provision shall be based on realistic
expectations to avoid unnecessary over-sizing
and additional cost.
For new-build schemes, where the planning
policy has required a low carbon heat network,
early agreement should be reached with the
planning authority on the timing of the installation
of the low carbon heat source (for example when
50% of the site has been developed).
For larger schemes, multiple primary heat sources
may be required to maintain environmental
benefits during the build-up period. However, this
should not significantly compromise the longterm operational efficiency.

Best practice
A phased development has the advantage that monitoring
and recording of energy usage data in the early phases can
be used to inform the design, construction and
commissioning of later phases. Best practice could be to
calibrate operational and hydraulic models using this data.
Best practice could also be to:
—

Consider opportunities to reduce carbon
emissions in future phases of the network, e.g.
identifying alternative/additional heat sources,
future heat loads etc.

—

Set a carbon intensity of heat from the network at
all stages and then meet this in design and
operation, even when taking into account phasing
of the development.

Figure 6 Example of an energy display device linked to a heat meter (reproduced courtesy of Vital Energi)
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Why is this objective important?
Operation and maintenance needs to be considered at
the feasibility stage so that costs can be included in the
economic model. The main costs will be for fuel and
electricity and the main revenues will be for heat sold and
in the case of CHP, electricity sold. Electricity may be sold
to a licensed supplier or sold direct to customers via a
‘private wire’ network.

2.8.3

Costs shall be estimated for heat meter reading
and billing.

2.8.4

Costs shall be estimated for staffing, management,
business rates, insurances and other overheads.

2.8.5

The cost of parasitic electricity consumption for
pumping energy, ventilation and burner fans,
lighting, etc within the energy centre shall be
included. In the absence of detailed information, a
figure for such electricity use of 2% of the annual
heat supplied to the heat network shall be used.

2.8.6

A long-term repair/replacement strategy shall be
developed to ensure that the true long-term costs
of maintaining the plant required for the scheme
are fully taken into account.

Estimates also need to be made for non-energy operating
costs. It is useful to split these into fixed and variable costs.

Minimum requirements
2.8.1

2.8.2

An operational model shall be set-up for use in
the economic analysis which shall calculate the
energy balance for the system including network
heat losses from which operating costs and
revenues can be determined for use in the
economic model.
Maintenance costs shall be estimated for: CHP or
other primary plant, peak boilers, heat network
(including the surveillance system, make-up
water and water treatment) and buildings.

Best practice
Best practice could be to base costs on data obtained
from actual operating schemes where full details of the
scheme are available to ensure it is of a similar type to that
being proposed.

Objective 2.9 – To conduct a consistent financial analysis and options appraisal
Why is this objective important?

incurred over the same period if retaining the
existing equipment in operation, or in the case of
new developments, the predominant form of
conventional heating used for similar developments
at the time of the study (e.g. gas boilers). Alternative
heat revenue assumptions may be made in
addition, e.g. to address fuel poverty.

The feasibility stage needs to establish a technically
feasible scheme but also produce a financial analysis of
the scheme which typically compares a number of options
with respect to lifecycle costs of heat supply and rate of
return on the investment in a consistent manner.

Minimum requirements
2.9.1

2.9.2

The analysis shall be conducted in accordance
with the owner/developer’s requirements and
agreed in advance – this may or may not accord
with the requirements set out below and shall
take precedence.
The scheme shall be analysed using a discounted
cashflow model taking account of all costs and
revenues, capital and operating, over a defined
period of analysis, and with an agreed discount
rate to reflect the owner’s cost of capital.

2.9.3

The cashflow model shall be constructed for the
agreed period of analysis which is typically 25
years (but may be in the range 20 to 40 years)
and shall include costs for capital equipment
replacements as needed (e.g. CHP plant).

2.9.4

Energy prices shall be obtained either from
existing customer’s contract prices, where
available, market indices such as Heren, or using
quarterly prices as published by DECC.

2.9.5

To assess the economic benefit of the scheme,
revenues from heat sales shall initially be
determined by setting these equal to the total
heating costs (fuel, maintenance and capital
replacement) that the customer would have

2.9.6

Where there are viable retrofit energy efficiency
measures these shall be included in the analysis
both for the conventional heating case and for the
heat networks case.

2.9.7

The discount rate to be used shall reflect the cost of
capital to the investor, e.g. for UK public sector
investments this is normally set to 3.5% (in real
terms), for other investors alternative figures shall be
used and agreed in advance with the client body.

2.9.8

As a minimum, the project real pre-tax internal
rate of return (IRR) and the net present value (NPV)
of each scheme option shall be determined.

2.9.9

The IRR and NPV shall be calculated initially for a base
case assuming current energy prices remain constant
for the analysis period in real terms and a sensitivity
analysis used to determine a range of outcomes
depending on future energy price trajectories.

Best practice
Best practice could include:
—

The creation of a detailed profit and loss (P&L) and
balance sheet and a simplified indexed P&L and
balance sheet for the duration of the scheme.

—

The valuing of CO2 saved using a social cost of
carbon or equivalent measure.
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Why is this objective important?
At the feasibility stage it is important to consider the risks
of the project and a sensitivity analysis can assist in
quantifying the impact of these risks. This will aid the
decision as to whether to take the project to the next
stage. A risk register should be produced during the
feasibility stage and maintained throughout the project,
being reviewed regularly, particularly when a decision is
being made to proceed to the next stage.

Minimum requirements
2.10.1 A risk register shall be developed (a risk analysis
workshop is often used to assist in this)
considering risks in different categories including:
—

health, safety and environment

—

construction costs and programme
(including impact of phasing of new
developments)

—

performance of plant and equipment

—

broader economic risks – future energy
prices, regulation

—

planning

—

customer acceptance, heat sales volume
risk, bad debt

—

reputational risk.

2.10.2 The risk analysis shall examine the likelihood and
severity of each risk, on which party the risk will
impact and propose mitigating actions. The
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likelihood and severity of each risk shall be rescored assuming the proposed mitigation
measures are in place.
2.10.3 Where actions can be taken to mitigate risks
these shall be assigned to the relevant party to
take forward.
2.10.4 A sensitivity analysis shall be carried out to show
the impact of each major risk (both capital
expenditure and operational expenditure risks) on
the project economics where possible, and to
test the mitigation approach including:
—

Assessing impacts of construction cost
overspend and program overruns.

—

Varying heat demands both for predictions
for new-build, and for where existing
buildings do not connect or connect later
than planned.

—

Projections of future fuel and electricity
prices such as those published by the
Interdepartmental Analysts Group (IAG),
HM Treasury.

The aim of this analysis is to establish the impacts
on the IRR and NPV and the impact on heat prices
if the IRR and NPV is held constant.

Best practice
Best practice could include carrying out more detailed
studies of particular risk mitigation measures so that the
project can move into the next stage with a lower risk
profile.

Figure 7 Indirect connection
packaged unit for a large building,
prior to insulation (reproduced
courtesy of SAV Systems Ltd)
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Why is this objective important?
As a key purpose of a heat network is to help meet our
climate change goals an analysis of the reduction in CO2
emissions between the current system and the proposed
heat network is important. However, there is also the
potential for negative environmental impacts that need to
be considered, in particular there may be additional NOX
and particulate emissions, increased noise and visual
impact. High NOX emissions may prohibit the use of CHP
and biomass in inner city areas and particulate emissions
may restrict the use of biomass, unless specific flue gas
treatment is included. Some understanding of impacts
during construction may also be important to consider at
feasibility stage. It is assumed that more detailed work
would be needed during the design stage to support a
planning application, see Objective 3.13, however initial
discussions with planners will be helpful at this stage.

2.11.4 Where biofuels or other low carbon fuels are used
there may need to be an assessment of wider
environmental impacts such as their sustainability
credentials of production, processing and
transport requirements.
2.11.5 Normally an acoustic survey is not undertaken at
this stage, however the selection of a site for the
energy centre shall take account of the potential
for noise impacts and seek to minimise these by
appropriate choices ensuring that sufficient space
and cost has been allocated.
2.11.6 The choice of a suitable site for the energy centre
shall take into account visual impact issues. At
this stage, visual impact will be quantified by
considering the plan area and height of the energy
centre and stack.

Minimum requirements
2.11.1 CO2 emission calculations shall be based on
published emission factors and realistic
efficiencies for central plant both for the full buildout and the early years of growth. For new-build
schemes, emission factors used in Part L of the
Building Regulations should be used for
consistency with compliance calculations. For
existing buildings alternative emission factors
may be used where these are more appropriate,
e.g. those published by Defra or those used in the
CRC scheme.
2.11.2 Heat losses from the network and electricity used
for pumping and other purposes shall be taken
into account in the CO2 emissions calculations.
2.11.3 The potential impact of NOX emissions and
particulate emissions shall be estimated. A
dispersion model to assess ground concentrations
would not normally be undertaken at this stage
unless these emissions were considered to be a
significant factor in the viability of the project,
however the local environmental policies in
relation to air quality should be investigated.

2.11.7 Where appropriate, pre-application discussions
shall be held with the local planning authority to
establish the key policies and issues which will
enable a planning application strategy to be
developed for the next stage of the work.

Best practice
Best practice could be to calculate the lifetime CO2
savings, taking account of changes to the electricity and
gas systems over time and the likely plant replacement
options.
CO2 emissions from CHP and heat pump systems typically
use grid average emissions factors. An analysis using
marginal emission factors will be more representative of
actual operational savings. In the future, the average
emissions factor and the marginal emissions factor are
likely to be significantly different as more nuclear and
renewables are added to the mix, so best practice could
include an analysis of benefits using marginal emission
factors.
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Why is this objective important?

—

Although a feasibility stage report may have been
commissioned solely to consider the technical aspects it
is normal at this stage to also begin to develop an
implementation strategy and to consider issues of
ownership, control, contracts and procurement. This will
lead to a definition of the responsibilities of the various
stakeholders in the scheme and a joint understanding of
the overall project objectives. A separate business case
may be produced at this stage or at a later date during
the design stage.

Minimum requirements
2.12.1 Where the feasibility stage is required to examine
this issue, a range of options shall be considered
for the construction, ownership, and operation of
each business aspect of the scheme:
—

heat generation

—

heat distribution

—

heat supply.

Typically this will involve discussions on the roles
of the public sector, the private sector or a special
purpose vehicle with joint public and private
shares; some of the more common options are
illustrated in the matrix in Table 5.
2.12.2 The assessment of the preferred business vehicle
shall take account of the following key aspects:
—

Finance – how is the investment capital
to be raised for the project?

—

Risk – how should the high level risks be
allocated?

—

Governance – where does overall control
of the development of the scheme best
lie?

Exit strategy at the end of any contractual
period (see 2.12.5 below).

2.12.3 When the overall business strategy has been
defined then the contracts required to be put in
place shall be described in terms of who the
contracting parties are in each case and a
diagram showing the proposed organisation/
contractual structure being proposed.
2.12.4 The contracts required for fuel and electricity
purchase and electricity sale shall be defined; for
CHP-based projects achieving the highest value
for the electricity generated is critical and several
contractual routes may need to be investigated.
2.12.5 The procurement strategy shall be developed
following on from the contract strategy.
2.12.6 Consideration shall be given as to the termination
provisions (e.g. bankruptcy of either party) and
the position at the end of any long-term contract
for operation, including the required condition of
the plant at termination. To ensure continuity of
service, the process for re-tendering for
appointment of a future operator/ESCo shall be
considered and a suitable period allowed as well
as a procedure for contract extensions by mutual
agreement.
2.12.7 The roles set out in the introduction to the Code
(see Section i) shall be allocated appropriately.

Best practice
Best practice could include consideration of the potential
for scheme extensions and new connections and could
include a list of the main stakeholders to be contacted in
the future. This may include owners of individual properties
as well as building owners such as social landlords.

Table 5 Different options for ownership and operation of heat network schemes
OPTION
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Energy centre

Heat network

Heat supply

Own

Operate

Own

Operate

A

PSCo

PSCo

PSCo

PSCo

PSCo

B1

LA

LA

LA

LA

LA

B2

LA

PSCo

LA

PSCo

LA

C

SPV

SPV

SPV

SPV

SPV

D1

PSCo

PSCo

LA

LA

PSCo

D2

PSCo

PSCo

LA

LA

LA

D3

PSCo

PSCo

SPV

SPV

PSCo

E1

LA

LA

PSCo

PSCo

PSCo

E2

LA

LA

PSCo

PSCo

LA

F

COCo

COCo

COCo

COCo

COCo

LA = Local Authority
PSCo = private sector company
SPV = public-private special purpose vehicle
COCo = community owned company
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Objectives:
3.1

To design for safety in construction, operation and maintenance
and achieve quality of design

3.2

To achieve sufficient accuracy of peak heat demands and annual
heat consumptions

3.3

To select suitable building interfaces, direct or indirect connections

3.4

To design or modify suitable space heating and domestic hot
water services systems

3.5

To achieve an energy-efficient heat network

3.6

To achieve a low cost network – optimisation of routes and pipe
sizing for minimum lifecycle cost

3.7

To achieve a reliable network with a long life and low maintenance
requirements

3.8

To select heat metering, pre-payment and billing systems that are
accurate and cost-effective

3.9

To achieve an efficient heat distribution system within a multiresidential building, and to reduce the risk of overheating

3.10

To design a cost-effective and efficient central plant

3.11

To optimise the use of thermal storage

3.12

To update and refine the economic analysis, risk analysis and
sensitivities

3.13

To assess environmental impacts and benefits
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Why is this objective important?
Reducing health and safety risks is of primary importance
in any project. The designer has a key role to carry out a
designer’s risk assessment and then to mitigate these
risks by taking appropriate design decisions. The designer
needs to consider how the design will be constructed and
operated. The health and safety of the general public
during construction must be considered particularly as
heat networks are often installed through publicly
accessible areas.

(including surveillance system monitoring
terminals) in a suitable location so that safe
operation and maintenance can be carried out.
3.1.6

Adequate access and other provisions shall be
made to enable safe replacement of plant in the
future. A plant replacement strategy report shall
be produced during the design stage.

3.1.7

Trench depths shall be minimised as far as possible
to reduce the risks to trench operatives, provided
these are in accordance with the network pipe
manufacturer’s guidance, EN standards and that
the network design is not compromised.

3.1.8

Consideration shall be given when selecting
suitable operating temperatures and pressures to
safety risks for both heat network operators and
customers.

3.1.9

An assessment of residential customers shall be
carried out to establish if low surface temperature
radiators and temperature control of hot water outlets
is required even when not a regulatory requirement.

There is a need to set general standards for the design
work and for this to follow recognised standards.

Minimum requirements – safety
3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

The client body shall recognise their role and
obligations under the CDM Regulations and register
the project as one governed by the CDM
Regulations prior to the start of the design process.
The designer shall diligently carry out the
requirements under the CDM Regulations carrying
out a designer’s risk assessment at an early stage
of the design.
The designer shall mitigate risks in construction,
operation, maintenance and decommissioning as
far as possible and provide a risk register
containing the residual risks for use in the
construction stage.

3.1.4

The design shall provide sufficient access around
plant and equipment in the energy centre to
enable safe maintenance to be carried out
including access/egress and handling of
equipment/parts associated with any repair/
replacement works.

3.1.5

The design shall locate valve chambers and other
facilities across the heat network requiring access

3.1.10 A fire risk assessment shall be carried out to
determine if non-combustible insulation or metallic
casing is to be specified anywhere on the network.
3.1.11 The requirements of the COSHH and DSEAR
Regulations shall be taken into account in
developing the design.

Minimum requirements – quality
3.1.12 The appointed design company shall be certified
under ISO 9001: 2008 Quality Management
System or operate in accordance with an
equivalent quality assurance scheme.
3.1.13 The design shall be developed so that the heat
network operator can achieve ISO 14001 and
ISO 18001 certification.

Objective 3.2 – To achieve sufficient accuracy of peak heat demands and annual heat
consumptions
Why is this objective important?
At the design stage the values used for peak heat demand
will determine the capacity of the heat network, the
capacity of the building connections, the capacity of the
peak boilers and this will therefore determine much of the
capital cost. The annual heat consumption and daily
demand profiles will determine the capacity of the primary
heat source such as a CHP plant and the capacity of the
thermal store, also important elements of the capital cost.
The annual heat consumption will determine the heat
revenues that could be received to finance the project.
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For new buildings the heat demand estimates should be
produced by the appointed building services designer
although the heat network designer may have valuable
advice to offer based on previous experience. It is vital that

a consensus is reached at this stage to avoid the potential
for significantly oversizing or undersizing the network.
For existing non-domestic buildings it will normally be the
responsibility of the customer to define the peak heat
demand that they wish to contract for and to provide an
estimate of their annual heat energy consumption,
however this analysis should be with the close involvement
of the heat network designer/operator who may be able
to draw on experience of supplying similar buildings.
For existing residential buildings, the heat network
company will need to estimate peak and annual demands
based on modelling or experience from supplying
buildings of similar size and type, or where block boilers
are used from fuel consumption data.
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With large heating systems it is important to consider
the impact of diversity in demand. The diversity factor
at any point in the network can be defined as:
Peak demand that occurs at this point
in the heat network (kW)
The sum of the peak demands at each
customer supply point downstream (kW)
The design peak demand at each customer is normally
the maximum demand that the heat network can
supply which is set at commissioning by limiting the
maximum flow rate. This may be higher than the actual
heat demand of the building experienced as design
margins are often built-in.
On very large city-wide systems with a wide mix of
customers the overall diversity factor (space and hot
water heating) at the heat supply point can be
significant, e.g. around 70%, which would enable pipe
sizes near to the supply point and peak boiler capacities
to be reduced accordingly. However on smaller systems
with a single type of customer it would be prudent to
assume a 100% diversity factor.
A special case is the use of instantaneous hot water
heat exchangers which may have peak demands of
35 kW to 50 kW per dwelling. The probability of all hot
water outlets being in use at any one time is very remote

and so the diversity factor is significant close to the
demand points. The diversity factor to be applied to
these systems is critical to avoid oversizing of local
pipework. From experience a diversity factor curve to
be applied at each point in the network depending on
the number of demand points as given in the Danish
standard DS 439:2009 is recommended although
other curves are available (see Figure 9 overleaf).
Data is currently being collected on diversity factors
seen in practice on UK schemes for both space heating
demand and domestic hot water demand for use in
future revisions of the Code.
In some circumstances there may be very little diversity
even for domestic hot water, e.g. for buildings such as
student accommodation blocks where use patterns
may be more coincident.
Q1

ENERGY
CENTRE

Q4

Q3

n

∑Q
1

Figure 8 Diagram to show definition of diversity factor

For existing dwellings, calculations shall be
carried out by the building owner/developer (e.g.
local authority or housing association) using
established calculation methodologies and these
calculations shall be agreed with the heat network
designer. For private dwellings the heat network
designer shall carry out the calculations. Sample
dwelling types shall be used where necessary to
determine peak heat demands and annual
consumptions for space heating and hot water
and then extrapolated for the whole area/load.

3.2.4

Peak demands for existing buildings shall be
assessed by the customer from a combination of
data on fuel use (accounting for system efficiency),
existing boiler use, and building simulation
modelling or other calculation of heat losses as
appropriate; this assessment should be
supported by the heat network designer who
may be able to use data from monitoring demands
at similar buildings to assist.

For new non-domestic buildings heat demands
shall be estimated using modelling software and
by using the guidance in CIBSE Guide F (CIBSE,
2012) and TM46 (CIBSE, 2008b), other sources
of benchmark data or data obtained from similar
operational schemes.

3.2.5

For new dwellings, heat demands shall be
estimated using standard design calculation
methodologies based on the proposed fabric
standards.

For existing non-domestic buildings, space
heating consumptions in each month shall be
estimated by the customer, in conjunction with
the heat network designer, from fuel or heat meter
readings together with a degree day analysis to
produce heat consumptions for each month for
an average year taking account of the location of
the building, the required internal space
temperature and an appropriate baseline
temperature for the building.

3.2.6

For dwellings, the space heating consumption
shall be profiled using degree days to obtain
monthly consumptions and a 24-hour variation in
demand created for heating and hot water
demand.

3.2.7

The peak demands for the domestic hot water
service where instantaneous hot water heat
exchangers are used shall be diversified using
one of the diversity curves in Figure 9.

Minimum requirements

3.2.2

Q5

3.2.3

In both new-build and retrofit schemes there are significant
uncertainties in how the heat demands may develop over
time and there will be a need to make a judgement
regarding the potential for expansion. In practice some
oversizing is not a major economic penalty as the pumping
energy will be lower. Similarly, within the pressure
constraints of the system, it will be possible to supply
more heat than the original design through the same
network by increasing pump pressures and operating
energy. This means that most networks, if conservatively
designed, will have considerable flexibility in the heat
demands that can be economically supplied.

3.2.1

Q0

Diversity factor at
energy centre is:
Q0

Q2
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A ‘normal’ dwelling

The widely used diversity curve from the Danish
standard DS 439 is derived from the following equation
in DS 439:

In DS 439 a ‘normal’ dwelling is assumed to have 3.5
residents, including a bathroom with a bathtub or
shower. The calculation is the same and with a
resulting energy demand of 4.36 kW·h. The kitchen
sink is not included in the calculation. A hand
washbasin and bidet is only included in the calculation
for flats with 2 bathrooms.

Pmax = 1.19 × N + 18.8 × N 0.5 + 17.6
where Pmax is the total heat rate required for DHW
production for the group of dwellings in kW and N is
the number of ‘normal’ dwellings (see below).
By putting N = 1 in this equation it can be seen that the
instantaneous hot water heating rate for a single
dwelling has been taken as 37.5 kW which is typical,
however the diversity factors will be similar if larger
DHW heat exchangers are used. Using this equation,
for 1,000 dwellings the diversified heat demand
reduces to 1.8 kW per dwelling at the supply point.
Even where there are multiple bathrooms in a dwelling
the diversity within the dwelling will mean that peak
demands will typically be less than 50 kW.

The number of ‘normal’ dwellings is calculated from
the actual/real number of dwellings, number of
residents per dwelling, as well as number of bathrooms
and ‘effects per tapping’. The number of the building’s
‘normal’ dwellings are found as the building’s energy
demand per day divided by the energy consumption
per day of a ‘normal’ dwelling:

N=

∑ (n × p × v × E )
———————
3.5 × 4.36

Alternatively where the designer has access to
measured demand data from sites of a similar type a
diversity factor derived from such measurements may
be used.

where N is the number of ‘normal’ dwellings, n is the
actual number of dwellings, p is the number of
residents per flat, v is the number of DHW units in the
dwelling and E is the calculated energy demand per
DHW unit.

Note: For new residential buildings with more than 200
average size dwellings, diversified demand has been
typically found to be less than 3 kW per dwelling for
space heating and 2 kW per dwelling for DHWS
heating. If calculations indicate otherwise then a further
review should be carried out to check on the
assumptions used.

To calculate the numerator in the equation, the
dwellings are divided into groups, so that the dwellings
within one group are the same in terms of number of
residents and the number of DHW units (i.e. number of
bathrooms). For each group the product of n, p, v and
E is calculated, and finally the sum of the results for the
respective groups is found.
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Figure 9 Diversity factors for instantaneous domestic hot water systems for dwellings (reproduced courtesy of SAV Systems Ltd)
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An appropriate diversity factor shall be applied to
the space heating demand where the designer
has access to operational data for similar
applications or where results from detailed
modelling demonstrate diversity of demand.

Best practice
If time permits and it is appropriate, peak demands should
be determined by monitoring the heat currently supplied
to the building or its fuel use, under external design
conditions using existing or temporary meters and

recording data at hourly or half-hourly intervals. It is now
more common to find half-hourly gas meters and if
available this data should be used to help produce a heat
profile for a typical year for use in the operating model and
to determine peak demands.
A full year’s data would be very valuable and needs to
include monitoring of external air temperature so the data
can be normalised. The installation of new meters or
setting up logging of data using a building energy
management system (BEMS) should be considered at an
early stage in the project.

Objective 3.3 – To select suitable building interfaces, direct or indirect connections
Why is this objective important?
A fundamental design choice is whether the buildings or
dwellings are directly connected to the heat network
(where the water in the network flows directly through the
heating circuits of the building) or indirectly where a heat
exchanger is used to provide a physical barrier to the
water. The choice has an impact on cost and operating
temperatures and pressures. Both types have been used
in UK schemes, with indirect connections more prevalent.
Direct connection can also use a mixing control valve
such that the secondary flow temperature can be set
lower than the primary flow temperature and can be
varied with outside air temperature.
Indirect connection has the following benefits:
—

Any leaks within the building or dwelling will have
limited potential for damage and will not impact
other customers as there is a hydraulically
separate system of limited volume.

—

The building’s heating systems are not subject to
the higher heat network pressures (and pressure
transients) so radiators, valves, etc. do not need
to have high pressure ratings and the heat network
pressures do not need to be constrained – the
heat network parameters can be changed over
time more easily.

—

Building and network water is kept separate so
there is less scope for contractual disputes over
contamination or loss of system water if these
systems are in different ownership.

Current practice for both dwellings and non-domestic
buildings is to pre-fabricate the necessary heat exchangers
and control valves in a compact unit called a substation
or in the case of dwellings a hydraulic interface unit (heat
interface unit). Guidance on the design and testing of HIUs
is being developed by BSRIA.

Minimum requirements
3.3.1

A study shall be carried out to assess the costs
and benefits of direct and indirect connections at
a building level and at an individual dwelling level;
this study may be project specific or generic
where a number of projects are being developed
to a standardised design to keep costs down.

3.3.2

Where indirect connection is used the heat
exchanger shall be sized with an approach
temperature (primary return (outlet) temperature
– secondary return (inlet) temperature) of less
than 5 °C.

3.3.3

Where boilers are being retained within the
building for use at times of high demand the
connection design shall ensure that the heat
network heat supply is prioritised and the boilers
used only when required to supplement this. This
may be achieved by connecting the heat network
supply either in series with the boilers, i.e. into the
return circuit or in parallel. The parallel connection
requires the flow into the boilers to be controlled
so that the supply from the heat network is
maximised.

Direct connection has the following benefits:
—

Lower cost than indirect as it is a simpler system.

—

Less complex, fewer components, so lower
maintenance cost and fewer points of failure.

—

No need for secondary pumps to be installed.

—

No increase in primary return temperatures across
a heat exchanger.

—

More compact – less plantroom space needed.

—

No risk to supply from fouling of heat exchanger.

Direct connection is usually used for smaller systems,
especially within apartment blocks and is more common
on continental schemes than in the UK.

Figure 10 Typical dwelling hydraulic interface unit – shown with cover
on and removed (reproduced courtesy of SAV Systems Ltd)
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For either direct or indirect systems large bodied
strainers with fine mesh shall be specified to
reduce the risk of dirt accumulating on valves and
heat exchangers.

3.3.5

For either direct or indirect systems control valves
shall be two-port so that a variable volume control
principle is established.

3.3.6

The design of plantrooms for the heat network
interface substations shall provide sufficient
space for maintenance access and for future
replacement of equipment. It shall provide suitable
power supplies including for use when carrying
out maintenance, lighting, ventilation, water
supply and drainage facilities.

Best practice
The responsibility of the heat network operator should
include the heat distribution system within a block of flats
wherever possible. Whenever there is a hydraulic break in
a system there will be an increase in return temperature
which will increase heat losses and reduce the temperature

difference on the primary network leading to higher costs
(for a fixed flow temperature). Where apartment blocks
are connected it could be considered to be best practice
to have an indirect connection either at the dwelling or at
the entry to the building but not both. However, where
there are high tower blocks, static pressures need to be
considered and a further hydraulic break may be needed.
Automatic leak detection systems are available with direct
connection HIUs.
Best practice, especially for new-build residential
schemes could be to design the connections so that the
HIU is accessible from outside the dwelling to enable
maintenance to be carried out, although all user controls
and meter displays shall be internal to the dwelling. The
ability to isolate the property from external valves is of
value to minimise the risk of damage in the event of a leak
within an unoccupied property.
Where indirect connection is used, best practice could
include sizing the heat exchanger with an approach
temperature (primary return temperature – secondary
return temperature) of less than 3 °C.

Objective 3.4 – To design or modify suitable space heating and domestic hot water
services systems
Why is this objective important?
Where a new building is planned to be connected to a
heat network or where major refurbishment is being
carried out the designer has a number of design choices
available for the heating and domestic hot water services
(DHWS). How these services are designed can have a
significant impact on the capital costs and operating
costs of the heat network. For example, achieving
consistently low return temperatures will reduce capital
costs for the network and thermal store, result in lower
heat losses and pumping energy and in some cases
reduce the cost of low carbon heat production. The use
of lower mean temperatures will increase the size of heat
emitters which will result in higher costs and difficulty in
finding acceptable locations within a small dwelling.
It is emphasised that the most important design decision
that impacts the heat network – the design return
temperature for the heating systems – is not in the control
of the heat network designer. Hence the building
developer or owner/developer and their building services
designers have an important responsibility to ensure that
the design return temperature is optimised for the system
as a whole. However the heat network designer needs to
take a pro-active role in engaging with the developer or
owner/developer of the buildings to explain the importance
for the heat network of maintaining low return temperatures
and will normally specify the maximum return temperature
acceptable.
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For retrofit situations it may be more acceptable to the
customer to make minimal changes to the existing system
– for example, in dwellings, retaining a hot water cylinder
if one exists or installing instantaneous hot water if a
combi-boiler is currently used. However the impact on
the heat network of these decisions still needs to be
assessed.

Appendix D provides guidance and descriptions of the
various options available for space heating and DHWS
heating in relation to supply from heat networks.

Minimum requirements
3.4.1

For existing buildings, the building services
designer shall provide a specific design study
which assesses the heat losses of the building,
the output of the existing heat emitters and
selects heating circuit operating temperatures for
peak design conditions. The return temperature
should be reduced as far as practical and the
report shall show how the new operating
temperatures will be achieved through rebalancing or other changes.

3.4.2

The study shall also consider how the system
operates at part-load and how low return
temperatures can be achieved under part-load
conditions including modification of the control
system. This study shall be developed with the
heat network operator.

3.4.3

A specific design study shall review the options
for domestic hot water services and assess the
costs and benefits for the building concerned.
This study shall be developed with the heat
network operator or designer.

3.4.4

For new building services systems (in existing or
new buildings), peak (design) operating
temperatures for the heating and hot water
service circuits shall be optimised but shall
comply with the limits given in Table 6 below.

3.4.5

Coils within dwelling cylinders shall be oversized
to deliver lower return temperatures on heating
from cold or use an external plate heat exchanger
as for 3.4.6.
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Centralised DHWS storage heating shall use an
external plate heat exchanger (controlled with a
two-port valve) and not a coil within the storage
vessel, in order to provide lower return
temperatures.

3.4.11 Pre-settable
thermostatic
radiator
valves
designed for low flow rates shall be used. These
valves are designed with integral adjustable
apertures enabling a flow rate to be set for a given
pressure difference.

3.4.7

Where there is a risk of scaling of domestic hot
water heat exchangers from hard water,
consideration shall be given to the HIU controls to
limit scaling and the use of a centralised softening
plant or other form of scale prevention.

3.4.12 Room temperature control shall be provided by
thermostatic radiator valves, fitted to all radiators
in the circuit, which will reduce volume flow rates
and hence return temperatures under part-load.

3.4.8

Flow temperatures for the space heating circuit
shall be selected so that flow rates to individual
radiators or fan-coil units (FCUs) can be set-up
accurately to achieve the design return
temperature. For new dwellings, with low space
heating demands and a return temperature of
40 °C, a radiator flow temperature of around
60 °C is likely to be needed otherwise the flow
rate may be too low and difficult to set up
accurately. A high quality radiator valve designed
for low flow rates is required (see 3.4.11).

3.4.9

For new heating systems, the radiator pipework
shall be sized to provide a sufficiently rapid
response of the radiator circuit and micro-bore
pipework shall be considered for low flow rate
systems.

3.4.10 The secondary pump (if indirect connection) or
differential pressure control valve (if direct connection)
shall be selected to provide a low pressure
difference, less than 0.25 bar, across the radiator
circuit to assist in setting the correct flow rates to
each radiator. Variable speed pumps shall be
considered. The secondary pump shall be turned
off by means of a programmer or room thermostat.

3.4.13 All cold water service and potable water pipework
shall be insulated in accordance with the Building
Regulations to avoid heat gain from adjacent
heating service and minimise legionella risk and
where possible installed in separate risers to the
heating distribution.
3.4.14 Pipework, heat exchangers and other
components within a HIU shall be insulated to
reduce heat losses and unwanted heat gains or
the entire HIU enclosure shall be insulated.
3.4.15 Where an HIU is installed in a cupboard
consideration shall be given to providing high and
low level ventilation openings if any equipment is
affected by high ambient temperatures.
3.4.16 The location of the HIU within a dwellings shall be
such that it can be removed and replaced without
major disruption and changes to walls, fixtures or
fittings.
3.4.17 Designers shall ensure that the system complies
with the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations
and Scottish Water Byelaws and shall consult
with the local water supplier as early as possible.

Table 6 Preferred operating temperatures for new building services systems
Circuit

Flow temperature
/ °C

Return temperature
/ °C

Radiators

Max 70

Max 40

Fan-coil units

Max 60

Max 40

Air handling unit

Max 70

Max 40

Underfloor heating

See Note 1

See Note 1

Domestic hot water service (DHWS) instantaneous heat
exchanger on load

See Note 2

Max 25 °C for 10 °C cold feed temperature

DHWS cylinder with indirect coil

See Note 3

Max 45 °C when heating up from cold at 10 °C

DHWS calorifier with external plate heat exchanger

See Note 4

Max 25 °C for 10 °C cold feed temperature

Note: underfloor heating systems will typically operate with floor temperatures below 35 °C and typically flow temperatures of 45 °C which is
advantageous for heat networks as this will result in low return temperatures.
Note 2: A minimum flow temperature of 65 °C is typical and will be determined by the required hot water delivery temperature which is typically
set to 55 °C. Lower hot water delivery temperatures may be acceptable provided the volume of water is small and the Legionella risk can be
controlled and this may allow the use of lower flow temperatures.
Note 3: Hot water storage involves a Legionella risk and the stored temperature is normally above 55 °C. For acceptable heat up times a
minimum flow temperature of 70 °C is typical.
Note 4: A central hot water calorifier would normally be designed to store water at 60 °C and with a minimum recirculation temperature of 55 °C.
Typically a flow temperature of 70 °C or higher would be needed.
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3.4.6

Note 5: Where direct connection is used, the radiators shall be sized in accordance with this table. However, in operation, a higher flow
temperature may be used to suit the network design, provided that radiator return temperatures shall be less than 40 °C.
In all cases, the variation of flow temperature across the network needs to be considered especially for the summer low flow condition where
temperature drops can be significant. The temperatures given in this table are at the consumption point and higher flow temperatures will be
needed at the energy centre supply point.
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Best practice could include the use of heating systems
with return temperatures below 40 °C. The lowest return
temperatures are usually obtained from radiators which
are connected as ‘top entry and opposite bottom exit’.
Where centralised DHWS are used, best practice could be
to use a two-stage heating system where the return from
the space heating circuit is used to pre-heat the cold feed
to the DHWS. This usually results in a lower return
temperature on the DH circuit.
The use of variable speed pumps for the dwelling radiator
circuit is recommended as best practice to reduce
electricity use and the need for high bypass flows.
The use of wall mounted thermostats for use with radiator
valves could be considered to provide a better measure
of the air temperature in the room, whilst still retaining the
variable volume control approach.
The use of electronic thermostatic radiator valve heads
could be considered to provide enhanced time control of
room temperatures.

The use of return temperature limiters can also be
considered provided they cannot be easily adjusted by
the occupant and that good room temperature control is
maintained. The use of a return temperature limiter on
heated towel rails (in addition to a thermostatic radiator
valves) is particularly useful as the output (and hence
return temperatures) is otherwise determined by the
number of towels.
The use of flow limiting devices within the HIU for domestic
hot water would ensure that excessive flow cannot be
taken with consequent lowering of tap temperature
In commercial buildings, thermostatic radiator valves
where used could be specified to be limited to a suitable
maximum design temperature (e.g. 22 °C). Appropriate
tamper-proof fittings would be provided to prevent
adjustment other than by the facilities management staff.
Further encouragement to customers to limit return
temperatures may be achieved through incentives within
the contract (see best practice under Objective 1.2).

Objective 3.5 – To achieve an energy-efficient heat network
Why is this objective important?
The energy efficiency of the heat network will influence
the environmental benefits and the operating costs and
hence the overall economic case for the network. As with
most energy systems there is an economic balance to be
made between energy efficiency and capital cost. The
requirements set out below have been found to be
appropriate in most cases but the designer should carry
out an economic appraisal to determine an optimal
design. Public perception of what constitutes energy
efficiency may also be important.

This objective relates to the heat network up to the point
of connection to the buildings. The efficient design of the
heat distribution within a building (especially an apartment
block) is covered in Objective 3.9.

Minimum requirements
3.5.1

The design shall seek to minimise the total length
of the network.

3.5.2

The type and thickness of insulation shall be
selected to minimise lifecycle costs, i.e. balancing
additional capital cost with the value of the heat
energy saved, and shall take account of
degradation of the insulation over time.

3.5.3

The total network heat loss shall be calculated for
the heat network between the energy centre
supply point(s) and the point of connection to
each building, taking realistic weighted average
flow and return temperatures.

The energy inputs required to operate a heat network are:
—

Heat energy input to compensate for heat losses
on the network less the heat gained from friction
loss.

—

Electrical energy input for pumping needed to
overcome friction within the network.

Even though most of the electrical energy is recovered as
heat it will have a higher cost and CO2 content than the
heat energy which is typically supplied from a low cost
and low carbon source.
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The selection of operating temperatures for peak design
conditions and how they vary with demand requires an
optimisation study for any given scheme as it will be
impacted by the type of heat supply plant and the
characteristics of the heat network. The designer has also
to consider constraints such as the temperatures used
for existing heating systems and the degree that these
can be varied. Hence the requirements given below may
not be valid in all cases and may be over-ruled by the
conclusions of a detailed study for an individual scheme.

Note: the calculated total annual heat loss from
the network up to the point of connection to each
building when fully built out is typically expected
to be less than 10% of the heat supplied for most
schemes. A heat loss of 15% or more would
indicate either a low density development or the
need for a re-evaluation of the design and pipe
insulation specification.
3.5.4

A specific study shall be carried out to determine
optimum operating temperatures for the scheme
to minimise lifecycle costs, taking account of:
heat losses, pumping energy, the cost of the heat
network, the cost of the building services and the
cost of heat production.
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Unless the study in 3.5.4 shows otherwise, the
design flow temperature on the heat network i.e.
under peak demand conditions, shall be less than
95 °C.

3.5.6

The study shall consider whether reducing flow
temperatures under part-load conditions will be
advantageous in economic and environmental
terms; although pumping energy will increase,
heat losses will be lower.

3.5.7

The network return temperature at peak demand
conditions shall be set as low as possible, taking
account of the constraints, and where feasible
shall be less than 70 °C for supplies to existing
buildings and less than 50 °C for supplies to new
buildings.

3.5.8

Existing building heating systems shall be
investigated and agreement reached with the
building owner to modify operating temperatures
where possible to achieve secondary return
temperatures less than 60 °C, which can typically
be realised as there will usually be some oversizing
of the secondary heating system.

3.5.9

The control system at each building connection
whether using direct or indirect connections shall
only use a variable volume principle and two-port
control valves.

3.5.10 Variable speed pumps shall be used and
controlled to maintain a minimum pressure
difference at the extremities of the network.
3.5.11 Duty and standby pumps shall be used to provide
the required level of resilience.
3.5.12 Multiple pumps shall be selected to match the
network’s requirements at part-load, e.g. a
summer pump with lower flow rate and lower
head could be included.

3.5.13 Where bypasses are required to maintain flow
temperatures above a minimum level at times of
low demand, temperature controlled bypass
valves are preferred. Fixed bypasses shall be
avoided where possible and the flow rate shall be
limited by means of a differential pressure control
valve and regulating valve or similar controls to
less than 1% of peak demand flow at all times,
unless a detailed calculation shows that a higher
rate will be required. In residential schemes, the
bypass flow rate in the HIU required to keep the
instantaneous hot water heat exchangers warm
may be sufficient to maintain the flow temperatures
without the need for other bypasses (see also
3.9.4). Common headers shall not be used as
these will raise return temperatures.

Best practice
For best practice the calculated total annual heat loss
from the network up to the point of connection to each
building when fully built out should not exceed 10% of the
sum of the estimated annual heat consumption of all of
the buildings connected. However, in some cases, low
density networks with a low cost of heat and a low carbon
heat source can be viable with higher heat losses and still
be considered best practice. The most important
requirement is 3.5.2 which requires an analysis of the cost
benefit of additional insulation on a lifecycle basis.
Best practice would aim to achieve return temperatures
below 55 °C for a scheme supplying only existing
buildings and below 40 °C for a scheme supplying only
new buildings.
District cooling systems also need to consider pump
selection carefully as there may be a wider variation in
demand than for heating. Variable speed pumps are
important as the volume of water to be pumped is
greater and any temperature gain through the pump
is a disadvantage not a benefit.

Objective 3.6 – To achieve a low cost network – optimisation of routes and pipe sizing
for minimum lifecycle cost
Why is this objective important?
The cost of heat networks is a major barrier to their
implementation and the designer needs to take every
opportunity to minimise cost. Costs should be minimised
over the life of the asset using discounted cashflow
analysis to produce designs with minimum net present
cost but with due regard for opportunities for future
proofing. The type of pipe system and the construction
techniques used also have an impact on costs. For
example, the use of polymer pipes can reduce installation
costs as compensation may not be necessary and the
flexibility assists in circumventing other services. Special
installation methods can also be used, e.g. the pullthrough technique or horizontal directional drilling.

Minimum requirements
3.6.1

The design shall be developed to minimise the
overall length of the network and hence reduce
costs and heat losses.

3.6.2

Pipe sizing shall be carried out to minimise the
lifecycle cost taking account of capital cost,
pumping energy cost and heat loss cost (see
Figure 11).

3.6.3

Routes shall be selected where appropriate to
avoid major roads and to utilise ‘soft dig’ areas,
subject to consultation with local residents as
such areas may have high amenity value.
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Above ground routes, e.g. in underground car
parks and other service areas within connected
buildings, shall be examined as this can lead to
major cost savings although expansion provision
needs to be considered, there may be higher
heat losses and greater risk of accidental damage.
Drawings of all existing buried services shall be
obtained to assist in selecting a suitable route.

3.6.6

Surveys of all surface equipment, manholes, etc.
along the route together with ground surveys using
ground penetrating radar shall also be carried out
together with trial holes at critical points where
necessary to establish a viable route.

3.6.7

The designer shall assess the range of pipe
materials and systems available and select the
optimum system for each section of the network,
taking account of capital cost, operating cost
including heat losses and lifetime, for the
operating temperatures and pressures selected.

3.6.8

The location of the energy centre shall be
considered at an early stage in the design as its
location can have a major influence on the costs
of the network.

Best practice
Best practice could involve the use of industry standard
heat network analysis software to improve the optimisation
process.

Costs

3.6.5

Total costs
Pipe costs
Pump costs
Heat loss costs
Pumping costs

Pipe dimension

Figure 11 Typical optimisation of pipe sizes on lifecycle cost basis
(reproduced courtesy of AECOM)

District cooling systems may use steel pre-insulated
pipework as it provides a good vapour seal preventing
condensation on the steel carrier pipe. As the flow
temperature is close to the ground temperature the
heat losses are relatively small especially for larger
diameter pipes and so some schemes have used
conventional uninsulated polyethylene pipes, normally
used for potable water applications, with a significant
saving in capital cost.

Objective 3.7 – To achieve a reliable network with a long life and low maintenance
requirements
Why is this objective important?
A heat network is a high capital cost asset and usually
needs a long period to provide a sufficient return on
investment. It is therefore essential that the network is
designed for a long life and low maintenance requirements.
In addition, reliability is very important if customer
satisfaction is to be obtained.
There is a range of pipe materials available in addition to
the pre-insulated steel systems produced to EN 253.
Polymer materials and glass-reinforced epoxy may offer
advantages with respect to cost and performance and
should be considered. Similarly twin pipe systems can
offer advantages including lower heat losses and lower
trenching costs. In some cases a mix of systems may be
the most suitable approach, although the need for future
flexibility should be considered.
Achieving a high quality installation is also critical (see
Objective 4.2) as is maintaining high water quality (see
Objective 6.3.1).

Minimum requirements
3.7.1
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The full range of pipe systems and materials shall
be assessed for suitability for use in each part of
the network and appropriate selections made
taking account of cost and performance; this

requirement may be satisfied by a generic study
of the options available where a standardised
design has been developed to reduce costs.
3.7.2

Routes for the heat network shall provide a
minimum separation distance of 0.6m from
adjacent services to reduce the risk of third party
damage to either the heat mains or other utilities.

3.7.3

If a steel carrier pipe is used for the buried
sections, the designer shall specify pre-insulated
pipe systems that comply with EN 253 and
associated EN standards (see References and
Further Reasing) and the design shall be
developed in accordance with EN 13941. Flexible
polymer pipes shall comply with EN 15632 (1-3).

3.7.4

The joint closure system, whether using heat
activated mastic lined shrink sleeves or fusion
welded joint casings, shall allow for an air test to
be carried out to prove that the joint is sealed
against ground water ingress.

3.7.5

Where shrink sleeve type joints are used there
shall be an additional protection seal at each end
of the joint (dual sealing).

3.7.6

Where pipe systems other than steel are to be
used the designer shall verify that the predicted
life for the operating temperatures and pressures
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that are expected is in accordance with the
requirements of the network.
3.7.7

Where polymer pipes are used, the need for a
diffusion barrier around the outside of the carrier
pipe shall be considered to limit oxygen diffusion
into the DH water and diffusion of water into the
insulation.

3.7.8

Pre-insulated isolating valves shall be used for
isolating sections of the buried network and shall
be directly buried with access to the valve spindle
provided by using self-draining enclosures and
not a conventional valve chamber.

3.7.9

The pre-insulated pipe shall terminate above
ground or inside the building and an end cap
fitted to the insulation to prevent water ingress,
especially during construction.

3.7.10 Isolating valves shall be located at each branch to
a customer or group of customers and
immediately adjacent to the main run so that a
fault in a local circuit can be isolated and the
remainder of the scheme remain in operation.
3.7.11 The design shall consider the need for further inline isolating valves, the provision of looped
networks, the location of standby boilers and the
provision for connecting temporary boilers when
developing the overall strategy for maintaining
supplies in the event of a leak at any point in the
network, taking account of the probability of
failure, the likely impact and cost of improving
resilience.
3.7.12 Isolating valves in secondary circuits within
buildings shall be located where there will be
good access available from public spaces.
3.7.13 Isolating valves for residents’ emergency use shall
be located within the property immediately after
the service enters the property (or just outside) so
that these can be easily shut-off by the resident in
the event of a leak within the property.
3.7.14 For steel pipe systems a surveillance system in
accordance with EN 14419 shall be specified.
3.7.15 Stress analysis of steel pipe systems shall be
carried out by a specialist in accordance with the

Figure 13 Diagram of a typical surveillance system
(reproduced courtesy of CPV)

requirements of EN 13941. For rigid polymer
pipes, a stress analysis by the specialist supplier
shall be carried out.
3.7.16 Pipe expansion of buried sections shall be
permitted through the use of bends and loops or
the use of pre-stressing techniques. The use of
expansion bellows shall be avoided on buried
sections. Expansion of above ground sections
shall be permitted through the use of bends or
loops together with suitable anchors and guides.
3.7.17 The steel pipe system shall be installed at the
minimum depth as recommended by the
manufacturer unless a greater depth is necessary
to avoid existing buried services. For polymer
pipe, manufacturer’s recommendations on depth
of burial shall be followed.
3.7.18 Suitable provision for venting and draining of each
section of the network shall be provided.
3.7.19 Marker tape shall be specified to be installed
above each line of pipe.
3.7.20 Site and factory welds for steel systems shall be
specified as being subject to non-destructive
testing in accordance with the requirements of
EN 13941 as a minimum.
3.7.21 Where polymer pipe systems are used the
designer shall specify a water pressure test
according to EN 806-4 and manufacturer’s
recommendations.
3.7.22 There shall be provision at the energy centre for
the control of water quality with facilities for:
—

softening of make-up water or the use of
a reverse osmosis plant

—

chemical dosing with automatic dosing
based on pH monitoring or make-up
water monitoring, suitable for the pipe
materials being used

—

sampling for testing

—

sidestream filtration using a bag filter and
a magnetic filter.
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Figure 12 A typical pre-insulated pipe system (reproduced courtesy
of CPV)
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Best practice
The installer of the system may be willing to offer an
extended warranty on the materials and possibly
installation of the system (e.g. for up to 20 years) and it
would be best practice to establish the availability, scope
and cost of such warranties at the time of tender, including
whether these are underwritten through an insurance
scheme.

For steel systems, the use of fusion welded casing joints
could be considered as best practice to provide greater
confidence in the prevention of water ingress which could
cause corrosion of the steel, however a higher quality of
training is required. Larger diameters where the highest
security of jointing is needed would more easily justify the
use of this type of joint.
Methods that reduce the diffusion of the insulant gas
could be considered best practice as the decay in
insulation effectiveness as the gas escapes and is
replaced with air would be slowed down.
Best practice could include the greater use of welding
and jointing above ground under more controlled
conditions or the greater use of off-site pre-fabrication.

Objective 3.8 – To select heat metering, pre-payment and billing systems that are
accurate and cost-effective
Why is this objective important?
Customer acceptance of a heat metering system is
important if revenues are to be secure and customer
satisfaction with the overall system maintained. Individual
dwelling heat meters are a requirement under the Energy
Efficiency Directive (EED) for all new buildings and for
buildings undergoing major refurbishment. Building-level
meters are also a requirement under the EED for all multiapartment/multi-purpose buildings connected to a heat
network. All other premises served by a heat network must
undertake cost effectiveness and technical feasibility
assessments for the installation of individual meters or heat
cost allocators. Other heat meters may be installed to aid
the operator in managing the heat network and to provide
a greater understanding of where heat is being lost.

Minimum requirements
3.8.1

3.8.2
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Heat meters shall be in accordance with the
Measuring Instruments Directive (MID) and shall
be Class 2 accuracy.
Metering of heat, electricity and fuel may also
need to be in accordance with requirements of
the Renewable Heat Incentive as published by
Ofgem, or the CHPQA scheme as required for
the individual energy centre solution.

3.8.3

Heat meters shall be selected to provide the
required level of accuracy for the flow rates
predicted; ultrasonic meters are most commonly
used.

3.8.4

The minimum static pressure stated by the heat
meter manufacturer shall be met at all times for
each meter and this requirement shall be taken
into account in the overall hydraulic design; if
cavitation occurs this can severely impact the
accuracy of the meter.

3.8.5

A strainer shall be fitted upstream of the meter
with a mesh size as advised by the manufacturer.

3.8.6

The meter installation shall be designed taking
account of the manufacturer’s recommendations
with respect to orientation, the minimum length

of straight pipe before and after the meter and
ensuring that it is possible to easily access the
meter and integrator for maintenance, calibration
and taking readings.
3.8.7

Heat meters shall be fitted with security seals to
reduce the potential for fraud and preferably
within a tamper-proof enclosure which may be
formed by the HIU cover.

3.8.8

A pre-payment system (where fitted) shall have
an emergency facility whereby a limited amount
of heat energy can be purchased before automatic
disconnection results; a range of routes to make
payments shall be provided including online and
mobile phone as well as from local retail outlets
and the local management office.

3.8.9

On larger schemes (more than 250 dwellings) a
full automatic meter reading (AMR) system shall
be specified to record and report:
—

heat sent out from central plant

—

heat delivered to each main building

—

heat delivered to each dwelling.

Note: Direct data readings should be obtained
using M-bus communications or other proven
AMR technology. Heat meters that provide data
via pulsed outputs are not normally recommended
for use with AMR systems.

Figure 14 Typical heat meter
(reproduced courtesy of Vital Energi)
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with the landowner as part of the wayleave or
easement.
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3.8.11 In addition to individual unit metering, buildings
containing multiple units shall also be metered at
the heat exchanger or point of supply into that
building.
3.8.12 The minimum frequency of data collection and
billing shall be quarterly for residential and microbusinesses and monthly for non-residential
customers.

Best practice
Best practice could include the use of metering data to
provide feedback to customers on the heat used
compared to norms and advice on how to manage their
consumption. For non-residential customers the
monitoring of heat demand profiles on say a half-hour
basis may enable both parties to identify control
modifications that would reduce peak demands or
change the timing of peak demands for the benefit of the
heat network and hence result in lower customer costs.
To provide future proofing and a change of heat supplier
best practice could involve the provision of AMR systems
that comply with the Open Metering System Specification,
see http://oms-group.org/en.

Objective 3.9 – To achieve an efficient heat distribution system within a multi-residential
building and to reduce risk of overheating
Why is this objective important?
Controlling heat losses from the network is important to
maintain the energy efficiency benefit of the overall system
and to reduce costs to customers. It is normally the case
that heat losses from the small diameter branches to the
final customer are the most significant as the total length
of such branches is relatively high. Where there is a block
of flats the secondary pipework within the building can
also have significant heat losses, e.g. losing heat in
corridors and service areas. In winter these losses may
provide useful heat into the building but this heat is
uncontrolled and occurs before dwelling meters if
installed. In summer the heat gain may cause unacceptable
levels of overheating especially in corridors where the
pipework may be run in the ceiling void.
This objective is particularly important for new residential
buildings (and existing buildings being thermally upgraded)
where space heating demands are low and the secondary
network heat losses can therefore be relatively high in
percentage terms. Overheating risks will also be more of
a concern in a well-insulated building. It is essential that
the designer considers this issue from the outset as the
best solution is likely to have architectural implications.
There are a number of reasons why the heat losses from
secondary networks may be higher than an acceptable
limit and these should all be reviewed:

(a) Shared risers, minimal horizontal
distribution

—

Length of pipe installed, especially the use of
horizontal runs in corridors.

—

High flow and return operating temperatures and
fixed bypasses leading to high return temperatures
under part load.

—

Insufficient thickness of insulation specified.

—

Insulation not specified over valves, fittings and
pipe supports.

—

Oversized pipe.

—

Poor temperature control in communal spaces
where these are actively heated.

Minimum requirements
3.9.1

When designing the heat distribution system
within a block of flats the primary aim shall be to
minimise the length of pipework. In blocks of flats
this typically will require more vertical risers so
that the use of horizontal distribution pipework
within corridors is minimised, see Figure 15.

3.9.2

Where new secondary systems are to be installed,
these shall be designed for low temperature
operation, maximum temperatures of 70 °C flow
with 40 °C return from space heating circuits and
25 °C return from instantaneous DHWS heat
exchangers (see also Objective 3.5).

(b) Single riser, horizontal distribution

Figure 15 Benefits of using shared risers
compared to horizontal runs for typical flat
layouts
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3.8.10 Where mains electricity is used for the meter,
non-volatile memory or battery back-up shall be
included; where batteries are used a minimum
lifetime of 5 years shall be specified.
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3.9.4

3.9.5

The use of bypasses shall be minimised – where
instantaneous heat exchangers are used, the
standby flow will normally result in a sufficient
bypass flow. Fixed bypasses shall not be used
and any bypasses shall be temperature controlled
so that the bypass only operates when flow
temperatures are below a minimum set point.
Bypass flows within the dwelling hydraulic
interface unit (HIU) to maintain the DHWS
instantaneous heat exchanger in readiness shall
be temperature controlled so that return
temperatures are at least 5 °C below the outlet
(tap) water set-point. Fixed bypasses within HIUs
shall not be used.

3.9.8

The insulation shall be continuous and close
fitting at all joints.

3.9.9

Heating pipework shall not be run adjacent or
below cold water pipework.

3.9.10 Pipe sizing shall be based on realistic diversified
demands (see Objective 3.2)
3.9.11 Care shall be taken to avoid oversizing of
distribution pipes, recognising that peak demands
in final branches will only occur for a short period,
as the oversizing will lead to higher heat losses.

Heat losses from the heat network within the
building shall be calculated, from the point of
connection to the heat meters in each dwelling.
The thickness of pipe insulation shall be carefully
considered taking account of:

3.9.12 The heat loss calculations shall be based on the
predicted average flow and return temperatures,
taking account of the return temperatures that will
occur in low demand periods which may be
determined, for example, by the HIUs operating in
standby mode.

—

The cost benefit of using additional
insulation, e.g. using the methodology of
BS 5422 and taking account of the
continuous operation of the network.

3.9.13 The risk of overheating in summer shall be
assessed and additional insulation to that given
above shall be specified if necessary, or alternative
pipe routes selected.

—

The CO2 emissions benefits of additional
insulation.

—

The need to control heat gain within
corridors to provide a comfortable
environment in summer.

—

The ambient temperature which may be
lower than normal in exposed areas such
as underground car parks.

Note: Experience to date has shown that insulation
thicknesses typically will need to be much greater
than is normally used in most building services
applications, e.g. 40 mm phenolic foam insulation.
This is likely to have implications on the
architectural design, e.g. depth of ceiling voids.
With appropriate design the heat loss within the
building should be less than 15%; part of this loss
will be useful heat gain within the building during
the heating season.
3.9.6

All valves, flanges and fittings shall be insulated.

3.9.7

Pipe supports shall use rigid low conductivity
inserts to maintain the insulation quality at the
support.

3.9.14 Where the heat network runs in corridors a
calculation of all internal gains including pipe heat
losses shall be carried out and suitable provision
made for ventilation of these corridors to avoid
unacceptable internal temperatures in summer.
3.9.15 Variable speed pumps shall be selected taking
account of the minimum flow condition to
minimise the volume of bypass flow required to
protect the pump.

Best practice
Best practice could be to achieve a heat loss from the
heat network within the building of less than 10% of the
estimated annual heat consumption of the building.
A best practice design could avoid the use of any
distribution pipework in corridors, use shared risers and
hence minimal branch lengths into dwellings and could
provide controllable ventilation to risers such that heat
losses would provide useful heat gain in winter but would
be ventilated outside the building in summer to limit
overheating as far as possible.

Objective 3.10 – To design cost-effective and efficient central plant
Why is this objective important?
The principal rationale for any heat network is that heat
can be produced at lower cost and with a lower carbon
content at a central plant than at a building level. In
particular certain heat sources are only feasible at scale
(e.g. deep geothermal, energy from waste). The economic
case for the heat network will depend on achieving the
cost and environmental benefits at the central plant.
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Designers will need to refer to detailed guidance on various
aspects of central plant design as appropriate, which are

listed in the References and Further Reading sections of
this Code. This objective highlights some key requirements
to provide a focus to the design in respect of the overall
heat supply and impacts on the heat network.

Minimum requirements
3.10.1 The primary low carbon heat source shall be sized
to deliver the required percentage of the annual
heat demand to deliver the required carbon benefit
within the economic constraints of the scheme.
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temperatures to be used both for the design
condition and at part-load, e.g. when using
centralised heat pumps or steam extraction from
steam turbines.

3.10.2 The average CO2 content of the heat supplied
over the year shall be calculated in g/kW·h heat
delivered to the buildings and made available to
designers of buildings that may wish to connect
and to owner/developers of existing buildings.

3.10.10 In developing the design the requirements of the
local planning authority shall be considered at an
early stage, including the local environmental
impacts of visual intrusion, noise and emissions to
air.

3.10.3 The low carbon energy plant shall be selected to
provide the appropriate balance between
economic and environmental performance.
Typically, the average CO2 content of the heat
supplied at the buildings should be less than
150 g/kW·h, after taking into account heat losses
and pumping energy.

3.10.11 The conclusions of the feasibility stage regarding
the disposition of top-up and standby boilers shall
be reviewed and updated including whether these
boilers are to be located within existing buildings
or centrally or a combination of the two.

3.10.4 Low carbon energy plant shall be sized to take
account of the need to operate effectively at the
full range of heat demands across the year. An
hour by hour operating model shall be set up to
evaluate a range of plant sizes and number of
units.
3.10.5 A control philosophy shall be developed to define
how the central plant shall be controlled to
maximise the use of the low carbon heat source (in
preference to peak boilers) and to enable operation
of all plant at the highest efficiency possible. This
will lead to the production of a functional
specification for the control system.
3.10.6 The fuel supply requirements shall be identified at
an early stage and discussed with fuel suppliers
especially with respect to pressures and volumes
in the case of gas supply, capacity and voltage
with respect to electrical supply and storage
volumes, delivery method and fuel handling for
biomass systems. The use of gas pressure
boosters shall be avoided where possible and only
operated when required by the boilers or CHP.
3.10.7 Where CHP is used, consideration shall be given at
an early stage to the connection to the local
distribution network operator’s system to establish
whether there are fault level constraints or other
operating conditions and to establish the cost and
timescales for the connection.
3.10.8 Where CHP is used, options for the sale of electricity
shall be determined at an early stage (see 2.12.4)
as this may have implications for the wider
electricity network design, e.g. there may be an
opportunity for direct supply of electricity to meet
electricity demands in local buildings or the use of
the ‘Licence Lite’ regulations may be feasible.
3.10.9 The operating temperatures proposed for the heat
network shall be considered in the development of
the central plant solution. CHP systems are
sensitive to return temperature and the circuit
design should aim to ensure that the return water
cannot mix with the flow water. Return
temperatures are often higher in practice than the
design condition, especially at part-load, and so a
suitable tolerance needs to be allowed for in the
design. In some cases the central plant selection
will have a strong influence on the operating

3.10.12 Where condensing boilers are specified the circuit
shall be designed to maximise the opportunity for
condensing conditions to occur.
3.10.13 The circuits shall be designed to enable the CHP to
operate without premature shutdown as a result of
high return temperatures – care shall be taken to
avoid adverse transient conditions by avoiding the
use of a common flow and return header and
ensuring there is recirculation around the boilers to
control boiler off temperatures at start-up and
shutdown (see also CIBSE AM12, 2013).
3.10.14 The pipework, vessels, and flanges shall be
insulated, valves and strainers shall be insulated
with flexible jackets that can be easily removed
and replaced.
3.10.15 The layout design of the energy centre shall take
into account the needs of the operator and provide
suitable maintenance facilities, storage for spares
and access space to carry out maintenance work
to a high quality and in a safe manner.
3.10.16 The layout of the energy centre shall take into
account the requirement to replace plant in the
future without undue disruption and in a safe
manner.
3.10.17 Consideration shall be given to the likelihood that
the next plant replacement may be of a different
technology.
3.10.18 The ventilation of the plantroom shall be by natural
means wherever possible to reduce the use of
electricity for ventilation fans; combustion air for
CHP units shall not be drawn direct from the boiler
room where feasible.
3.10.19 The design shall consider the impact of leakage
of water from plant failure and seek to minimise
the damage this might cause by providing
adequate drainage and mounting electrical and
control equipment at a higher level.
3.10.20 Oil tanks and oil-filled transformers shall be
bunded to contain leakage in the event of a fault.
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Note: For example, a CHP plant would be typically
sized to provide 60% to 80% of the total heat
demand of a scheme with the balance from gasfired boilers.

Best practice
Best practice could be for the primary low carbon heat
source to be sized to deliver a higher proportion of the
annual heat demand, e.g. 75 to 80%, to maximise the
carbon benefit and for the average CO2 content of the
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Best practice could also include:
—

Consideration of the use of top-up and standby
boilers within customer’s premises to supply the
network when needed to reduce the need for new
boiler capacity on the network.

—

Designing using
visualisation.

—

Insulating all pump bodies.

BIM

techniques

and

3-D

District cooling systems can similarly use a range of
cooling sources including absorption chillers, vapour
compression chillers or in some places river water.
The main objective is to obtain a significant difference
in cost and efficiency from using centralised chillers
compared to local chillers installed in buildings. This
could be obtained for example by being able to use
evaporative cooling towers or heat rejection to a river.
Additional advantages can be obtained if the district
cooling system is linked to a heat network where the
heat rejected can be utilised as a heat source for a
heat pump supplying the heat network.

Objective 3.11 – To optimise the use of thermal storage
Why is this objective important?

Minimum requirements

Incorporating thermal storage has a number of benefits:

3.11.1 The size of a thermal store shall be optimised by
using an hour by hour simulation to achieve
minimum lifecycle costs or to meet other specified
criteria and shall allow for a mixing zone which
effectively reduces the useful volume available by
at least 10%.

—

Smoothing of the daily variation in heat demand
reducing the use of peak boilers – normally of a
benefit in the spring and autumn months.

—

Enabling a CHP plant to operate during times of
higher electricity price (daytime) and shutting
down at times of low electricity price (night-time).

—

Enabling extraction from steam turbine and
operation of heat pumps to be prioritised during
times of low electricity price (night-time).

—

Enabling biomass boilers to operate continuously.

—

Enabling plant to operate at full output for fewer
hours rather than at part-load where it would be
less efficient.

—

Reducing the number of starts of low carbon
plant especially CHP units.

—

Allowing the peak heat network capacity to be
reduced and hence smaller pipes, by using local
distributed stores.

The design and sizing of a thermal store requires an
operating model that uses predicted heat demand profiles
on an hour by hour basis for a full year.

3.11.2 The store shall be designed to operate with the
maximum temperature difference available which
may mean that it uses a flow temperature higher
than the network flow temperature.
3.11.3 Where possible a single store shall be used to
minimise cost and heat losses.
3.11.4 Each store shall have a minimum height to
diameter ratio of 2, with a ratio of 3 or higher
being preferred.
3.11.5 The dimensions of the store shall take account of
practical considerations including: space
constraints, transport constraints, planning
requirements, structural implications and
manufacturing processes.
3.11.6 The store shall be designed to minimise turbulence
and to promote stratification by using large
diameter connections at entry and exit points and
hence low flow velocities (<0.3m/s) and internal
baffle plates at the entry and exit points which
maximise the stored volume.
3.11.7 Where multiple stores are used these shall be
connected in series to maximise useful storage
volume.
3.11.8 A minimum of 5 temperature sensors shall be
installed on the vessel, aligned vertically to enable
the operation of the store to be monitored, or an
equivalent alternative system shall be used to
provide the same or better facility.
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Figure 16 Design of an energy centre using BIM (reproduced courtesy
of AECOM)

3.11.9 Connections to the store shall be such that the
flows in and out of the store are only the difference
between the scheme heat demand and the
central plant production not the total heat
demand. A common header arrangement shall
not be used – the thermal store itself provides this
function (see Figure 19).
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heat supplied at the buildings to be less than 100 g/kW·h,
after taking into account heat losses and pumping energy.
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Boiler
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Figure 17 A thermal store in
operation in Coventry
(reproduced courtesy of Cofely)

3.11.10 The store shall be insulated to minimise lifecycle
costs and meet the performance requirements
with respect to temperature loss.
3.11.11 The central plant shall normally be controlled so
that the low carbon heat source (e.g. a CHP unit)
is turned on when the temperature of the top of
the store drops below a set-point (when the store
is ‘empty’) and turns off when the temperature at
the bottom of the store rises above a set-point
(when the store is ‘full’). More complex controls
may also be used to maximise the commercial
benefit of the store, e.g. to maximise income from
electricity generation at certain times of the day.
3.11.12 The control system shall be such that low carbon
heat is delivered to meet the heat demand as the
first priority with any surplus heat available being
stored for later use.

Boiler
valve

Load
mixing
valve

System
pump

T2

Figure 19 Schematic of a possible arrangement of a thermal store,
reproduced from CIBSE AM15: Biomass heating. A similar approach
could be used with other low carbon heat sources

3.11.13 The control systems shall take account of
transient conditions when plant is started and
stopped to ensure that only hot water is delivered
to the top of the store so as to avoid spurious
temperature signals being given to the heat
generating plant.
3.11.14 Although it is unlikely that significant maintenance
work will be required on the store or that wholesale
replacement will be required within the life of the
scheme the requirements of maintenance and
replacement shall be considered as part of the
design.

Best practice
It is likely that the benefits of thermal storage will become
more significant in the future so planning for additional
storage to be added could be a best practice approach.
The use of inter-seasonal storage could be considered for
some heat sources (e.g. solar thermal).
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Figure 18 Illustration of CHP modelling with thermal store over a 24 hour period (reproduced courtesy of AECOM)
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Why is this objective important?
During and at the end of the design stage the economic
analysis shall be updated to reflect the latest design, the
plant performance and the cost estimates. This may lead
to a need for value engineering to maintain a sound
business case.
The economic model can also be used in conjunction
with a risk analysis to assess the impact of risks and the
benefits of mitigation.
A wider range of sensitivities may be investigated at this
stage using the economic model.

Minimum requirements
3.12.1 The economic analysis shall be updated using
the predicted performance of central plant as
designed, the latest cost estimates and the more
accurate estimates of network heat losses, boiler
standing losses, pumping energy and other
parasitic electricity uses.
3.12.2 The risk register shall be reviewed and updated
and progress monitored on actions assigned for
mitigation.
3.12.3 A sensitivity analysis shall be conducted using the
risk register as a starting point so that each risk
can be quantified in terms of impact on IRR, NPV
and heat selling price. This shall also include

assessing the potential benefit from defined risk
mitigation measures.
3.12.4 As a minimum the following sensitivities shall be
included:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

heat sales volume
delays in the connection of buildings to
the network
downtime of primary heat source, e.g.
CHP unit
variations in future fuel and electricity
prices
out-turn construction cost
construction programme over-run
non-fuel operating and maintenance
costs and management costs.

3.12.5 A separate analysis which assigns monetary
value to the CO2 saved (e.g. using DECC’s social
cost of carbon) shall also be undertaken although
this would not normally be used to evaluate the
viability of the investment.

Best practice
Where a profit and loss/balance sheet is prepared in
accordance with best practice for Objective 2.9, this
should also be updated. The risk analysis could follow the
principles of ISO 31000.

Objective 3.13 – To assess environmental impacts and benefits
Why is this objective important?
At the design stage a more detailed evaluation of
environmental impacts and benefits will be required to
support a planning application, to comply with legislation and
to make the case for the project in terms of CO2 reductions.

Minimum requirements
3.13.1 The emissions from the central plant shall be
assessed to determine stack height. Depending
on the scale of the scheme, the stage of design
and the requirements of the planning authority, a
dispersion model may be required to calculate
the impact on ground level concentrations or
other sensitive receptors, especially of NOX and
where appropriate PM10.
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3.13.6 Where necessary, an acoustic survey shall be
undertaken to establish background noise levels
in the area of the energy plant and the requirements
for the design of the energy centre acoustic
control set accordingly.
3.13.7 The CO2 savings and carbon intensity of the heat
supplied shall be calculated for the project together
with projections on a year by year basis as to how
these might change in the future as the electricity
grid is decarbonised. Where CHP is used care
must be taken to use efficiencies quoted against
Gross Calorific Value (GCV) as this is the basis on
which fuel emission factors are quoted.

Best practice

3.13.2 Where gas-fired CHP (>300 We) is to be used
without further treatment in an air quality
management area the TA-Luft standard for NOX
of 500 mg/Nm3 at 5% O2 shall be specified.

A best practice approach in an air quality management
area would be to use a higher stack to disperse pollutants
more widely or to use exhaust gas treatment.

3.13.3 Where biomass boilers are used the particulate
emissions shall be assessed and suitable control
technologies selected.

The use of a fuel cell CHP fuelled by natural gas, or other
hydrogen rich fuels could also be considered to reduce
environmental impacts.

3.13.5 Biomass shall be sourced from sustainable
sources and consideration given to the transport
energy required.

An evaluation of the embodied energy within the pipe
materials used could be undertaken.
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Objective 3.12 – To update and refine the economic analysis, risk analysis and
sensitivities

Objectives:
4.1

To reduce health and safety risks to staff, customers and the
general public

4.2

To achieve a high quality heat network construction to deliver a
long asset life

4.3

To provide a high quality hydraulic interface unit (HIU) and building
connection construction to provide good customer service levels

4.4

To reduce adverse environmental impacts of construction
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comprehensive but will emphasise particular risks
associated with heat networks. The health and safety of
the general public must be carefully considered as heat
networks are generally installed through publicly
accessible spaces.

Minimum requirements

Figure 20 Trench wall supports (reproduced courtesy of AECOM)

Why is this objective important?
Reducing health and safety risks is of primary importance
in any project and established contractors will recognise
their responsibilities. This section is not intended to be

4.1.1

The principal designer under the CDM Regulations
2015 shall be appointed and a Health and Safety
Risk Register established taking forward the
residual risks identified at the design stage.

4.1.2

The guidance issued by HSE in HSG47 (HSE,
2014), shall be followed to minimise health and
safety risks associated with excavation around
buried services.

4.1.3

The safety risks of trenches and site compounds
both to staff and the general public shall be
carefully analysed. This may for example include
fencing and warning signs.

4.1.4

Trench walls shall be properly supported at all
times and kept clear of ground water and debris
(see Figure 20).

4.1.5

Tools and equipment shall not be left unattended
at any time and shall be stored in secure facilities
outside working hours.

4.1.6

When welding, suitable screens shall be placed
to protect the public.

4.1.7

Traffic management systems and pedestrian
signs shall be carefully considered and follow the
NRSWA 1991 Code of Practice recommendations
and after liaison with the appropriate authorities.

4.1.8

Spoil heaps shall be minimised by removing
surplus from site at frequent intervals.

4.1.9

When working with heating pipes the risk of
scalding shall be identified, especially to residential
customers who are vulnerable, and pipe
protection shall be provided especially on primary
side pipework.

4.1.10 Detailed design carried out by the contractor shall
take account of the future needs for safe
maintenance of plant and equipment.

Objective 4.2 – To achieve a high quality heat network construction to deliver a long
asset life
Why is this objective important?
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Heat networks are designed to have a long life and be
very reliable however this is only realised where a high
standard of construction is also achieved. Much of the
detailed requirements for pre-insulated steel pipes

systems are set out in EN 13941 and the Code
requirements given below only emphasise the most
important of these. There are fewer potential risks arising
from poor installation of pre-insulated polymer pipes
using compression sleeve joints, however a high standard
of installation is still important.
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Objective 4.1 – To reduce health and safety risks to staff, customers and the general
public
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4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

4.2.4

4.2.5

4.2.6

4.2.7

Where a steel pre-insulated system is selected
this shall comply with EN 253 and associated
standards and shall be installed in accordance
with EN 13941 and manufacturer’s instructions
and guidance. Where a pre-insulated polymer
pipe system is selected this shall be installed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions
and guidance.
For pre-insulated steel systems, the project class
of the system under EN 13941 shall be defined
which determines the appropriate stress
calculation methodology and NDT requirements
(see 4.4.2 of EN 13941).
For pre-insulated steel systems, prior to
installation commencing, the designer shall
confirm that the necessary stress analysis check
has been carried out in accordance with EN
13941. This design check shall also be carried
out on any deviations in the route that may arise
during construction.
All fitters employed to install the steel pipe system
shall have received training in the joint system in
accordance with Annex C of EN 489 and hold
current certificates; for polymer pipe systems all
fitters and welders shall receive specific training in
the pipe system and the jointing system and hold
appropriate certificates demonstrating competence
for the type of pipe system being used.
The contractor shall provide documentary
evidence that quality inspections have been
made at each stage of the installation process
covering as a minimum:
—

trench inspection prior to installing pipes

—

steel welding NDT using ultrasonics

—

closure welding or shrinking

—

closure air test prior to foaming

—

continuity checks on surveillance system

—

trench inspection prior to backfilling

—

compaction around pipes and marker
tape

—

system pressure test (strength test)

—

final surfacing and reinstatement.

There shall be a system of independent inspection
to verify that the above quality checks are being
undertaken including written records of sample
checks carried out.
Each steel weld or polymer pipe joint shall be
numbered and the individual welder or jointer
responsible shall be identified on a register. The
same process shall be followed for joint closures.

4.2.8

Pre-insulated materials shall be stored in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions, site
foaming materials shall be kept in insulated
containers.

4.2.9

NDT of steel welds shall be carried out in

accordance with EN 13941 for the appropriate

Class and in addition the first 10 welds of each
welder shall be subject to NDT. Ultrasonic testing
is normally used.
4.2.10 Welding shall only be carried out under suitable
conditions with the welding area covered during
inclement weather.
4.2.11 Welding equipment for PE casings or polymer
pipe shall be checked regularly and calibration
certificates made available.
4.2.12 The insulation on above ground pipework shall be
specifically checked and an inspection report
issued prior to cladding or covering up by building
finishes to confirm compliance with the
specification for thickness and type of insulation,
continuation of insulation at joints, supports,
flanges, valves and all other fittings.
4.2.13 Trenches shall be kept dry and free of debris at all
times.
4.2.14 On completion of each section the network shall
be flushed to remove debris using specialist
flushing equipment in accordance with BG29:
Pre-commission cleaning of pipework systems
(BSRIA, 2012).
4.2.15 The installation contractor shall provide an ‘as
installed’ layout drawing of the network indicating
all joint positions with GPS co-ordinates, and any
route deviations from the original approved
design. This drawing shall be included in the
maintenance manual for the scheme.
4.2.16 For steel pipes there shall be a detailed wiring
diagram for the surveillance system and this shall
be certified correct upon commissioning and
included in the maintenance manual for the
scheme. The system shall be ‘mapped’ both
following installation and prior to charging the
network. This shall be held as part of the ‘as
installed drawings’ to provide datum references
and facilitate the location of leaks. Future and
periodic mapping shall be carried out as part of
the maintenance regime and compared to the
datum mapping. The systems shall be tested and
calibrated to achieve an accuracy in location
detection of ±1m.
4.2.17 Following the flushing the system shall be filled
with treated water which shall then be circulated
regularly.
4.2.18 Water treatment chemicals shall be selected to
minimise risk to the environment in the event of a
leak.

Best practice
Chemical cleaning of the pipe system could be used,
however care needs to be taken to ensure all chemicals
are flushed out before refilling and safely discharged. This
process can be difficult to control in an installation where
customer connections are being progressively completed.
Best practice could include maintaining a photographic
record of each section of the network taken just prior to
backfilling the trench.
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Why is this objective important?
The hydraulic interface unit (HIU) is a key component of
the heat network system as it provides user control,
ensures hydraulic balance within the heat network and
may also include a domestic hot water heat exchanger. It
should also be designed to have low maintenance
requirements and perform reliably over a long period of
time. The required customer service levels of the heat
supply will only be achieved from a high quality HIU and
building connections to non-domestic buildings.

Minimum requirements
4.3.1

4.3.2

taking care that the flow meter is installed in the
correct orientation, with sufficient straight length
upstream and downstream, in the correct pipe
(flow or return) and that the temperature sensors
are installed in the correct way.
4.3.3

Fittings connecting the HIU to the network shall
be selected and installed to operate under current
and future network pressures and temperatures
with an appropriate level of quality assurance.

4.3.4

The controls systems for building connections
shall be fully checked prior to commissioning
including a point to point check that sensors are
correctly addressed and that all sensors are
working correctly.

HIUs for dwellings shall be selected to deliver the

required design performance and test results
shall be available to substantiate this, particularly
with regard to the temperature control of domestic
hot water under a range of pressure differences
and draw-off rates

The heat meter installation shall be installed in
accordance with EN 1434 and strictly in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions,

Best practice
Best practice could include the testing of the HIU
performance against established standards such as the
Swedish Standard F:103-7e: Certification of District
Heating Substations (Svensk Fjärrwärme, 2009).

Objective 4.4 – To reduce adverse environmental impacts of construction
Why is this objective important?

4.4.5

Although the ultimate aim of a heat network project is to
provide an environmental benefit there will be negative
environmental impacts during construction which need to
be identified and minimised as far as possible.

Water use shall be minimised and waste water
shall be sent to road drains only where
unavoidable, run-off into local waterways shall be
prevented.

4.4.6

Spoil heaps shall be covered to avoid rain run-off
carrying sediment which may block drains.

Minimum requirements

4.4.7

Noise and other disturbance to residents shall be
minimised and agreed site operating hours
adhered to at all times.

4.4.8

Trees and other landscaping shall be protected
from damage with qualified arborists or landscape
architects consulted as necessary.

4.4.1

4.4.2

The contractor shall commit to following the
requirements of the Considerate Constructor
scheme.
The contractor shall manage the site to recycle
waste and minimise the risk of waste being blown
off site into surrounding areas by collecting and
storing waste as soon as it is created.

4.4.3

Dust shall be controlled by using sprays on road
surfaces which shall be cleaned regularly.

4.4.4

Fuel use for site vehicles and machinery shall be
monitored and minimised – engines shall be
turned off when not in use for long periods.

Best practice
Best practice could include the provision of large and
easily readable posters fixed to the site hoardings
explaining the nature of the works and the wider district
energy scheme and carbon benefits. Best practice could
also include the use of the Civil Engineering Environmental
Quality System (CEEQUAL) with a target to achieve Very
Good or Excellent.

What is CEEQUAL?
CEEQUAL is the international evidence-based sustainability assessment, rating and awards scheme for civil engineering, infrastructure,

landscaping and works in public spaces, and celebrates the achievement of high environmental and social performance.
CEEQUAL aims to assist clients, designers and contractors to deliver improved project specification, design and construction of civil
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engineering works. The scheme rewards project and contract teams who go beyond the legal, environmental and social minima to achieve
distinctive environmental and social performance in their work. In addition to its use as a rating system to assess performance, it also provides
significant influence to project or contract teams as they develop, design and construct their work, because it encourages them to consider
the issues in the question set at the most appropriate time, and to strive to secure the CEEQUAL score their work deserves.
See www.ceequal.co.uk
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Stage 4 – Construction and installation

Objective 4.3 – To provide a high quality hydraulic interface unit (HIU) and building
connection construction to provide good customer service levels

Objectives:
5.1

To achieve consistently low return temperatures through
commissioning building heating systems/controls

5.2

To provide HIU commissioning and heat network balancing to
ensure demands are met at all times

5.3

To commission the heat metering and meter reading system to
deliver accuracy and customer service

5.4

To commission the central plant to deliver an efficient and reliable
service

5.5

To provide a smooth handover and sufficient information for the
operations team
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Why is this objective important?
One of the most critical aspects of the design and
operation of a heat network is the return temperature.
The flow temperature is often set by limits on the central
plant and other equipment. For a given flow temperature
it is the return temperature that governs the capacity of
the network, the capacity of a thermal store, the efficiency
of heat production at the central plant, the pumping
energy and the network heat losses. However the heat
network operator has little control over the return
temperature as this is mainly a function of the building’s
heating system and its controls. Maintaining a low return
temperature through the life of the network will be
important but the initial commissioning is particularly
important as it will be harder to change settings once the
system is in operation.
This is in part a cultural change – operatives commissioning
heating systems using gas-fired boilers within the building
are more concerned to achieve high flow rates and ensure
radiators deliver their output. There is a tendency as a
result to set flows and hence return temperatures higher
than the design value. With heat networks, an alternative
approach needs to become the norm, where flow rates
are balanced to no more than the design value and
achieving the correct return temperatures are the main
commissioning objectives. In other words the heating
system is used to extract as much heat as possible from
the water supplied by the heat network before returning it.

Minimum requirements
5.1.1
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Written commissioning procedures shall be
produced for each type of heating circuit, building
on the commissioning plan established during the
design stage and based on CIBSE Commissioning
Code M (CIBSE,2003) and other guidance. This
shall include co-ordination of commissioning of
primary, secondary and tertiary systems as these
may be the responsibility of different parties.

5.1.2

All operatives involved in commissioning shall
receive training in the importance of achieving the
design return temperatures and the impact on
the overall heat network if return temperatures
are too high.

5.1.3

A commissioning record sheet shall be used to
enter the return temperatures from the space
heating circuits after the system has been running
in constant operation for over 30 minutes together
with the room temperature.

5.1.4

10% of the heating circuits within the building
shall be independently inspected to establish
whether the design return temperatures have
been achieved and further tests and rectification
work shall be undertaken as necessary.

5.1.5

For a dwelling heating system the radiators shall
be fitted with pre-settable thermostatic radiator
valves designed for use with low flow rates and
adjusted to give the required return temperature
and the design flow rate for the radiator
concerned. Note: for new-build schemes this is
typically the responsibility of the developer.

5.1.6

The total flow to the radiator circuit shall be
adjusted to the design conditions using the
controls at the HIU – this may be a variable speed
pump, a balancing valve or an adjustable
differential pressure control valve for direct
connection systems. Note: for new-build
schemes this is typically the responsibility of the
developer.

Best practice
A check on the average temperature difference achieved
across any circuit can be established by the use of a heat
meter that records volume and energy (see Figure 21).
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Objective 5.1 – To achieve consistently low return temperatures through commissioning
building heating systems/controls
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Why is this objective important?

5.2.3

At each point of primary heat supply to the
customer the maximum flow rate that the
customer can receive shall be adjusted to the
design value, e.g. by using an adjustable
differential pressure control valve and, if necessary,
regulating valves or a pressure independent
control valve.

5.2.4

The flow rate shall be measured using the flow
rate function of the heat meter.

5.2.5
In addition, for residential properties, a hydraulic interface
unit (HIU) is often used to provide a central control and
metering point at each dwelling. This unit requires
checking and commissioning.

All measured data and set points on valves etc.
shall be recorded on the commissioning record
sheet and a copy provided to the customer.

5.2.6

Any flushing loops shall be closed off before
commissioning starts.

Minimum requirements

5.2.7

Where bypass valves are installed the flow rate
shall be set up under minimum system flow
conditions.

A fundamental requirement for the heat network is to
deliver the required amount of heat to each customer,
critically at the times of peak demand.
This is achieved by ensuring that each customer cannot
take more than the design flow rate that has been set in
the supply contract (typically defined as a kW supply rate
at defined flow and return temperatures).

5.2.1

5.2.2

The HIU shall be commissioned in accordance
with the Heating and Hot Water Industry Council
Commissioning Checklist for HIUs (HHIC, 2013).

Best practice

Commissioning operatives shall receive training in
the importance of commissioning the system to
achieve the correct return temperatures before
commencing work.

To provide an additional check on the maximum flow rate
setting for non-domestic customers, an independent flow
measuring device such as a calibrated orifice plate could
also be included.

Figure 21 Method for establishing the average temperature difference from two heat meter readings (reproduced courtesy of SAV Systems Ltd)
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Why is this objective important?

5.3.7

The heat metering system is fundamental to the operation
of the scheme enabling revenues to be collected and to
provide feedback to customers on their energy use.

A meter register shall be prepared and maintained
detailing:
—

the meter serial number

—

the postal address of the property

Minimum requirements

—

the communications address for the AMR

5.3.1

—

the date commissioned

—

the initial reading

—

the date of last calibration.

There shall be an initial check prior to
commissioning that the installation has been
carried out in accordance with EN 1434,
manufacturer’s instructions and the MID,
particularly in relation to meter location, orientation
and sensor installation as appropriate for the
specific meter.

5.3.2

Where a pre-payment system is installed there
shall be a number of ways that credit can be
purchased by residents including by telephone
and, if in person, from sufficient local outlets

5.3.3

The correct reporting of kW·h from each meter
through the automatic meter reading (AMR)
system shall be demonstrated and these readings
must be repeatable.

5.3.4

The meter shall be monitored for a short period
on load to establish that flow rate and temperatures
are being recorded and that the data received by
the AMR is credible.

5.3.5

A hand calculation check shall be carried out to
prove that the conversion to kW·h from the flow
rate and temperature measurements is correct.

5.3.6

A reconciliation calculation shall be carried out
between the central plant meters, main building
meters and dwelling meters from which system
losses can be estimated.

5.3.8

A full metering strategy diagram for each main
building shall be developed, as shown in CIBSE
TM39: Building energy metering (CIBSE, 2009).

5.3.9

An information pack shall be provided to the
customer as to the functioning of the heating
system, its controls, heat meter and the prepayment system if used. It shall also comply with
the requirements of the Heat Trust scheme. The
pack shall be written to be visually attractive and
easy to understand and not a collection of
manufacturer’s leaflets. It shall contain a list of
FAQs and suitable answers.

Best practice
A follow up visit to the property could be arranged to
ensure that the customer understands how to operate
the heating system and the metering and billing or prepayment process. Information packs could be translated
into other languages. Best practice could involve
recording and storage of data for an extended period.
Outputs from the AMR could be displayed online, including
the average percentage heat loss from the network. This
could also include information on the central plant inputs,
outputs and efficiency.
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Objective 5.3 – To commission the heat metering and meter reading system to deliver
accuracy and customer service
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Why is this objective important?
Well designed and installed central plant can still fail to
deliver an efficient and reliable service if it has not been
properly commissioned and tested. Without adequate
testing, faults will only emerge during the early years of
operation – which typically are then more expensive and
disruptive to resolve.

5.4.4

The stable and efficient operation of the plant
shall be demonstrated at all expected load
conditions and especially at minimum load
conditions.

5.4.5

The energy centre shall be commissioned
following the recommendations in CIBSE
Commissioning Code M (CIBSE, 2003) and an
energy balance carried out to ensure metering is
working correctly.

5.4.6

A specific check shall be carried out at times of
minimum demand (summer nights) to confirm
that bypass flows have been correctly set up and
controlled.

5.4.7

The operation of the variable speed pump system
shall be checked to verify that the required
pressure differences are achieved at all points of
the network and that excessive pressure
differences are not found at periods of low flow.

5.4.8

On completion of the commissioning a written
handover process shall be followed to enable the
operating organisation to take full control.

5.4.9

The construction team and the designer shall be
contractually appointed in a supporting role for
12 months following handover to carry out
seasonal checks and to fine tune the control
system.

Minimum requirements
5.4.1

The design specification will typically include an
operating philosophy and a functional controls
specification. These documents shall be reviewed
and a commissioning and testing procedure
established to demonstrate compliance with
these documents. This may involve some proving
and testing at various times during the first year of
operation when suitable system loads are
available. Alternatively, the load may be artificially
induced by changing set points or using load
banks.
It is important not just to commission each item of
plant in the energy centre but also the integrated
operation of the entire plant to deliver the required
levels of service at the expected levels of operation
and efficiency.

5.4.2

There shall be a specific demonstration to show
that the low carbon heat source is controlled to
operate as the lead unit and to maintain its output
as secondary heat sources are brought online.

5.4.3

Each sensor point connected to the building
energy management system (BEMS) or supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system shall
be checked to prove that it is correctly addressed
and providing a consistent and correct signal.

Best practice
Best practice could be to appoint the project team to
deliver the Soft Landings approach as defined in BSRIA
Soft Landings specification, which covers a 3 year period
after initial commissioning.
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Why is this objective important?
In order to encourage good energy efficient operation it is
essential to ensure correct handover procedures are
followed. A key part of this is to provide the operations
team with all the necessary information about the heat
network including operation and maintenance (O&M)
manuals, log books and metering strategies.

commissioning records. This shall also include:
records of material specifications for the network,
as installed drawings, stress analysis report, TDR
mapping of surveillance system, copies of
pressure tests and non-destructive tests.
5.5.3

Appropriate customer instructions shall be
developed and distributed to customers at
handover, supplemented by customer training if
necessary.

5.5.4

Where appropriate, CIBSE TM31 log books shall
be put in place for each main building and central
heat interface unit.

5.5.5

Metering strategies shall be provided for the
whole heat network, main buildings and the
central plantroom.

Minimum requirements
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5.5.1

The handover procedures shall follow the
recommendations in CIBSE Commissioning
Code M (CIBSE, 2003) and BSRIA BG1:
Handover, O&M Manuals, and Project Feedback
(BSRIA, 2007).

5.5.2

A full O&M manual shall be provided for the heat
network including controls strategies and

Figure 22 Inside the King’s Cross energy centre (reproduced courtesy of Vital Energi)
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Stage 5 – Commissioning

Objective 5.5 – To provide a smooth handover and sufficient information for the
operations team

Objectives:
6.1

To reduce health and safety risks to staff, customers and the
general public

6.2

To achieve cost-effective, accurate and reliable heat metering,
pre-payment and billing systems

6.3

To maintain a high level of reliability and a long life for the heat
network

6.4

To deliver cost-effective and efficient maintenance of central plant
that maintains a long life for the asset

6.5

To provide appropriate monitoring and reporting of central plant

6.6

To maintain the building connections to provide good customer
service

6.7

To minimise environmental impacts of operation and maintenance
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Why is this objective important?
In operation, the health and safety of staff, customers and
the general public shall be of paramount importance.
Whilst legislation exists to enforce many risk mitigation
measures, heat networks have some specific operating
risks which are emphasised below.

Minimum requirements
6.1.1

There shall be a disaster recovery plan (DRP)
detailing the chain of command and communications
required in the event of a major incident and all staff
shall be trained in these procedures.

6.1.2

The COSSH and DSEAR Regulations may apply
and shall be followed.

6.1.3

The heat network operator shall be certified under
ISO 18001, the Occupational Health and Safety
standard.

6.1.4

The energy centre and plantrooms containing
heat exchangers, pumps and other equipment
shall be kept locked and access controlled
appropriately even where they are on customer’s
premises.

6.1.5

Isolating valves within dwellings for use by
residential customers shall be installed and
labelled as ‘emergency shut-off’ with advice given

to customers on emergency procedures in the
event of a leak within the dwelling.
6.1.6

A fire risk assessment shall be carried out and fire
alarm and detection systems and any fire
suppression systems shall be checked regularly
in accordance with regulations.

6.1.7

Where centralised domestic hot water systems are
used these shall be checked regularly and records
kept of any water treatment carried out, in
accordance with HSG274, Part 2 (HSE, 2014).

6.1.8

Space temperatures within compact plantrooms
may be higher than normal which may impact on
the safety of operatives and working regimes
shall be planned accordingly.

6.1.9

Surface temperatures on equipment and
pipework may be higher than normally found in
heating systems especially in plantrooms in
buildings connected to a heat network and
suitable warning notices, guards and training
shall be provided and maintained.

6.1.10 When lagging needs to be removed for
maintenance or repair purposes it shall be refitted
as soon as practically possible and when it must
be left off for an extended period suitable barriers
and notices shall be put in place.

Objective 6.2 – To achieve cost-effective, accurate and reliable heat metering,
pre-payment and billing systems
Why is this objective important?
The revenue for a scheme is dependent on the heat
metering system employed and significant management
costs and cashflow costs can be expended if customers
lack confidence in the system, query bills or have difficulty
understanding the charges.

6.2.5

Bills shall be prepared in accordance with the EU
Energy Efficiency Directive and the Heat Trust
scheme.

6.2.6

The customer’s heat consumption shall be
monitored and where significant divergence from
typical trends are seen, investigations shall be
undertaken to ensure the heat meter and AMR
system is operating correctly.

6.2.7

Where a prepayment system is used, the
adjustment of the meters to reflect any price
changes shall be carried out within one month.

Minimum requirements
6.2.1

6.2.2
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For residential customers, the heat meter shall be
inspected at regular intervals including a check to
detect tampering, in accordance with the Heat
Trust scheme.
The heat meter shall be exchanged and recalibrated
at suitable intervals, which are determined from
evidence gained from removing a small sample of
meters and testing these for accuracy.

6.2.3

If battery operated, the batteries shall be replaced
at the appropriate time and to provide a suitable
margin before failure.

6.2.4

On a change of residency the new occupant shall
be provided with a new set of operating
instructions for the system and the meters
checked and read either on site or using the AMR
within a defined period and in accordance with
the Heat Trust scheme.

Best practice
For residential schemes a distribution curve for all heat
meters on a monthly basis could be prepared for each
dwelling size (e.g. number of bedrooms) and the meters
with abnormal readings can then be identified and passed
to the meter maintenance engineer, for further
investigation.
For larger non-residential customers it could be best
practice to inspect the heat meter at least annually and to
continuously monitor the readings to identify abnormal
readings that could indicate a fault.
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Objective 6.1 – To reduce health and safety risks to staff, customers and the general
public
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Why is this objective important?
A heat network is a high cost capital asset and the
investment has to be justified over a long operating
period. It is essential that investors have confidence that
the asset can be maintained in operation without undue
maintenance costs. If there is a leak in the system repairs
are costly because of the need to excavate and reinstate
the ground which may be a major road. If the leak is
difficult to find then the repair costs can be even higher. In
addition, a high standard of reliability is required to deliver
a satisfactory heating service to customers. The quality of
materials, design and construction of the heat network
are important in determining the reliability of the system
but there are important aspects of operation that can
enhance the life of the system and maintain reliability.

Minimum requirements
6.3.1

A comprehensive water treatment regime shall be
implemented including:
—

6.3.2

6.3.3

Regular monitoring of pressure difference
across strainers and sidestream filter and
removal for cleaning as required.

for larger systems daily. Any anomalies shall be
investigated in a timely manner.
6.3.4

The surveillance system shall be maintained in
operation with alarm signals reported through the
main control system. All alarms shall be
investigated and the location of the fault identified
and repairs carried out as required.

6.3.5

To minimise the risk of third party damage, record
drawings of the network, location of valve
chambers and building entry points shall be
maintained and provided to the local highways
authority and other utility service providers on
request, in both hard copy and digital format, and
for new buildings, the architect, building services
engineer and developer as required.

6.3.6

Regular inspections of isolating valves and valve
chambers shall be carried out at appropriate
intervals to ensure valves remain operable and
corrosion is not occurring.

6.3.7

in the event of a leak causing a shutdown of the
system, the system disaster recovery plan (DRP)
shall be followed to provide temporary heating to
customers or in the case of a short term
interruption to advise customers in advance of
the timing and reason for the interruption in
accordance with the supply agreements and the
Heat Trust scheme.

—

Chemical dosing to control pH levels to a
narrow tolerance; normally this tolerance
is ±0.25 with a set point between 9.25 to
10.25 (unless aluminium is used in the
circuit).

—

Chemical dosing to control oxygen levels.

—

Chemical dosing to be automatic based
on monitoring of make-up water
supplemented by manual weekly checks
on water losses and monthly analysis of
water chemistry.

6.3.8

Comprehensive records of water treatment,
water test results and repairs on the system shall
be kept as these will be very valuable in assessing
the life of the system should the network be the
subject of a future sale or transfer.

—

Biocide dosing especially when operating
with flow or return temperatures below
60 °C.

6.3.9

—

Make-up water shall be softened prior to
adding to the system.

Pressures and temperatures shall also be
recorded to check the network has not been
regularly subjected to excess pressure or
temperature, particularly important for plastic
pipe systems and to identify any cycling of the
network.

Chemical dosing shall be carried out in
accordance with the recommendations of the
appointed specialist water treatment company
who must have knowledge of heat networks; the
recommendations will vary with the metals used
in the system.
The system shall also be monitored to detect
leaks by weekly recording of make-up water and

Best practice
The use of a reverse osmosis plant to provide a very high
standard of water quality from the outset could be
considered as best practice.
Test coupons could be used to monitor the corrosion in
the system.
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Why is this objective important?
A high quality maintenance regime for the central plant will
improve energy efficiency, provide a more reliable service,
maximise environmental benefits and prolong the life of the
plant. There are a number of established standards and
industry guidance available including specific guidance for
each type of heat source that might be used. The following
generic requirements shall be followed.

6.4.5

A periodic inspection (at least annually) by senior
management of the organisation responsible for
the operation of the scheme shall be undertaken
to demonstrate to the operators the importance
that is attached to this phase of the project.

6.4.6

Major plant maintenance shall always be
scheduled to minimise any interruptions in heat
supply and wherever possible there shall be
sufficient resilience in the system to prevent
supply interruptions.

6.4.7

Whilst in part a function of the return temperatures
to the scheme, the organisation responsible for
operating and maintaining the energy centre and
network shall do this in a manner which wherever
practically possible delivers not only a high quality
cost-effective service but one which involves
supplying heat at the design carbon intensity and
they shall take ownership of these issues and
work with the building owner and operator to
achieve the design return temperature.

Minimum requirements
6.4.1

The basis for the planned maintenance regime
shall be in accordance with the PAS 55 standard
following the ‘plan-do-check-act’ cycle of
continual improvement.

6.4.2

Maintenance on central plant shall be according
to manufacturer’s instructions and BSRIA Guide
BG3: Maintenance for Building Services (BSRIA,
2008) and CIBSE Guide M: Maintenance
engineering and management (CIBSE, 2008a).

6.4.3

All staff shall have received appropriate training
before operating or maintaining any equipment.

6.4.4

The operations team shall undertake a process of
continual improvement to achieve optimum
efficiency for the scheme at all times, based on
effective monitoring of all energy flows and
optimisation of controls. This will include
technology reviews to consider investment which
could be made on a financially viable basis to
improve the system efficiency.

Best practice
Best practice could include the continuous monitoring of
the performance of the whole system to aid in optimising
the operation.
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Objective 6.4 – To deliver cost-effective, efficient maintenance of central plant that
maintains a long life for the asset
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Why is this objective important?

6.5.2

It is important to monitor the operation of the central plant
and to provide regular reports to the owner/developer so
that a high standard of performance can be maintained.
These reports may be standardised and use key
performance indicators based on the requirements listed
below. The details of the reporting requirements will
typically form part of any contract for the operation of the
plant.

An annual report shall include the information in
6.5.1 and also information on:
—

the strategic development of the scheme,
e.g. customers added, new extensions
planned

—

an overview of the heat supply and the
way the heat was generated over the
year

—

calculation of average CO2 emission
factor for heat over the year

—

information on other environmental
impacts such as NOX emissions.

Minimum requirements
6.5.1

An operating report shall be produced, at an
agreed interval (e.g. monthly, quarterly, annually)
to be issued to the owner, which typically shall
contain some or all of the following information:
—

health and safety incidents

—

a full energy balance for the scheme
including:
—

heat sent out from energy centre

—

heat delivered to customers

—

network heat losses (estimated
from meter readings)

—

heat produced by each heat
source, compared to a planned
level

—

electricity generated from CHP
and heat recovery rate

—

electricity consumed for parasitic
loads

—

CO2 emissions from direct combustion of
fuel to generate heat

—

indirect CO2 emissions from electricity
use and displaced CO2 emissions from
electricity generation

—

net CO2 emissions

—

water make-up volumes (on a weekly
basis)

—

water quality test results

—

availability of heat supply

—

unplanned downtime (customer minutes
lost), plant failures and faults that occurred

—

planned downtime (customer minutes
lost) and maintenance activities carried
out

—

forward look on maintenance work over
the next quarter.

6.5.4

The annual report shall be made available
electronically and issued to customers as hard
copy by request, subject to any confidentiality
requirements.

Best practice
More frequent reports, e.g. issued on a monthly basis,
could constitute best practice.
Best practice could also include the continuous monitoring
of the operation of CHP plant to identify issues that may
be causing unnecessary down-time or loss or a reduction
in the level of heat recovery. This may in turn lead to
corrective action to reduce return temperatures or
adjustment to control set points.
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Why is this objective important?
The interface between the building heating systems and
the heat network is critical in delivering customer
satisfaction. The maintenance of the building heating
systems is also important (not covered in the Code)
particularly to ensure that over time the flows to each heat
emitter remain balanced so that the correct design return
temperatures are maintained.

service with respect to reliability and performance
and at a maximum interval of six months.
6.6.3

Suitable strainers shall be provided and inspected
regularly at intervals based on experience to
prevent debris in the heat network damaging the
building interface equipment.

6.6.4

Regular checks shall be made on the pressure
drop across heat exchangers to identify level of
fouling.

6.6.5

Plantrooms shall be kept locked to prevent
unauthorised access.

6.6.6

A clear signing showing demarcation between
different owner/developers shall be provided with
lock offs to prevent tampering.

6.6.7

A process and instrument diagram and valve
schedule shall be affixed to the wall of the
plantroom.

6.6.8

Contact details of who maintains plant and who to
call in the event of an emergency shall be affixed
inside the plant area and on the wall externally.

Minimum requirements
6.6.1

Provide a maintenance service in accordance
with the requirements of the Heat Trust scheme
for domestic customers.

6.6.2

The need for servicing of the HIUs in domestic
properties shall be assessed to minimise costs to
residents whilst providing an acceptable level of
service with respect to reliability and performance.

6.6.3

Building
connections
for
non-residential
customers systems shall be inspected to minimise
costs whilst providing an acceptable level of

Objective 6.7 – To minimise environmental impacts of operation and maintenance
Why is this objective important?

6.7.5

Although the overall aim of the heat network is to reduce
environmental impact this is often seen only in terms of
reducing global CO2 emissions. It is also important to
operate the heat network and its central plant to minimise
impact on the local environment.

Noise measurements shall be taken at intervals of
not more than 5 years to ensure original design
conditions are being maintained.

6.7.6

Due to the nature of heat networks it is likely that
from time to time due to failures or maintenance
works that water is lost from the system. It is
essential that any such discharges are dealt with
rapidly as these volumes could be large even
from a small leak due to the nature of networks
and suitable health, safety and environmental
procedures to deal with such eventualities shall
be put in place.

6.7.7

In the event that there are regular failures of or
discharges from the plant or network a review
should be undertaken of these and a plan put in
place to rectify these issues to prevent recurrence.

Minimum requirements
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6.7.1

The operation of the scheme and the heat
network operator shall be certified to ISO 14001.

6.7.2

The CO2 content of heat delivered to customers
shall be calculated regularly and reported to
customers and the carbon intensity of heat
supplied shall be delivered in accordance with the
scheme design.

6.7.3

Emissions from all combustion plant shall be
analysed on an annual basis.

6.7.4

Combustion tests shall be carried out annually on
boilers and CHP plant to establish energy efficiency
and any remedial works required as a result of
these tests shall be undertaken as soon as
practically possible.
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Objective 6.6 – To maintain the building connections to provide good customer service

Objectives:
7.1

To provide reports on energy supply and use and bills that are
clear and informative

7.2

To develop communications with customers that meet customer
expectations

7.3

Obligations to be met by customers
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Why is this objective important?

7.1.6

Customers are entitled to receive information on the way
in which their energy is produced and supplied, on their
own energy use and to receive bills which are clearly set
out. In this respect a supply of heat should be no different
to the supply of any other type of utility service. The
customer may also jointly own part of the heat network
and so has an interest in its operation.

The heat customer shall receive a statement
annually comparing the heating charges for the
heat network supply with the equivalent charges
for the most common form of alternative means
of heat supply for this building and its location,
taking account of maintenance and capital
replacements costs.

7.1.7

The heat supplier shall provide an annual
statement for the scheme detailing the amount of
heat energy supplied to the network from each
energy source.

7.1.8

The heat supplier shall provide an annual
statement of the heat losses on the network
based on meter readings where available.

7.1.9

The heat supplier shall provide an annual
statement of the parasitic electricity used to
deliver the heat (pumping energy and other
energy centre electricity use).

Heat networks are unregulated, and in many cases
effective monopolies. As such, protection must be
provided to customers to ensure they do not suffer under
such monopolies and so that the industry is not brought
into disrepute.

Minimum requirements
7.1.1

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

7.1.5
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Clear information shall be given to the customer
with regards the tariff structure (including any
options available), detailing the standing (fixed)
and variable charges and all other elements of the
bill (metering, routine maintenance, response
service, VAT etc.), how the charges have been
derived and any assumptions used, in a
transparent manner and in accordance with the
Heat Trust scheme and SI 2014 No.3120 (HM
Government, 2014).
Heat tariff for subsequent years shall be governed
by a heat price review formula, the details of
which will be defined in the contract between the
heat provider and the customer and where
applicable between the heat provider and those
undertaking governance of the scheme.
The residential heat customer shall receive a bill
at least once per quarter and non-residential
customers once per month based on actual
meter readings clearly itemising: the energy used,
the charge for energy, the charge for availability,
the charges for any maintenance any other
standing charges and VAT, in accordance with SI
2014 No.3120.
Customers shall be offered the choice of whether
they wish to receive a bill electronically or in paper
format.
Where pre-payment systems are used the heat
customer shall be provided with an annual
statement showing the amount of energy used
and the total charges made.

7.1.10 The heat supplier shall provide annually the CO2
content of the heat delivered to the customer
(taking account of heat losses and pumping
energy) and a comparison with the emissions
from other standardised energy supply systems
such as: individual gas-fired boilers, direct electric
heating or heat pumps.

Best practice
Best practice could involve:
—

Providing bills at more frequent intervals, using
actual meter data not estimates, and installing
smart heat meters so users can see in real time
via energy display devices their heating use and
the heating cost.

—

A discount on the bill if the return temperature
achieved is consistently lower than a specified
threshold (most likely to be suitable in contracts
with non-domestic customers).

—

Reporting on NOX emissions as well as CO2
savings as this may be the main negative impact
of the scheme.

—

An online display of the overall system
performance, environmental benefits and any
general fault updates.

Figure 23 Heat Trust trademark. The Heat Trust mark is a sign that the heat supplier has
agreed to abide by the standards set out in the Scheme (use of this mark is strictly reserved
to those Schemes that have successfully applied to the Scheme and committed to abide by
the Scheme Rules)
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Why is this objective important?

Best practice

Customer satisfaction can be improved through good
communication. Often customers are more dissatisfied
because of lack of information provided about a problem
than the problem itself.

Best practice could include:
—

The issue of more frequent newsletters, the
setting up and engagement with a customer
representative body and the provision of more
detailed information on the operation of the
scheme. This could involve the use of social
media to provide two way communication with
customers.

—

Automatic notification of customers (or nominated
contacts) via text message in the event of any
interruption of service.

—

Providing information to customers about
maintenance work that affects public areas
including the reasons for the work and the
expected duration.

Minimum requirements
7.2.1

The heat supplier shall provide general information
about the operation of the scheme at least on an
annual basis in the form of a newsletter. This shall
include information on availability of the heat
supply over the year and reasons for any outages
and the terms under which compensation
payments will be paid.

7.2.2

The heat supplier shall provide notice of any
interruptions of supply at least two days prior to
any planned works and as soon as possible for
any unplanned works.

7.2.3

The heat supplier shall make specific
arrangements to communicate with vulnerable
customers regarding any interruption to supply.

7.2.4

The heat supplier shall ensure that all customers
are aware of a helpline phone number to call in an
emergency or to report a fault.

7.2.5

The heat supplier shall set up a complaints
procedure and a dispute resolution procedure
and ensure customers are aware of this.

7.2.6

The heat supplier shall provide information to
prospective buyers or renters about the heat
network and the expected charges.

7.2.7

A bespoke, clearly written information pack shall
be provided to all residents explaining how they
can control the heating and hot water system.
This shall include:
—

the setting of room temperatures

—

the programming of on/off times

—

the temperature of hot water supply

—

any key safety issues

—

a set of frequently asked questions (FAQs)

—

procedures if a leak is detected

—

telephone numbers to call for assistance
or in an emergency.
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Why is this objective important?

7.3.4

A successful heat network also depends on the cooperation of the heat customers. This section sets out
obligations that customers should be encouraged to
accept and these obligations should be provided to all
customers on the scheme when joining and at regular
intervals thereafter.

Customers shall treat operatives with respect and
understand that if a heat network failure has taken
place then the operator will be doing all that they
can to resolve the issue, but by virtue of it being a
heat network there are likely to be multiple
customers affected.

7.3.5

Customers shall pay charges levied in accordance
with the contract between the customer and the
supplier in a timely manner recognising that the
heat supplier is operating a local business with
specific funding.

7.3.6

Customers shall not draw water from the heat
network system as the treated water is costly to
replace in the system and water quality can suffer.

7.3.7

Customers shall not use heat network plantrooms
for storing of other equipment and shall also keep
these areas locked and prevent unauthorised
access.

Minimum requirements
7.3.1

All customers, but especially larger users, shall
recognise the importance of return temperatures
and ensure that their system operates as
designed and take and act on advice provided by
the heat network operator.

7.3.2

Customers shall not tamper with the system and
shall not touch the valves or any parts of the
system except designated user controls.

7.3.3

Customers shall check whether their system is at
fault before calling the heat network operator in
case it is an issue with their building heating
system.
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The definitions given here relate specifically to the context of heat networks. Terms may have broader or alternative
meanings in other contexts.
Automatic meter
reading (AMR)

A system where heat meters are monitored and data on energy use recorded and stored at intervals and then
communicated to a heat meter operator so that bills can be produced without the need for manually reading the
meters.

Building energy
management system
(BEMS)

A computer-based system for remote control and monitoring of building services used for interactive energy
management.

Building information
modelling (BIM)

BIM can be described as value creating collaboration through the entire life-cycle of an asset, underpinned by the
creation, collation and exchange of shared 3D models and intelligent, structured data attached to them.

Building thermal
substation

A main heat exchanger between the district heating network and the building heating/DHWS systems.

Calorific value (CV)

The heat energy available from a fuel when it is completely burnt, expressed as heat energy units per unit of
weight or volume of the fuel. The gross or higher calorific value (GCV/HCV) is the total heat energy available when
all the products of combustion are cooled to standard conditions and the heat released from the condensation of
water vapour is included. The net or lower calorific value (NCV/LCV) is the total heat energy released from
combustion excluding the latent heat of the water vapour from condensation of the products of combustion.

CO, carbon monoxide;
CO2, carbon dioxide.

Oxides of carbon produced by fuel combustion. CO represents incomplete combustion and can be burnt to CO2,
which is the product of complete combustion.

Combined heat and
power (CHP)

The generation of electricity and heat simultaneously in a single process to improve primary energy efficiency
compared to the separate generation of electricity (e.g. from power stations) and heat (from local boilers).

Construction (Design
and Management)
Regulations 2007
(CDM2007)

The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 came into force on 6th April 2007; they replace
the CDM Regulations 1994 and the Construction (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1996. The key aim of
CDM2007 is to integrate health and safety into the management of a project and to encourage everyone
involved, to work together. The principles of CDM apply to all construction projects; however, notification applies
where work: will last more than 30 days, or will involve more than four persons working on site at any time, or will
involve more than 500 person days.
CDM Regulations identify task functions of the client, designers, the CDM principal designer, principal contractor
and contractors that must be carried out by nominated bodies.
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Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health
(COSSH)

COSSH are the Regulations that require employers to control the use of substances that can be hazardous to
health.

Decentralised energy
networks

An existing or proposed district heating/electricity/cooling network to which a building or buildings can connect.

Demand; maximum
demand; demand
profile

The rate at which energy is required, expressed in kW or MW. It is usually related to a time period, typically half an
hour, e.g. 1 kW·h used over half an hour is a demand rate of 2 kW. Maximum demand is the highest half-hourly
rate at which electricity is required during a month or year. Peak load or peak demand are the terms usually used
for heat energy. A graph of demand rate over a typical day, for example, is the demand profile.

District cooling (DC)

The opposite of district heating, this means the centralised production and distribution of cooling energy.

District heating (DH)

The provision of heat to a group of buildings, district or whole city usually in the form of piped hot water from one
or more centralised heat sources.
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A company offering a total energy supply service that takes responsibility for provision, financing, operation and
maintenance of energy facilities. Energy services contracts may be worded to define the outcome of the service
provided, temperatures and light levels, rather than how much energy is to be supplied.

Heat exchanger

A device in which heat is transferred from one fluid stream to another without mixing. There must obviously be a
temperature difference between the streams for heat exchange to occur. They are characterised by the method
of construction or operation, e.g. shell-and-tube, plate, rotary.

Heat meter

Device which measures thermal energy provided by a source or delivered to a sink, by measuring the flow rate of
the heat transfer fluid and the change in its temperature (ΔT) between the outflow and return legs of the system. It
is typically used in industrial plants for measuring boiler output and heat taken by process, and for district
heating systems to measure the heat delivered to consumers.

Heat network

The flow and return pipes that convey the heat from the energy centre to the customers. The pipes are frequently
buried but may be above ground or within buildings.

Heat Trust

A major initiative to protect the interests of householders and micro businesses connected to heat networks. See
www.heattrust.org for more information.

High temperature hot
water (HTHW)

Pressurised hot water at 120 ºC and above used for space and/or process heating.

Hydraulic/heat interface
unit (HIU)

An integrated solution for delivering and recording the heat consumed by an individual dwelling served from a
district heating scheme. The HIU consists of a pre-fabricated assembly of components that form the interface
between the heat network and the dwelling’s heating system. It may include a plate heat exchanger for the
production of hot water and a heat exchanger to separate the two circuits together with control valves and a heat
meter.

Low temperature hot
water (LTHW)

Hot water at up to 95 ºC used for space heating and low temperature process.

Low/zero carbon (LZC)
technology

Includes renewable technologies like photovoltaics, solar water heating, biomass but also includes low carbon
technologies like CHP and heat pumps.

Maximum demand

Maximum power, measured in kW or kVA, supplied to a customer by a supply/distribution company, equal to
twice the largest number of kW·h or kVA·h consumed during any half-hour in a specified period (usually a month).
Charges for maximum demand usually vary seasonally.

Measurement
Instruments Directive
(MID)

The EU Directive which governs the standards for metering of energy including heat.

Medium temperature
hot water (MTHW)

Pressurised hot water at 95 ºC to 120 ºC used for space heating and process.

Network

The distribution system which links energy production to energy usage. Mostly applied to electricity.

Particulate

Particles of solid matter, usually of very small size, derived from the fuel either directly or as a result of incomplete
combustion and considered deleterious emissions.

Shared heat network

A heat network created as part of a new development which includes the connection of neighbouring buildings.

Thermal storage

Storage of heat, typically, in an insulated tank as hot water to provide a buffer against peak demand. The water
may be pressurised to allow it to be kept at a higher temperature.
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Reproduced
of the
Heating
and Hotwater
Industry Council (HHIC)
HEATcourtesy
INTERFACE
UNIT
COMMISSIONING
CHECKLIST
This commissioning checklist is to be completed in full by the competent person who commissioned the HIU as a means of demonstrating
compliance with the appropriate Building Regulations and then handed to the customer to keep for future reference.
Failure to install and commission according to the manufacturer’s instructions and complete this Benchmark Commissioning Checklist may invalidate the
warranty. This does not affect the customer’s statutory rights.

Customer name:

Telephone number:

Address:

Email:

HIU Make and Model:
HIU Serial Number:
Commissioned by (PRINT NAME):

Registered Operative ID number:

Company name:

Telephone number:

Company address:

Email:
Commissioning date:

Installer name:

Installation company:

Installer contact telephone number:
Building Regulations Notification Number (if applicable)
HIU TYPE
1. Hot water only. (1 DHW PHE no Heating controls).

Yes

2. Direct Apartment Heating Unit (1 DHW PHE with Apartment Heating Controls).

Yes

3. Indirect Apartment Heating Unit (1 DHW PHE and 1 Apartment Heating PHE with Controls).

Yes

4. Heat Only (Direct) (No plate heat exchanger just Heating Controls).

Yes

5. Heat Only (Indirect) (1 Apartment heating plate heat exchanger with Heating Controls).

Yes

6. HIU with integral cylinder.

Yes

7. HIU to be connected to a cylinder.

Yes

NOTE: If connecting HIU to an external cylinder, have you checked compatibility?

Yes

DISTRICT SYSTEM (COMMUNITY HEATING SYSTEM)
Primary Control arrangement:

Control Valve within HIU

Control Valve outside HIU

Balancing arrangements:

Pressure Independent

Differential Pressure

HIU Flow Regulation:

On/Off

Modulating

Differential pressure across HIU: (if applicable)

kPa

Static District pressure: (max system pressure)

bar (g)

District flow temperature:

°C

Flow control valve setting: (if applicable)
Flow control valve type: (if external)
Make:

Model:

Size:

Type:

Primary pressure system breaks:

Yes

Flushing bypass fitted and closed:

Yes

Dwelling isolation valves fitted:

Yes

If ‘Yes’ where:
Strainer checked and cleaned if necessary:

Yes

*All installations in England and Wales must be notified to Local Authority Building Control (LABC) either directly or through a
Competent Persons Scheme. A Building Regulations Compliance Certificate will then be issued to the customer.
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DWELLING SYSTEM
Heat emitters type:

Radiators

nderfloor system

MVHR

Fan Coil

Controls section:
Time and temperature control to heating:
Time and temperature control to Hot Water:

Room thermostat and Programmer/Timer

Programmable Room Thermostat
Load Weather Compensation

Cylinder thermostat

HIU

Not applicable

Hot Water Zone Valves: (Stored)

Fitted

Thermostatic radiator valves:

Fitted

Not applicable
Not applicable

Automatic Bypass to System:

Fitted within HIU

Fitted outside HIU

Design Detail:
Pump setting: (if applicable)
Auto bypass setting: (if adjustable)
Radiator circuit:

Radial

Manifold

Yes

Not applicable

If ‘Manifold’ where is it:
Number of heating zones:
Cold fill pressure: (bar) (heating circuit)
Expansion vessel pre charge pressure valve: bar (g)
Filling loop disconnected and capped:
Safety valve setting: bar (g)
Discharge pipework has been connected:

Yes

(In accordance with the relevant regulations)

Separate air vent’s: (external to unit)

Yes

Not applicable

If ‘yes’, location:
Secondary Strainer fitted:

Yes

Cold water meter installed?

Inside unit

Outside unit

None

Drain coc s fitted:

Yes

DOMESTIC HOT WATER MODE
Type:

Instantaneous

Vented Store

Unvented Store

Thermal Store

Store Details: (If present)
Make and model:
Serial number:
Date commissioned:
Appropriate Benchmark Commissioning Checklist completed for cylinder: (if not instantaneous)

Yes

Instantaneous systems only: (types 1,2,3)
What is the incoming static cold water pressure at the inlet to the system? bar (g)
as a strainer been cleared of installation debris (if fitted)
Is the installation in a hard water area (above 200ppm)?

Yes

Not applicable

Yes

No

f yes has a scale reducer been fitted

Yes

What type of scale reducer has been fitted
What is the hot water temperature set to?
D W recirculation fitted

Yes

No

HEAT METERS
Heat Meter commissioned?

Yes

No

Error Codes cleared?

Yes

ALL INSTALLATIONS
The HIU system complies with the appropriate Building and Trading Regulations?

Yes

The system has been installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions?

Yes

If an external cylinder has been connected, compatibility with HIU has been checked?

Yes

The manufacturer’s literature, including the Benchmark Checklist and Service Record, has been completed clearly and left with the HIU?

Yes

Commissioning Engineer’s Signature
Commissioning Engineer’s Name and Company: (Printed)
Date:
( o confirm satisfactory demonstration and receipt of manufacturer s literature)
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Reference document: The Government’s Standard
Assessment Procedure for Energy Rating of Dwellings,
2012 edition (referred to as SAP 2012), published on
behalf of DECC by BRE.
SAP is an energy assessment tool for dwellings. It is

designed to calculate annual carbon emissions for
England Building Regulations Part L 2013 compliance
checking.

A district heat network is entered into SAP by use of the
‘Community Heating’ system selection.

Plant selection
Single or multiple plant items can be input into the tool
including CHP and different fuel types as listed in SAP
2012, Table 12. The fuel, efficiency and proportion of heat
from each energy centre plant item must be calculated
and provided to the SAP energy assessor.

Efficiency
Boiler efficiency must be calculated in accordance with
the methodology provided in Appendix C of SAP 2012.
The winter efficiency should be used for all parts of the
year and the summer efficiencies excluded from the
calculations.
CHP efficiencies are defined for heat as the annual useful
heat, excluding dumped heat, supplied by a CHP scheme

divided by the total annual fuel input. For power efficiency
the total annual power output is divided by the total
annual fuel input.

Proportion of heat
The proportion of heat for each plant item is based on
annual operational records allocating the proportion of
useful heat energy each item provides. In the case of new
systems this is based on the design calculations.

Distribution losses
Default distribution losses based on system type can be
used if any of the following are met:
—

The only dwellings connected to any part of the
network are flats, or

—

The total trench length of the network is no longer
than 100 metres, or

—

The linear heat density is not less than
2 MW·h/year per metre of network.

Where these are not met the losses must be calculated in
accordance with Appendix C3 of SAP 2012.
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Hot water
Where hot water in addition to space heating is provided
the system entered into the SAP tool must include the
storage volume of cylinders and/or HIUs assigned to each
dwelling. The relevant loss factors should be entered as
provided in Table 2 and 2a of SAP 2012. Where neither
applies the calculation should assume a cylinder of
110 litres and loss factor of 0.0152 kW·h/litre/day.

Product Characteristics Database
In view of the increased prevalence of heat networks and
concerns regarding the relatively low heat network losses
default values in SAP, the SAP 2012 update has enabled
the entry of heat network data in the Product
Characteristics Database (PCDB). The voluntary entry of
heat network performance information in the PCDB will
assist SAP assessors in delivering robust assessments by
using validated data. The existing provision of default
values will remain in SAP 2012, but their removal is being
considered for the SAP 2016 update.
The document Application guide for entry of heat network
performance data in SAP Products Characteristics
Database provides guidance for the entry of heat network
performance data in the PCDB by the Network Operator,
in particular the completion of the SAP PCDB Application
Workbook for Heat Networks. These documents are
available at http://www.ncm-pcdb.org.uk.
Provisional PCDB data entries, which are based on design
performance data estimates and not actual metered data,
will have an in-use factor applied to the calculated
distribution loss value. These values have not been
confirmed, but current consultations recommend a value
of 1.2 when heat networks are compliant with this Code
of Practice and 1.4 in all other cases.
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Space heating systems

Cons:

Objective 3.5 and Appendix E below discuss the selection
of operating temperatures for the heat network. The
space heating circuit within the building needs to be
designed to be compatible with the network temperatures.
The building services designer should aim to achieve as
low a return temperature as practical as this will benefit
the heat network. This can be achieved by:

—

Possible to ‘empty’ the tank if long demand
duration.

—

Heat losses from the cylinder need to be taken
into account and may contribute to summer
overheating in well insulated properties.

—

Water needs to be stored at 60 °C for Legionella
control.

—

Where a domestic storage cylinder with an indirect
coil is used, return temperatures will generally be
higher than for instantaneous except in the
infrequent case of heating up from cold.

—

Space is required in the dwelling for the storage
cylinder.

—

Selecting lower mean heating circuit temperatures
and using larger heat emitters to compensate.

—

Reducing the flow rates to the emitters to create a
wider temperature difference and hence a lower
return temperature.

The first option will add to the costs of the heating systems
but may be beneficial overall taking account of the heat
network costs. The second option requires consideration
of balancing and control and also the need to ensure that
flow velocities in pipework are not too low resulting in a
sluggish response.
Even where the existing heating system has been
designed for the conventional 82 °C flow 71 °C return, it
is usually possible to reduce the flow rates to provide an
82 °C/60 °C radiator circuit temperatures resulting in only
a small loss of output (typically about 12.5% for these
temperatures). An assessment of building heat loss and
existing heat emitter sizing may establish that even lower
temperatures can be used, especially where fabric
improvements have been made subsequent to the original
heating installation. It is also important to investigate
whether the control system can be modified to a variable
volume control system that will maintain low return
temperatures under part-load operation.

Instantaneous hot water systems have the following
design advantages and disadvantages:
Pros:
—

No limit to duration of hot water supply.

—

Low return temperatures achieved when drawing
off hot water.

—

Compact design, releasing space within dwelling.

—

Low heat losses from heat exchanger (when
insulated) so minimal impact on overheating risk.

Cons:
—

Higher flow rates and diameters in branches
serving 5 or less dwellings.

—

Heat exchanger needs to be kept warm at all
times to give good response time, this can lead to
higher return temperatures in off periods and
higher losses from branch pipes.

—

No opportunity for short interruptions of heat
network supply without impacting the service.

—

Risk of scaling in hard water areas especially with
high primary side temperatures.

—

May have higher maintenance costs for control
valves and heat exchanger especially where the
HIU is located within a dwelling and so less
accessible; good water quality will minimise these
costs.

Domestic hot water services (DHWS)
Hot water services can be generated with a storage
system or instantaneously and either centrally or at a
dwelling or outlet position.
Storage hot water systems have the following design
advantages and disadvantages:
Pros:
—

Lower peak demands in the final branch pipework
to the dwelling.

—

Storage provides a degree of standby enabling
short-term interruptions of the network supply to
be tolerated in summer, especially where electric
immersion heaters are also installed as back-up.

Centralised hot water services have the following design
advantages and disadvantages:

Opportunity to provide intermittent heat supply
from the network to reduce heat losses from local
branch pipework and there is no need for thermal
bypasses.

—

Lower cost for heat exchanger equipment as it is
centralised.

—

Lower maintenance costs as simpler system at
dwelling.

Opportunity to schedule the time when the heat
from the network is used (e.g. use of night-time
heating which could be advantageous if a heat
pump based heat network is used).

—

No space required in dwellings.

—

No heat losses within dwellings so no impact on
overheating risk.

—

—

Pros:
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Figure 24 Indirect space heating and instantaneous hot water heating

Figure 25 Indirect space heating and hot water cylinder (external
plate heat exchanger for the hot water storage is also possible)
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Figure 27 Direct space heating and hot water cylinder (external plate
heat exchanger for the hot water storage is also possible)
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Figure 28 Indirect space heating and centralised hot water
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Figure 26 Direct space heating and instantaneous hot water heating
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Figure 30 External plate
heat exchanger and
domestic hot water
cylinder (Reproduced
courtesy of Orchard
Partners)

Figure 29 Direct space heating and centralised hot water
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Figure 31 Primary side
heat store. Note: heat
bank primary store
normally mains fed.
(Reproduced courtesy of
Orchard Partners)
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Legionella risk can be controlled as water is stored
and circulated at 60 °C with a maximum return
temperature of 50 °C (see L8, HSE).

—

Space heating circuit can have variable flow
temperature to limit heating use (valuable for
unmetered schemes).

—

Space heating circuit can be shut down entirely in
summer (subject to contractual arrangements)
reducing secondary pipework heat losses in
summer.

—

Opportunity for use of a two-stage DHWS system
where cold feed water is pre-heated by space
heating return.

Cons:
—

Higher cost for distribution pipework (as 4-pipe
system – flow and return heating and flow and
return DHWS) More space is required in risers for 4
pipes.

—

Additional heat losses in winter from DHWS flow
and return as well as space heating flow and
return (although latter can be smaller than for a
two-pipe system which offsets this disadvantage).

—

Separate metering of hot water use is needed
resulting in higher costs – (this could be an
advantage in providing feedback of energy use
data and volume based metering for hot water
use is low cost however a more complex metering
and billing system would result).

Individual dwelling hot water services have the following
design advantages and disadvantages:
Pros:
—

A single heat meter can be used for both space
and water heating.

—

Space required for secondary distribution is less
(2-pipe not 4-pipe).

Cons:
—

More space is required within the dwelling,
although for instantaneous DHWS this is relatively
small.

External plate heat exchanger: The use of an external
plate heat exchanger together with a domestic hot water
store has the benefit of achieving low return temperatures.
This is similar to the instantaneous solution but with much
lower primary flow rates enabling local pipework diameters
to be reduced and hence achieve lower material costs
and heat losses. In addition, heating the store can be
timed to benefit the system, e.g. to avoid coincident
peaks with space heating demand or to benefit the
operation of CHP or heat pumps in relation to electricity
market prices. In the summer, continuous circulation of
the primary network can be avoided with the store heat
up times programmed remotely so that heat losses can
be further reduced. The disadvantages are the same as
the conventional storage solutions, additional heat losses
in the dwelling and additional space requirement. This
option would be most applicable to lower density housing
where space may be at less of a premium but where there
is a significant branch length from a street main and
continuous circulation results in high heat loss.
See Figure 30.
Primary side heat store: This has advantages over the
domestic hot water only store in that the storage benefit
can be applied to both space and water heating and so
provides a greater potential for actively managing the
demand profile over a day with suitable controls. In
addition the flow temperature can be much higher than
for the domestic hot water only store so a greater amount
of energy can be stored in a given volume. The
disadvantages are higher heat losses and greater space
requirement than for an instantaneous non-storage
solution.
See Figure 31.

Heating systems within dwellings
The above discussion has described the connection
options for buildings but the performance of a heat
network is also strongly influenced by the type of building
heating systems used and their controls.
Underfloor heating is becoming increasingly popular for
new buildings and has benefits for heat networks due to
its low operating temperatures and the likelihood that
users will operate the system more continuously. However,
the majority of systems will continue to use conventional
radiators and there are a number of control options for
these.

Where centralised hot water is produced external plate
heat exchangers should be used instead of coils and this
would also be a good technical solution for individual
dwellings. Existing buildings will have a wider range of
designs with the 4-pipe centralised hot water system
popular with unmetered social housing.

The most common is for each radiator to be fitted with a
thermostatic radiator valve (TRV) to give room by room
temperature control. The TRV should include a balancing
facility so that the flow rate can be set up accurately for a
given pressure difference generated by the dwelling
circulating pump (indirect systems) or the differential
pressure control valve (direct systems). This pressure
difference should be as low as possible to achieve
modulating variable volume control by the TRV. When the
temperature of the room approaches the set point the
radiator valve will close and this will lead to falling return
temperatures. The TRVs need to be selected for the design
flow rates and some manufacturers have developed
valves specifically to deal with the low flow rates and high
temperature drops which greatly benefit heat networks.

Two further arrangements are available at an individual
dwelling level:

Another valve that is available is the return temperature
limiter (RTL). This may be fitted to each radiator or to the

The options available for dwelling heating systems in
apartment blocks are given in Figures 24–29.
In the new-build sector individual dwelling instantaneous
hot water heat exchanger systems predominate due to
their compactness and because lower return temperatures
can be achieved compared to cylinders with coils.
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Figure 32 Reduction in return temperature for variable flow
temperature (compensated) and variable volume (throttled control)
(reproduced courtesy of Orchard Partners)

Figure 33 Reduction in return temperature with load for two levels of
flow temperature as used at Odense, Denmark (reproduced courtesy
of Orchard Partners)

circuit as a whole. Some HIUs have the latter functionality
built into their control system. This valve is of benefit to
the heat network as it ensures that the output of the
radiator is limited to the design value and the design
return temperature is not exceeded, even if the system
has not been well balanced. Ideally these valves would
not be adjusted by the resident and there is a need for a
separate direct control of room temperature either by a

TRV or a room thermostat. The normal disadvantage of a

room thermostat is that it provides on/off control and so
there is the potential for high return temperatures unless
the flow is carefully controlled to each radiator. An RTL
and room thermostat combination would be more
effective and so could be a useful option for retrofitting
systems. See Figures 32 and 33.

Appendix E – Guidance on achieving an energy-efficient heat network
Length of network
The most fundamental requirement is to minimise the
length of the installed network. This will also normally be
driven by a requirement to minimise capital costs. The
overall density of development will be a major factor in the
length of the network but the designer should consider
other issues, including the location of the energy centre,
and assess the various options for network routes.

Pipe sizing
If the pipe is oversized then heat losses will be higher. This
may arise as a result of over estimates of peak heat
demands (see Objective 3.2) or a failure to analyse the
network to minimise lifecycle costs (see Objective 3.6).

Operating temperatures
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A key factor is the selection of operating temperatures.
Lower operating temperatures will result in lower heat
losses. However, pumping energy and the capital cost of
the network will be lower if flow rates are reduced by
increasing the difference between flow and return
temperatures. As these two requirements cannot both be
satisfied there is a need for optimising the temperatures
within any heat network.

Although a lower mean operating temperature (the
average of flow and return temperatures over the year)
will lead to lower heat losses, a smaller temperature
difference between flow and return at peak design
conditions will lead to higher heat losses for the same
mean temperature as the pipes will need to be larger.
Hence a network designed for 70 °C/50 °C will have
higher heat losses than one designed for 80 °C/40 °C
especially if the 80 °C temperature is only used at peak
times. Also, for example, the losses for a network
designed for 90 °C /40 °C will be similar to one designed
for 65 °C /40 °C (and lower if a variable flow temperature
is used) but the network will have significantly lower
capital costs.

The network cannot be analysed in isolation from the
building services within the customer’s buildings and the
heat source(s). Lower operating temperatures and lower
return temperatures can be achieved through appropriate
building services design, i.e. by using larger heat emitters
and selecting suitable approaches to controls. This may
lead to higher costs for the building services but lower
costs overall. The operating temperatures selected for the
network can have an impact on the efficiency of the heat
source and hence its cost and CO2 content.
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Figure 34 Load duration curve for typical new-build scheme of 50 houses (reproduced courtesy of Vital Energi)

Figure 35 The new-build scheme of 50 houses described by Figure 29 (reproduced courtesy of Vital Energi)
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—

reduce heat losses from the network

—

obtain energy efficiency benefits at the heat
production plant especially where heat is extracted
from a steam cycle or where a heat pump is used.

The analysis also needs to consider the operation over
the year not just at peak demands. Reducing the flow
rates at part load using variable volume control principles
and limiting bypass flows is important to limit pumping
energy and to maintain low return temperatures and
hence low heat losses from the return pipe. The use of a
variable flow temperature, with a higher temperature used
for short peak demand periods can also be advantageous.
The selection of operating temperatures for peak design
conditions and how they vary with demand requires an
optimisation study for any given scheme as it will be
impacted by the type of heat supply plant and the
characteristics of the heat network. The designer has also
to consider constraints such as the temperatures used for
existing heating systems and the degree that these can
be varied.

Insulation levels
Although operating temperatures are important the
selection of the pipe system itself and the insulation type
and thickness also have an important influence on the
heat losses. The network losses will need to be calculated
for a range of design choices and taken into account in an
overall economic analysis. In particular consideration shall
be given to:

80

—

The thickness of insulation available for preinsulated pipe systems manufactured to EN 253
(typically three thicknesses are available).

—

The thickness and type of insulation available for
pre-insulated flexible polymer pipe systems where
a range of heat losses can result.

—

The thickness and type of insulation used for
above ground pipework (in this case the marginal
cost of additional thickness is often very low).

—

The use of twin pipe systems – two carrier pipes
in one casing which will result in lower heat losses.

—

The potential benefits of using diffusion barriers.

Pump selection
The use of variable flow control systems and variable
pump speeds to match the variation in flows and
pressures will lead to much lower pumping energy than
for constant flow systems. However, operating a variable
speed pump at very low speeds is not advisable due to
losses in the control inverters and consideration should
be given to selecting a range of pump duties, with respect
to both flow and head, to better match the network partload conditions.
It is emphasised that the heat network will only rarely if
ever operate at its peak design condition and for the
majority of the time the demands will be much lower than
this, typically 10–25% of peak (see Figure 34). This has
implications for the selection of pumps, the sizing of pipes
and the setting of bypass flows.
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Competition Markets Authority (CMA) 11
condensing boilers 45
construction 49–52
Construction Design Management (CDM)
Regulations 8, 32, 50, 70
consumer legislation 11
contractors
competence 51
responsibilities 7, 51, 52
contracts 30
customer 17, 56, 66, 68
options for ownership and operation 30
post-commissioning 57
termination provisions 30
Contracts for Difference (CfD) 10
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
(COSSH) Regulations 8, 60, 70
control systems 4, 5, 22, 23
building connections 38, 52
central plant 44–45, 47
commissioning 54, 55, 57
flow bypasses 43
room temperature 36, 37
thermal storage 47
water quality 41, 61
see also hydraulic interface units (HIU);
‘substations’
control valves 23, 35, 38
cooling systems see district cooling (DC)
COSSH (Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health) Regulations 8, 60, 70
cost estimates 25, 27
CPS (Carbon Price Support) payments 10
CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme 11
customer communication 67
customer contracts 17, 56, 66, 68
customer information 56, 66
customer obligations 68

customer protection 11, 12
Dangerous Substances and Explosive
Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR) 8,
60
decentralised energy networks 70
demand, definition 70
demand estimation 12, 20, 32–34
demand monitoring 20, 33, 34, 42
demand profiles 18, 20, 42, 70
design 31–48
design external air temperature 18
design for safety 32
design operating temperatures 22, 23–24,
38
see also flow temperatures; return
temperatures
design quality 32
designer responsibilities 7
developer responsibilities 6, 16
DHWS see domestic hot water service
direct building connections 34–35
disaster recovery plans (DRP) 60, 61
distributed boilers 22
distribution network see heat distribution
networks
district cooling (DC)
cooling demand 20
cooling sources 45
definition 70
guidance 8
operating temperatures 24
pipework 39
pumps 39
district heating, definition 70
diversity of demand 33, 34
domestic hot water service (DHWS)
centralised 36, 37, 60, 75, 76
diversity factor 33
flow limiting devices 37
heat exchangers 36
with heat storage 36, 74, 75, 76
individual dwelling 75
operating temperatures 22, 37, 37
options 36–37, 74–76, 75
pre-heating 24
DSEAR (Dangerous Substances and
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations) 8,
60
ECA (Enhanced Capital Allowances) 10
ECO (Energy Company Obligation) 11
economic analysis 27, 48
see also cost estimates; operating models
Electricity (Class Exemptions from the
Requirement for a Licence) Order 2001
10
Electricity Act 2013 10
electricity consumption 27, 38
electricity purchase and sale 10, 30, 45
emergency shut-off 40, 60
see also isolating valves
emission factors 29
Emissions Trading System (EUETS) 11
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fan-coil units 22, 36, 37
fault response times 17
feasibility studies 6, 12, 19–30
feed-in-tariffs 10
financial analysis see economic analysis
financial mechanisms 9, 10, 21
fire protection 32, 60
flats see multi-residential buildings
flow bypasses 38, 43, 55, 57
flow limiting devices 37
flow rates 5, 18, 77
heat exchangers 24
monitoring 56
regulation 38, 55
space heating 36, 54, 74
flow temperatures 5, 18, 23–24, 37, 38, 54
space heating 36, 37
flow velocities (pipes) 24, 25
fouling 64
fuel cells 48
fuel efficiencies 21
fuel emission factors 29
fuel supply 45
gas-fired boilers 22, 48, 54
government responsibilities 6
grants 9
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handover process 58
health and safety 8, 32, 50, 60
heat cost allocators (HCAs) 9–10
heat demand estimation 12, 20, 32–34
heat demand monitoring 18, 20, 33, 34, 42
heat distribution networks 4, 24–25, 35,
43–44, 74

see also pipework
heat emitters 22, 22, 36, 74
balancing 5, 23, 64, 74
see also radiators; space heating
heat exchangers
building interface 35
checks 64
definition 71
domestic hot water 33, 36
operating temperatures 22, 22, 23–24
see also hydraulic interface units (HIU)
heat interface units see hydraulic interface
units (HIU)
heat losses 5, 12
calculation 38, 43, 44
maximum 39, 44
minimising 43–44
heat metering 18, 42, 54, 60, 71
commissioning 56
costs 25
installation 52
regulations 9–10
strategies 58
heat network distribution see heat distribution
networks
Heat Network (Metering and Billing)
Regulations 2014 9
heat networks (HN), definition 71
heat price review 66
heat recovery 24
heat retailers 7
heat storage see hot water storage; thermal
storage
Heat Trust 11, 12, 60, 71
high temperature hot water (HTHW) 71
highways management plans 9
hot surfaces safety 32, 60
hot water safety 32
hot water service see domestic hot water
service (DHWS)
hot water storage 22, 36, 74–75, 76
see also thermal storage
HTHW (high temperature hot water) 71
hydraulic interface units (HIU) 35, 35, 37,
52, 71
commissioning 55, 72–73
costs 25
servicing 64
ventilation 37
indirect building connections 34–35
information packs 56, 67
inspections
commissioning 54
heat meters 60
operational 61, 62, 64
quality management 51
installation 49–52
instantaneous hot water systems 22, 33, 37,
75, 76
insulation 24, 36–37, 38, 43–44, 77
central plant 45
inspection 51
non-combustible 32
thermal stores 47
see also pre-insulated pipe systems
interruptions of supply 17, 18, 61, 67, 76

ISO 14001 5, 32, 64
ISO 18001 5, 32
ISO 31000 5
ISO 9001 5, 32
isolating valves 40, 60, 61
leakage see water leakage
Legionella risk 8, 22
legislation 8–11
length of network 24, 38, 77
lifecycle costs 40
lifetime CO2 savings 29
local authorities (LA) 6, 9, 30
log books 58
low carbon heat sources 9, 21, 44–45
commissioning 57
electricity generation 10
optimising use of 5, 22, 44–45
low temperature hot water (LTHW) 71
low/zero carbon (LZC) technology 9, 21, 71
maintenance 40
central plant 62
costs 27
health and safety 32
responsibilities 64
maximum demand 12, 20, 32–34, 70, 71
maximum heat supply capacity 18, 33, 55
Measurement Instruments Directive (MID) 71
medium temperature hot water (MTHW) 71
metering see heat metering
mixed new and retro-developments 12
modelling 12, 20, 21
monitoring systems
central plant 63
heat demand 18, 20, 33, 34, 42
supply to customer 18, 56, 60
water leakage 61
water quality 41, 61
multi-residential buildings
building connections 35
heat distribution 43–44
heat metering 9, 42
network, definition 71
network balancing 54, 55
New Road and Street Works Act (NRSWA) 9
new-build applications 12, 20
noise impacts 29, 64
NOx emissions 29, 48
O&M (operation and maintenance) manuals
58
occupancy levels 12
occupational safety see health and safety
oil leakage 45
operating hours 18
operating models 21
operating temperatures 5, 22, 23–24, 37,
38, 77
CHP systems 45
retrofit applications 12, 23
see also flow temperatures; return
temperatures
operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals
58
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energy assessment tools 9, 74
energy centres (EC) 4
layout 45
locating 21, 26, 29, 39
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) 11
energy display devices 26
energy efficiency 11, 27, 38–39, 43–45, 77
see also heat losses; operating
temperatures
Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) 9–10, 25,
42, 60
energy service companies (ESCo) 16, 71
Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECA) 10
environmental impacts 29, 48
environmental management 5, 52, 64
ESCo (energy service companies) 16, 71
EU Emissions Trading System (EUETS) 11
EU Energy Efficiency Directive 9–10
EU Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) 9–10,
25, 42, 60
EU Measurement Instruments Directive (MID)
71
EU Pressure Safety Regulations and the
Pressure Equipment Directive 8
existing building heating systems
as basis for demand estimates 20
modification 36, 38
retention of boilers 22, 35
retrofit applications 12
external air temperature 18
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part load conditions 5, 22, 36, 38, 77
particulate emissions 29, 71
PAS 55 5
peak heat demand estimation 12, 20, 32–34
phased development 12, 26
pipework 24–25
flow velocities 24, 25
flushing and cleaning 51
heat distribution 24–25, 43, 44
installation 32, 40–41, 50–51
insulation 24, 25, 36–37, 43–44, 77
joints 40, 41, 51
materials and systems 39, 40
radiator circuits 36
routes 24, 39
separation distance 40
sizing 24, 33, 39, 44, 77
stress analysis 40
terminations 40
trenches 32, 50, 51
see also polymer pipes; pre-insulated pipe
systems; steel pipes
plan of work 3
Planning and Energy Act 2008 9
planning legislation 8–9
planning permission 8, 29, 45
plant access 32, 45
plant replacement 27, 32, 45
plant rooms 12
interface substations 35
safety 32, 60
security 60, 64
ventilation 21, 45
see also central plant; ‘substations’
plant sizing 4
see also heat demand estimation;
pipework
polymer pipes 22, 24, 25, 40, 41, 50–51
pre-insulated pipe systems 40, 50–51
pre-payment systems 42, 56, 60, 66
Pressure Safety Regulations and the Pressure
Equipment Directive 8
private sector companies (PSC) 30
procurement strategy 30
pumping energy 5, 23, 38, 77
pumps 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, 77
see also variable speed pumps
quality index (QI) 10

quality management 5, 32, 51
radiators
balancing 5, 23, 64, 74
low surface temperature 32
operating temperatures 22, 22, 37
pipework 36
temperature control 36, 54
regulations 8–11
remote metering see automatic meter reading
(AMR)
renewable energy see low carbon heat
sources
Renewable Heat Incentive 10, 42
Renewable Obligation Certificates (ROCs) 10
responsibilities 5, 6–7
retrofit applications 12
see also existing building heating systems
return temperatures 5, 22, 36, 38, 45
achieving 62, 74
limiters 37
setting 54
risk assessment 28, 48, 50, 60
risk management 5, 32
road works 9, 24
ROCs (Renewable Obligation Certificates) 10
room temperature control 36, 37
SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) 9, 74
SCADA (supervisory control and data
acquisition) 57
scaling 36
Scottish Water Byelaws 10
security 60, 64
sensitivity analysis 28, 48
service levels 17, 18
see also maximum heat supply capacity;
supply interruptions
shared heat network 71
shut-down see emergency shut-off;
interruptions of supply
sizing see plant sizing
Soft Landings 57
space heating 36–37
flow temperatures 36, 37, 37
options 74, 75
see also heat emitters; radiators
special purpose vehicles (SPV) 30
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) 9, 74
standards 5, 32
standby boilers 22, 40, 45
statutory undertakers 9
steel pipes 24, 25, 40, 41, 50–51
surveillance systems 40, 41, 51
strainers 35, 64
subsidies 9
see also financial mechanisms
‘substations’ 25, 28, 35, 70
summer demand 18, 20, 38, 57
summer shutdown 18, 75
supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) 57
supply interruptions 17, 18, 61, 67, 76
supply monitoring 18, 56, 60
surveillance systems 40, 41, 51
surveys 39

tariff structures 66
tenancy agreements 11
thermal storage 5, 46–47, 71
see also hot water storage
thermostatic radiator valves 36, 37, 54
top-up boilers 22, 35, 45
traffic plans 9
trenches 32, 50, 51
twin pipe systems 40
underfloor heating 22, 37
utility services 24, 25
utility works 9, 24
variable flow control 5, 23, 77
variable speed pumps 5, 38, 39, 44, 57, 77
ventilation
building 44
hydraulic interface units (HIU) 37
plant rooms 21, 45
warranties 41
waste heat sources 21
water leakage 35, 45, 61, 64
water quality monitoring 41, 61
Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations 10
water treatment 41, 51, 60, 61
welds 41, 51
‘zero carbon’ see low/zero carbon (LZC)
technology
Zero Carbon Homes standard 9
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operational legislation 10–11
operations
costs 27
environmental management 64
health and safety 60
monitoring and reporting 63
reliability 40, 61
see also maintenance
operators 30
certification 60
responsibilities 7, 30, 35
options appraisals 27, 74–76
outdoor air temperature 18
overheating risks 12, 43, 44
owner responsibilities 6, 16
ownership 30, 30
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